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Abstract of Thesis 0

THELOGIC,OF CURRICULUM POLICY DELIliERATI

r , f

AN :ANALYTIC STUDY FROM SCIENCE EDUCATION

1 '
.

i Graham W.F. Orpwood

This study is aimed'at.improving our understandingof gertain asiect4

of the process of curriculum making in schools. Every school has what

it calls its curriculum, its plans for teaching its stUdents. And

Curriculuni theory, is the body of knowledge by, which the curriculum and

.the 'process of itesdeveldpmeat can be understpod. 3t. is they argument

of this thesis, however, in respect of certain features of the 4

curriculuM making pro?e41*=the ways in which alternatives are
''

deliberated over, 41e, types, of reasons entertained for preferring one

,
/

alternative over andther, and the .basis on which some proposals are

uLtimitely accepted and others rejected- -that curriculum theory is

unable at present to provide the basis' for such an understanding. The
. -

task of the study is., then,. the development and'appraisal of a fresh

'conceptualisation of these asects'Of the curriculum deliberation

%

process. *

Two conceptual features form the theoretical foundation. of
, 0

. this study. First, 'curricula are conceptualised' as a type of policy--

rifles, plans, or guides for deteriidini what shall-be taught in

z
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spetific situations. As sucht they possess both rational content and

Political force, and the process of curriculum making must'be seen in

the' light of this duafity. ,Secohd;, the deliberative process of

Curriculum policymaking isconsidered to possess a logic - -at once', an

account of what curriculum policymakers do and an idealisation of that

activity'.

On the basiA of these concepts, and using philosophical

analyses of rational argument(by Toumin) and of the deliberative ,

0

process (by Baier),:alframework is developed for the analysis of the

discourse of curriculum policy deliberation. This framework is tested

through the analysis of, transcribed samples of deliberation_obtained

from a science curriculuM committee at which the investigator was a

participant-observer. This analysis enables both the identification of,,
logical elements of deliberative discourse and also a discussion of

their relationship. Following this trial analysis, the frameWork is

appraised and-refined in the-light of t47415-raisal. The study

concludes with a discussion of the theoretical and practical'

significance of this research.

a
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Chapter 1

UNDERSTANDING CURRICULUM DELIBERATION: A GOAL FOR RESEARCH

Every school has what it calls its curriculum, plans for teaching its

students. And, given the overall educational purposes of schools, what

lAcontained in the. curriculum is a matter of obvious importance.

Important too is the proce'ss used to'determine the curriculum. Now it

is reasonable to expect that the body of knowledge known as "curriculum

theory" will provide.the, terms
and,cOncepts.with which this prpcess can

be understodd. If it should fail to do so, or if its conceptualisation

A

is inadequate, then not only does the probass of curriculum making

remain inadequately understood but, more importantly, educational

practitioners concerned with changing and improving the curriculum are
.

unable to reflect systematically and critically on their own

experience.

This study is concerned with certain features of the

curriculum inaking process, including theiways in which alternatives are
0

argued over, the types of reasons' entertained for preferring one option

over another, and the basis on which some propdaalS are ultimately

accepted and others rejected. I shall argue that,'in respect of these

features at leaaL, curriculum theory in its present State-appears-

unable to provide the basis for .an adequate understanding of, the

process.' The task of the study Can then be seen as an attempt to

redress this lack of adequate curriculum theory by developing a fresh

conceptualisation of one aspect*.ot the process of curricul}im making.

But irst, the area of practice on which the study-is focussed must be

outlined more precisely.

1, ,

.
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.Curriculum,Debiberation

Teaching is a sufficiently complex and important activity that the need

to prepare and ?tan for it carefully is zenerally,acknowledged. Tf
r.

course, the curriculum actually experienced by students in'a classroom

is not always exactly the one that was planned.. But nevertheless the

expectation is that, by making certain strategic decisions in.advance, _

classroom events-will have an overall shape and purpose which they

would lack in the 'absence of such planning; The ultimate curriculum

planner is clearly the individual teacher who must plan specifically'

foi. each lesson in the light of the specific circumstances of his
4

situation.

But the dubstance of a teacher's leddon plan i s not created

de no vo for, each separate, occasion by the t acher working independently,

from scratch. -The decision by teacher X o,Leach subject-'matter topic

A' using' strategy B on ,a ?articular day is simply. the last in A chain or

. network of decisions the ,rest of.which have keen made on previous

S

occasions'Some of these eviler decisions may have been the teacher's

'own, made, for example, In course of, planning work for the year,_term,

or week. .But others are likelj,"to have been made elsewhere: at school

lev at school board level, or even at the level of the Ministry of

Education. But whatever the fe'kel at which the decisions are made,
1'

they-tombine to form a cdntext which sets limits within which the

teacher condUCts hfi'Own planning for hi,sspecif,ic situation:

But still the question remains: how are such context-'forming

decisions made? By what type of process using what mechanisms? The

varieties of both curriculum practice arid prescription prbvide ample
ti

`al

f
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,evidence that curriculum policies are not self-evidently correct; they

must, in some way, be determined. Furthermore, they cannot be

4 discovered or deduced scientifically either. This fact of curriculum

life has often oeen ignored by invegibtgaCors who have nevertheless

attempted. to discovevalid" educational goals through empiri141.

research. A recent review (Orpwbod 1980a) documents attempts of this

sort in' the field of science education and ctiticises their underlying;

11
reasoning. Schwab (1970)' describes the.propensity of curriculum t

workers to look to theoretical science for answers to their practical

problems as an "inveterate, unexamined and mistaken reliance on theory"

(p. 1). He goes on to point out that theory "by its very charactei,

does not and cannot take accouat of all the matters which are crucial-

to questions of what, who and how, to teach; that is, theories cannot be

applied, as principles, to the solution bf problems concerning what to

do with or for real individuals,, small groups, or real institutions

located in time and spae--the subjects and clients of schooling and

*S"chooli% (pp. 1-2). Curricula--..by their-nature; specific and practical

4 \
responles to real and unique situations--thus cannot be objectively

deduced. They must be determined through some process ofsocial

decision making.

Brian Barry (1965, in an analysis of the types of procedure

by which social decisions can be made, identifies seven: combat;.
. ,

.bargaining (involving real or implied thrats); discussion on merits;

voting; Chance; contest; and authoritative determination (pp. 85 -90).

He goes on to point out that these aK "ideal types" and that, in

practice, "mixed processes" involving more than one of the basic

cl
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procedures are often:used to reach actual decisions. In determining

curricula, it wbuld appear_ that several of these might play a part. At ,

first sight, "discussion on Merits" would appear to be the principal

method but it is quire possible also that elements Of several others 1

(e.g.. 'bargaining," "voting," anti "autortZafive determinattion"),dould

also play a role. Clealr/y, this is an eMpihca4question and only one

somewhat general assumption is made"abdut it fete. It is assumed 'that,

J

in a social democracy where the sch ols and school officials are held

publicly accountable, any process used todetermine the curriculum

/
must involve, to a significant extent, consideration of its

defensibility,,or of reasons why-it is- appropriate. And he 'tame we

give to the process-ft which decisions are made talcing "reasons into

account is "deliberation "'. Further analysis' of the concept of

deliberation is provided later in this dissertation. For the present,

this informal definition is adequate for indicating. the focus of this

'research.

The Purpose of Curriculum Theory
-3

The area of'practice called curriculum deliberation hai, then; been

identified as problematic.(cf. Dewey 1938, p. 107) for the purposes of

this study. Ii should be noted that this desighation does not imply

that curriculum delib@ration is', in actuality; practised badly (hbr, of

a

eguhe, that it islVkactise4 well either). What is implied is that the

area is confused or obscure, that it is not well qnderstpod in a formal

.

or systematic way. And in not understanding ii,-neither the-
.

. -

Oractitioner nof the theorist can reflect on the practicof it in
a

a.

12
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'disciplined or cbjectIve. manner. It is the task of curriculum theory

to, provide such understanding and discipline. -Dewey expressed the sate

idea most Clearly: I4

Education is a mode of life, of action. As an act it is

wider thangCience. The latter, however, renders those who'

engage in the act more intelligent, more thoughtful, more

aware of what they are about, and thus rectify and enrich

in the future what they have been doing in the past. (Dewey-,

1929, pp. 75-76).

Through examining, in general,.how theory in.education might fulfill

this role, I shall identify three criteria by which existing curriculum

theory may be assessed.

There are, it would appear, three tasks which educational

theory should fulfill in relation to educational practice. It should,

enable the observation of the practical phenomena, it ''should render

them comprehensible or
coherent, and it should provide the basis for

their critical evaluation. Each of these three tasks is of

significance to both practitioner and theorist. and each warrants 'some

further explication.

Any form of obiervation, 'as Hanson (1958) and others remind

us, is a "theoryladen" business. A teacher, an educational

psychologist, and a parent may all watch a lesson being taught in a

classroom, but they will not necessarily report the same observations.

What one is trained to see, another will miss. And the difference

resides in the different implicit conceptualisations of the classroom

that each brings to the experience. In order that observation be

systematic,. objective, and disciplined, an explicit and shared

conceptualisation of the phenomena must exist. It is this ftytion of
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'theory that allows ane to talk of "seeing practice withthe4ry" (Munby

,
, '1

. 1980, p. 1) and then to compare alternative "theoretical leases.' The

:-
,

notion of 'theory as a prerequisite to observatioh has been discussed at.

length by philosophers of science and need not be'en'rther expanded
, .

. r
here. However,. one point is important. If theory is ind ed intended

. .

to facilitate. observation, its concepts must-have clear a&d direct

correspondencetO the empirical Phenomena of practiCe.* This criterion

may appear to he obvious but itois one on the basis of which some

theoretical formulatIons appear to fail. Observation, in summary, lies

at the basis of any descOptiveaccount of educational practice,

.

whether by.
..

participant or outsider. Theoryprovides both the

.

. J
theoretical categorierand,the linguistic tools with which descriptions

.k ..,

can be f ormed.

Butrobservatioeand description of educational phenomena are

not enough: Me wanyo know what the phenomena are like, but we also

want to knout why they are that way. And theory can aid in

understanding and explaining the complex phenomena of practice. An

..., .

'^r

adequate:I:theory can do this because its concepts are not just randomly
p

.

selected intellectual abstractions but individual components in a
,

ldtwork of coherent thought. They hang together, as it were. This

4

4 characteristic of coherence within a complete theoretical framework is

.

what permits the process of theoretical extrapolation leading to
6

practical prediction. It also enables theories-from different areas to

* This notion.of correspondence and .later) that of

from Margenau's analysis of the fOrmal requirements'

his The Natureof Physical Reality (1950). The use

"correspondence" Is not, however, intended to imply

of the relationship between theory and observation.

14

coherence are drawn

'of constructs in

of the term
a positivistic view
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be Tinkea to ea other'throughthe recognition of common conceptual

patterns. This is' of particula; interest to the theoretician and

philosopher of knowledge because it enables speculation on the nature

of the theoretical field itself. While such speculation- (as Schwab

, k
points out in relation.to curriculum theory): represents a "flight

from the subject of the field" (1970, p. 17), .it can also contribute
0

,
°much to AIF understanding of the nature,Of the enterprise

and thus,

indirectly, to our conduct' of it. The criterion for adequate theory

that is dentified, here is, then,', internal coherence.

Finally, the ultimate purpose of understanding the phenomena

of education practice better is that practice may thereby be improved.

Add a key component in the cycle of practice and improvement is the

.assessment
%

or evaluation of the practitioner's efforts, either by the

practitioner himself', or by an expert observer. From this assessment,

4

mistakes can be identified which, in turn, can'form the basis bf a

change in future perfofmance. Without the evaluation, no specific'

mistakes are identified, and the experience is; as it were, flat and

featureless., And for theevaluative assessment to, be based, on more

'than just personal intuition, either of the observer77731N the

practitioner, there Must §e standards or criteria, by which the conduct

of-each partof the process can be objectively assessed, and from which

suggestions for improvement can be derived.

-' In the absence of theory no such standardd are available and

MA

,practitioners are therefore obliged to rely on the personal asseSaments

4

of other, mere experienced, practitioners. And where differences of

opinion arise,, there is no basis for chbosing one over another except

15
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on the basis of one's confidence' in their authors. No basiq exists for

a discussion or resolutio f differences. Dewey suggests that

disciplined reflection on experience is the professional duty of

educators, and recently Wise (1979)freiterated the suggestion.

Siftfng through personal experience to pick out its lesson

is essential to improving professional competence; those

who are getting better at their work are already doing

it...: When we are involve in curriculum development, we

are thinking within deliberation about what the curriculum

should contain. But as professionals, we also take time

to think on a second level about the general conduct of

'deliberation. It is this second leve--of thinking about

deliberation--that is the source of our professional growth.

(p.-25)

It is in provjding some order and discipline to this second level of

thought that 'the educational theory can be of value to the

practitioner. This leads then to the third criterion Of an adequate

theory of educational phenomena. Itmust embody an ideal from which

criteria or standards for the assessment' of practical performance, can

be deduced. It must be emphasized that this does not mean-that

eduCational thdory sh uldcomprise prescriptive recipes for the conduct

of practice. _Rather, an ideal should be implicit in the concepts and

relations that make up the theory in such a way that criteria or . 47'

stSndards jot injunctions for actual practices -- can be brought to

bear on the Particular case.

We-now have three, criteria, empirical correspondence,

internal coherence, and implicit ideals, by which theddequacy of

'theoretical foimulations concerning educational practice may be

assessed. Mall of. these criteria are met, then there-is a strong

likelihoAd ttiat the'thepry in question can be both practically ,useful

and,, at efie same time, a significant contribution to knowledge. 'If

any one criterion is not,satisfied, then that indicates a corresponding

16
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weakness in the theory', and a less than adequate_ understanding of the

prpctical'phenbmena.

A. preview of the Stuay.

I argue in this dissertation that curriculum theory; in its present

state, lacks an adequate conceptualisation Of,the'process of curriculum

deliberation, that none of t4e\theoretical formulations in the

literature succeedin meeting al three of the criteria just outlined,

and that therefore, in respedt o the practice of curriculum

deliberation, educators are unable either to reflect in a disciplined

way od their experience or, in De ey's words, Co enrich- in the future

A

what they have.been doing in the past." The problem of the study then

becomes that of developing such concepts and relations among these

concepts that are required to enable an imptoved understanding of the

practical phenomena. In addition, the conceptual framework that is

developed'most withstand uritical assessment !in terms of the same

thr4e criteria.

The dissertation itself comprises eight chapters. In the

next chapter, the literature of curriculum theory is reviewed with a

view to assessing its 'adequacy. Following a more specifiC analysis of

the substantive inadequacies of existing theoripsi the research problem

an be restated in amore precise form. The third chapter describes

the methodology of the research, while chapter 4 Contains the

theoretical core of the,thedis, the development' of a scheme for

analysing the discourse of curriculum deliberation Chapters 5 and 6

\-
.describe. the trial use of the scheme in an analysis of specif

.17
" I

r
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instances of curriculum deliberation and chapter 7 Contains an

'assessment of the scheme in the light qf this apdgication. Finally,

the conclusions of the research are set out in An eighth chapter.

r"

3
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Chapter 2

eiTT4MPTS AT UNDERSTANDING: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
0

. The theoretical literature relating to the practice of curriculum

making is so diverse that an exhaustive review is beyond the scope of

this study. Furthermore, very few theoretical formulations have been

developed that expressly address the practice of deliberation as the

4

means or curriculum deterthination. Fonythese reasons, the literature

has been divided for review purposes into two major cluster's, in which.

major, representative, pieces only are citbd, and two indijidual

iF
authors, whose work has dealt explicitly with curriculum deliberation.

In each of the following four sections, therefore, the thrust of the

thentheoretical Work is first described, then a summary account of the

'criticisms.by other authors is.set out, and finally the area is

critically examined from the perspective o the three criteria for-

theoretical adequacy identified in the, first chapter. This latter

4 examination will enable a clear assessment of the areas in need of -

fresh conceptual development.

I. Rational Planning Models

There are a large number of conceptualizations of the process of

As

curriculUm making which are based on clear logical distinction between

two curricular elements: the intended effects of the curriculum on the

learner (vildously expressed as aims, objectives, goals; images,

intended learning outcomes, and so on) ,and the programme of activities-

tir

dgaitned to briag about these effects (teaching 'strategies,

1.......

411
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instructional methods; earning experiences, etc.). The relationship

between these two elements is seen in terms of "means" and "ends", the A

teaching being the means to the end, of student learning. Although this

View of the curriculum has a history of over sixty years, many of its

modern proponents claim it is based on Tyler's (1949) Basic Principles

of Curriculum sad Instruction, though it is instructive to note how

1/4

Tyler himself regarded his boat He describes it as "a rationale for

viewing, analyzing, and interpreting the curriculum and instructional

.

program of an educational institution.... It is not a manual'for

(
curriculum construct on" (p. 1). Later, at the end of the book; he

reiterates this point. "Another question arising ... is whether the .

sequence of steps to be followed shOuld be the same as the order of

Presentation iv this syllabus. The answer is clearly 'No'" (p.'128)4.

Thus, Ty4disclaims any intention of setting out a method of.

curriculum making..

While Tyler is cautious. abdut the status of the rational

princfples he sets out, others following after him have been less so.
°

Not only do som °_ writers see the objttres of the curriculum as

logically prior to the methods for their attainment, they also assert

,1°that objectives' should actually be determined first. Oil this point',

advocates of rational planning in durriculUM'are quite specific

(see, for example, Bobbitt1924, Taba 1962, Mager 1962, Gagng 1963,

Popham 1970, amongst many others). This move from an analysis of

logical features ofa curriculum (as condZicted by Tyler) to a

prescription for procedure (as contained in most rational 'planning

models) is rarely argued for, if it is_even recognized as a "move" at

\
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all. (An exception.to this is Hirst (1M) who, afiei.insisting,iat 4
A

length, that rational planning must mean.5utiing first things first",
.

,

i

concedes that the appropriateness of rational planning'ai an ideal for
a

. .
, .

curriculum is an arguable matter.)

Indeed, rational planning as a'means for curriculum
.

determinaiTon has not leaked fad critics. Ampng the criticisms that

have appeared in the lieratiire, three sets would apPearito be

especially-ept. These raise questions about: (t) the poisibility of

being able to state or.predict desirable'outcomts of education (e.g.,

Eisner 1967, Doll 1972); (2) the possibility.of being able toplan

means independently from ends (e.g., Dewey 192, Macdonald 1065, Olson

1976, Wiwa1,976); (3) the assumption that rationally plannedTurricula

are the necessary prerequisites to defensible teaching or worthwhile

learning (e.g.,.'Oakeshott 1962, Dalt 19 ) Tr:addition to these

'philosophical" objections to theuse/of rational planning, another set

of so-called objections is derived from the increafing quantity.of

empirical evidence that teadhers,-even good tegcheri,do not, _in

e

practice, follow such rational planning principles when they plan their

teaching. Clark and Yinger (4977), for instance,. cite nine studies all
, I

of which support this conclusion: That!thia kind of evidence can

constitute ate "objection" to rational planning at,all is itself

problematic and is discussed.in more detail later.
. .

,

Guttchen (1969) provides a helpful perspective on this means- ,
$

ends ationality by recalling its origins in the work of Tbhn Stuart
.....

il..,,,.. -- .

.
. . . -.

Mill. Twa. points, in particular, emerge from Guttchees critique alf 4'

Mill that are illuminating' in comIng'to an assessment of the rational

a
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-planning model in relation to curriculum making. The first is that, as

A

. themselves, Mill's logic "supplies canons for the criticism of result:;

Guttchen explains, Mill'smeansends categories. are "priTrily

.applicable to ,the process. of fabrication, of the making of things" (IT.

34Y. The ease of this application gives rise to the tendency

,

(discussed at 'treater length by Arendt (1958, pp. 136ff.)) to treat all

ends "as if they were things that -e-an be made" ( Guttchen, p. 4The

second feature of Mill's logic identified by:Guttchen is a

preoccupation with the proof and justi ication of the products ot

inquiry rather than with the methods of uiry or discovery

already achieved or, in, the realm of practice, ot goals: propos,NI nuit

.

,e courses of action already fixer (p.^36): Issue for Gntlrho, and

for us as well, is the i'ange of relevance,bf Mill's model ratlyer nan

its ,fundamental validity. , And on,this matter, Cuttchen concith.s (hal
0

its applicability appears to, he the grratest In emplection wlth the

construction oP, things and least In "matters of moral choice and

^.

0

1 ..

...

. -. decision leading to action. /--8,..).

.Implications of tSis critique of rational p1anning are
.0(

developed later in the chapter. For the'prgsent, the criticisms of the

a"
.

rational planning group theories may he summarised using the three e .

4. =

. .

...

1,
.

4

criteria of 'empirical torrespondence, internal coherence, and implic 1

i..

. ,

ideals. Itkis clear that this group is strongest In,respect of the

implicit.bleal and internal coherence and,weakest in respect of,its

correspondence, to empirical prActice. Several authors have noted the

difficulty with which they have attempted to observe the actual

practices of curriculum makers usin& Oe categories of rational

4
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planning models. Theories of this type have persisted however because

of their light internal logic and the teal for practice this implies.

However, as Guttchen suggests, the inadequate conceptions of curriculum

and curriculum making implicit in these models org responsible foF the

Lack of correspondence to the realities of practice.

II. Empirically Grounded Models

The fac3t that teachers do not,
practice, use the principles of

rational planning when planning curricula
is'not, in itself, an

important or recent discovery. One must asieuee-that,the advocates of

rational planning would not have needed to promote their coupe :so

vigorously if i. had already had d strong following. In this respect:,

empirical studies which document the "non-use" of rational

planning models (e.g., Ammons 1964, Joyce and Harootunion .1964, Jackson

and Belford 1965,
Zahorik'1970, Good'lad et al. 1974) merely confirm an

existing sense of the situation. .However, as evidence -.of this type has

accumulated, increasing doubt has been expressed about the value of

such models at all. Eisner (1967) sums up arese doubts succinctly.

If educational objectives were really useful toolst teachers,

I submit, would use them. If they do not, perhaps it is not ...

because there is something wrong with the teachers but ,

because there might be.something wrong with the theory. (p.

253)

When'one recalls that one of the criteria, discussed earlier, of an

adequate theory of a practical enterprise is 'its correspondence to

empirical practice, then one is obliged to concur with Eisner's

.conclusion.

O.
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Accordingly, researchers have, in recent years, begun to

conduct descriptive-or
"naturafistic° studies of'how curriculum

planning is actually carried',out
in practice, with a view to the

%

development of empirically-based
"model s" or"theuries" of such a

Morino

1 .

process. Taylor (1970), Zahorik (1975), Morini (1976), Peterson et al.'

(1978), and Yinger (1978) are amongst those who are recorded in a

recent review (Clark and,Yinger 1977).as having published studies of

-this type. However, as,I shall endeavour'to show, these itudles, while

111%
informative accounts of.an important aspect of educational...practice,

are inadequate as theories of curriculum deliberation. The point is

importAnt, and to clarify this assegsment'of such studies, it is

helpful to recall the criteria of theoretical adequacy that were

discussed earlier.

It has already been pointed out t4 at while a theory of an

enterprise must have the capacity for being gsed to observe and

describe an instance of the enterprise, it must also have more than

that. As a statement of an ideal for the conduct of 00 enterprise, it

must also have normative content, making it usable for the evaluation

of instances. This means'that the categories which it incorporates

-

must have'more than empirical validity; they must be justifiable

analytically....* the basis of a systematic conception of the nature of

the enterprise. Such categories cannot be expected to emerge from data

nor be selected arbitr ly from other models or theories. There are

many exampleg of the appropriate derivation of analytical categories of

,

,

this kind, particularly in the writings of gnalyticalphilosophers.!

For example, in relation to the concept of ,teaching, Scheffler,(1965),

Komisar (1968), and Hirst (1971) provide such analyses.

24
s
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.In none of the studies of curriculum planning cited above is

there any sustained argument in s4port of the categories used for

-°""4.1

observatfon and interpretation. In some instances (e.g., Zatorik 1975,

Petersen et alv 1978) "the use of objectives" (as a category) ahow the,',

continuing influence-of t rational planning model on the researchers

despite their own evidena 'of -its absence in schools. In another

(Yinger 1378) the inVestigatv at one point expected that categories

would emerge from the data ("COnoepts, methods, and processes gradually

surfaced in the data after I spent extended periods observing and

deacrlbing the teacher's decision behavior" (p. 121)). At another

point, he hoped that a "general model of the teacher planning Process"

could be- based in part, on "theory translation, the process of

borrowing a theory or part'of'a theory from one situation and applying

it to another based on
similarities betwe n the two situations" (p.

2). On this basis,,he "borrowed" with litt ea further ado froul studies

of mathematical problem solving, chess playing, musical composition,,

art, 'and Itlitectu'rai design. Such a smorgasbord of undefended

. theoretical
constructs\is unlikely, I submit, to contribute to an

adequate.theory of curriculum deliberation. Nor, in any of the other

studies cited, were the categories argued for on the basis of an

analysis of ,the nature of the process being observed. At present,

'

therefore, none of this group'Of empirically groundedstudoies ban''be
, . I

considered as ,an adequate theorT,of curriculum deliberation.

It is important also to distinguish the_ present study,

directed at understanding.curriculum
deliberation, from yet' another

mode of research designed. to ideitify the features of "effective"



t

P
curriculum change. Leithwood et al!. (1976, 1P9) have condocted-a

,..

4

number of studies directed toward (thi-s--tmd-/and the difference in

purpose are important,.
Leithwood's concern is with "strategies most

___
-10

appropriate for use by university-based research and development (R&D)

1

personnel" (1979, p. 1): To this end,he reports a series- of wide

.
.

..

stLles "informAlly judged to be 'reasonably-successful' by both those ,

i'7.

_
.

,

,

in.change agent es and A significant proportion of the client

,

, . a
. \ , __ a

population" (p. 2). The key to the difference between such research .

k

and that described here is in these notions of-"successand

"effectiveness': which are central to Leithwood's argument. In the
0

prese4it study,no clAims are made that the deliberation process be

successful or effeetive--by any definition. What is wider exam4aaajton
4

is how, in
detaili.educgt4-s reason about curricula and about changes k,

inecurriculum. There are no guarantees implicit here--nor, as far as

can see, in Leithwood's work--that logicajly reasoned policies

result in successful change, nor that effective change evidence of

sound reasoning in deliberation. These are clearly quest onssfor

further emoiricl investigation'.

Thus, while the rational planbing models score well on their

implicit ideals and internal
cOlierenctfley fail on the ci-iterlon of

empirical correspondence. By contrast, ,the empirically grolulded

models,, while valid
empirically and coherent intern'ally,'contain no

4

ideals by which standards for evaluating the practice of curriculum

I

deliberation can be deduced. More constructively, this analysis has

'

. \
.

,

underlined the importance of a systematic analysis of the concepts o

,

,
..

curriculum and curriculum deliberation as the route towards an adequate

conceptualization of the'deliberative proceds.

4-4

- t
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III. Walkdr's :Naturalistic Model"

The research of Decker Walker into the processes of curriculum

deliberation is both sufficiently distinct and also sufficiently

closely related to the concern of this study that its separate

'consideration is. warranted. In a series of reports (1970, 1971a,

197'1b, 197fc, 1975), Walker set out first, a model of curriculum

dpvelopment'(his "naturalistic model"), and second, its application in

the description of the deliberations of several curriculum development

projects with which he was associated.

The categories in Walker's model are radically different from

any previously appearing in.the literature. Furthermore, they are

argued for on the basis of a syStematic consideration of the

development process. His model comprises three elements: "the

4
' r

curriculum's platform, its design; and the deliberation associated with

,it" (1971a, p. 52). He argues that the process of curriculum

development consists of moving from-a project's platform, "the system

of beliefs and values .that the curriculum developer brings to his-,
task," (p. 52) by means of deliberation to a curriculum design,"the

set. of abstract' relationships embodied. in the 'designed object
4

(materials for classroom use" (p. 53. Thus emerges the beginning of

g conceptualisation of deliberations leading to the production of

curriculum materials. Walker goes on t'o use analyses of deliberation

(Schwab);.practical reasoning (Gauthier), and patterns of argument

(TOulmin) in the construction both of hid model and of the associated

"System for Maiming Curriculum Deliberations." Finally he

1.

demonstrates the empiricalscorrespondeite of his analytical scheme

-2 7
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through the'systematic analysis of transcriptions of deliberations from

three curriculum projects (1971b).,

Walke:'s work thus is all three of the criteria for ab

adequate theory. It has empit' ca01 correspondence, internal coherence,

and implicit (deals (although this' aspect -is not developed by Walker).

Furthermore, in examining logical features of deliberations, Walker's

work broke new ground in the field of curriculum research and has had
,

.

considerable influence on the development of the present study. There,

is, however, an important difference between Walker's research and that

reported here. Hj. attention waA focussed on the work of curriculum

projects whose.goal was the development of curriculum materials for

genera). use. Curriculum deliberation at, school or schbol7board levels,

hy contrast, il concerned with the course of acts n to be folloOed in a

specific situation. This distinction, explained in more detail later(

f
places a severe limitation on the_igplicability of Walker's model, and,

in'particular, prevents its direct use here. 0f-course, it fs.

possible--eyen'likely4.4t a theory of deliberations fOr specific

curricula will have features in common with Walker's. theory of

deliberations for curriculum materials development, but this cannot be .

assumed in advance.

.
IV., Schwab's "The Practical: A Language for Curriculum"

Schwab, also, is concerned for the logical features of curriculum

making and, in his series of articles entitled "The Practical" (1970,"

1971, 1973); he outlines what almost amounts to a theory of curriculum

deliberation. His argument stems from his conception of curriculum

28
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*

as a "practical as distinct from h "theoretic" enterprise. Curiously

perhaps, he makes nb mention here of Aristotle's third category, "the

productivd,"
44r

nor of the consequences of an excessive preoccupation with

that conception of curriculum making. As regards the process of

curriculum making, he stresses the importance of deliberation' as "the

method of the practical."

Deli4eration is complex and arduous. It treats both, ends and

meant and must treat them as mutually determining one

Another. It must try to identify, with respect to both, what

facts may be relevant. It must try to ascertain,,the relevant

facts in the'concrete case. It mot Cry to identify the

desideratain the case. It must generate alternative -'

solutions. It must make every effort to trace the branching
°pathways of Consequgnces-which may flow from each alternative

and affect desiderata. It mdtt then weigh alternatives and

their costs and consequences against one another, and choose,

not the right alternative, for there is no such thing, but

the best one. (Schwab 1970, p. 36)

At this point, frustratingly for the reader anxious to have this notion

further developed and applied, Schwab moves on to ekplain,how effective

deliberation requires attention to the arts of eclectic (1971) and the

participation of a variety of "bodies ofelperienbe" 41973). As a

result of this move, alternative illoxes-le4ding toward a theory of

deliberation are not pursued.

The writings of Schwab, therefore, fare considered not as a

developed theory of curriculum deliberation, but a starting point for

the development of such a theory. As such, his analysis of curriculum

deliberation is:discussed in more detail in ohaPter 4.
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Towards, a New Conception of Curriculum Deliberation
v

Before leaving this rqview.of the literature, I want to turn some of

the criticisms of existing' curriculum theory to a constructive purpose:

We outlining of twc'concepts having the potential both of resolving

the problems of, existing theory and of enabling a'more precise

statement of -thn objective of the present .study.

Oft

Curriculum Policies.

It IS clear, from the discussion both of the rational planning models

of curriculum making and of Walker's analysis of curriculum

deliberations, that theorists have traditionally conceived a curriculum

as an "artifact: to be assembled. The rational planning models then
o

specify a systenatic means for constructing a- curriculum and Walker

conceives of the construction process as a deliberative. one. While

their models for the process thus differ radically-, the nature. of the

product is seen as being similar. Yet, as was noted earlier, there is

no reason to,suppose that a deliberatiVe process'leading to the

development Of curriculum materials for general use must be similar to /

ore leadl4g to:decisiortt-for action in a specific context. It is,

.

therefore, important to consider carefully the nature of the curriculum

that emerges aom the deliberative proless,to ensure that the process

ofits development is adequately conceptualised.

In this study, curricula, atwhaiever level they are

formulated, are conceptdalised as a .type of policy, and are therefore

a

. describedas curriculum policies* ,Thus, curriculum gUidelineslrom

* No distinction is thuii intended between "curriculum" and "curriculum

policy." The Witional word is added for clarification purposes.

3O
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the Ministry of Education, program guides developed by a local school '

board, as well as the teacher's own plans for his class are all'

O

.
regarded as curriculum policies, in this sense of the tem. Such a

usage is consistent both with the ordinary language use of the term

"policy" aswell as with definitions of. "curriculum policy" encountered/
e

in the curriculum literature.*

L.." the interests of clarity, two further distinctions are

perhaps helpful at this point. As has just been indicated, curriculum

policies are conceptualized here as rules, plans, or guides for the

determination of what shall be taught in specific situations. As such;
4

it is important that they be distinguished from textbooks And from

those products of so-called "curriculum development" prdjects that are

designed for general as distinct from s application. Such

materials may be regarded as "policy o ions" and, while their adoption

for use in a siven situation would count as a curriculum policy

decision, decisions involv ed in their original development or

construction would not (unless some prion commitment to adoptOthem had

been made).

This distinction--between curriculum policies applicable to

specific jurisdictions or contexts and curriculum materials applicable

, .

more generally--is Of crucial importance to the present study. It

tends to be blurred when terms Leh a*"curriculum development" (or

curriculum making or curriculum decision making) are used to

,
.

consistent,usage is consient, for exampleowith that stipUlated by Kirst ,

Alrld Walker (1971) and with analyWof the ,concepts of 'curriculum

(Daniels 1981) and of educational policy (Ballinger 1965; Kerr 1976).
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characterize' both the development of, materials (e.g. Walker 1971a;

Schaffarzick and Hampson 19,75) and,the making of policies (e.g. Taba

1962; Stenhouse 1975). ie ambiguities and misunderstdndings that can

result from this multi le usage have been recognized before (Connelly

1972; Waller 1976) but the distinction proposed here is arguably more

comprehensive than either ConnellY's-or-Walker's. Its most immediate

value is in clarifying therelationship of this study whose focus is

the making of curriculum 130\1.icies to methodologically similar studies,

such as Walker's own, whosej concern is with the'development of

curriculum-materials:
A.

The second distinction can be dealt -with more briefly. Much.

is made by some authors of a fundamental distinction claimed to exist

between "curriculum" and,"instruction;" often, the one (instruction) is

regarded as the meansto the end of the other ( curriculum). The

'distinction is a structural one in,which objectives (fbr example)
It*

belong in the curriculum while-teaching strategies ace seen as part of

an instructional plan. Jnhnson (1967) provides an exemplary account of

such'a-distinceion. In, the' present study, the terms",. "curriculum" and

.
"instruction," are also distinguished but, not in the same way. Here',

instruction is seen as the'aCtivify through which a curriculum id.

,implemented in the classroom. Both a curriculum and the corresponding

instruction may thus contain sUch*coMponents as subject-matter topics,

objectives, and teaching strategies. The distinction made here between

curriculum and instruction is thus one of function rather than of

formal content, the curriculum being the pOlicy or intent and the

instruction the action carried out in order, to fulfil the intent.

C..
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Thus, while the study, is concerned with the formulation of curriculum

policies, no assumptions are implied by this stipulation. about what the

content of such policies might be in any particular situation.

This conception of curriculum enOles a fresh view of the

process of curriculum making. I have shown that thd principles of

-

rational curriculum planning (a) conceive a curriculum primarily as an

'

"artifact" which (b) may be analyzed into its constituent elements
I

(i.e., objectives, strategies, etc.) with a view to (c) its rational

and systematic construction. Andqt. may be argued that, in part, it

can be so conceived. But however much a policy is a thing that is
. . 4

made, it is also much more than that. It is also a statement of

decision conc rning action, and, as such, represents a commitment of

o

will as well.as a product of reason. And, as a commitment of will, a

curriculum pOlicy has political force as well as rational content. A

means-ends logic, therefore, that takes only part of this dual nature

,into account is unlikely to be an adequate conceptualization of the

policymaking process.

The Logic of.Curriculum Policy Deliberation

Alternative proposals for curriculum policies have been debited, ones

must assume, for as long as schools and curricula have existed.

Certainly Aristotle (in The Politics) discusses the problem of

determining what r,o teach' to the young and the topic has been the

object of argument in the literature ever since. 'And although we have'

less direct evidence about deliberations over actual curriculum

policies, we,mustalso assume ,that, .fOr the debates in the literature
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to have had shore than academic significance, deliberations have been

carried dn. turriculum,policydakers throughout the ages have

effectively determined what should be taught in schools. In this

context, effectiveness is conceived 'simply in terms of success at

t
resoliring problems at hand, in this case problems associated, with the

development of curriculum policies. (A more stringent crAteriori of

effectiveness implying both development and implementation of policies

-41k

is- specifically noit intended.)

Such continued success at-the conduct of curriculum policy

deliberation 'suggests the existence of some systematic, if'

.
unarticulated, method at work in.the process, an example ot, what Kaplan

calls a "logic" (1964, p. 8). Now, "logic" is a term which can be used
.0

to denote both the conduct' of an activity and the study of that

conduct. We.say that aierson is planning "logically" and also that

there is a :'logic of planning." And Kaplan distinguishes between these

'two by means of the terms "logicinuse" ,(referring to the former) _and

"reconstructed logic" (with reference to the latter). He goesvon to

point out that "we can no more take them to be identical or even assume

an exact correspondence between them, than we can in the case of the

decline of Rome and Gibbon's account of it, a patient's fever and his

physician's explanation of it (p. 8). He illustrates this distinction

and the important relationship between the two types of logic by'
0

reference to /the practices of scientists (their logics in lase) and to

the philosophy of. science (its reconstructed logic).

"Logic," Kaplan also notes, "deals with what scientists do

when they are doing well as scientists! (p. 8, my emphasis). This-

34
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tence embodies two essential characteristics of the relationship

e

between-a logic-in-use and a reconstructed logfk of an enterprise.

Since4his relationship is of key importance in this study, each of the

, -

two features will therefore be discusse8 before proceeding.

a reconstructed -19gic is, in some senses at least, a

4
representation of the way in which practitioners actually operate; For

example, an element of a reconstructed logic, such as (in the case of
A

science) the use of experiments to test hypotheses, can be expected to

have an empirical counterpart in the logic-in-use of the profession if

the particular reconstruction is to be regarded as a useful one. But

second, a reconstructed logic is ntt merely a descriptive account of

what practitioners do. It is also an Idealization of, that practice

which embodies.norms for the critical assessment of practices. .And; as

Kaplan points out, herein lies the danger that the ,autonomy, of

professional practice can dm subtly subverted. He writes: "The .

normative force of the (reconstructed) logic has the effect, not

IPML

necessarily of improving the logic-iruse, but only of bringing it into
%

closer conformity with the imposed reconstruction" (p.11). A good

reconstructed logic, thereto*, functions as a lens through which to

view practite critically, .not as a model frizz which to synthesize
I

practice. In this respect; the concept'is similar to tha,of
. .

c "theoretical-perspective" -discussed,..b0Oberts and Russell (105) and

Muhby (1980).
.

a la

.
This notion of dprritulum policy deliberti a as haviner"

A.

logic.can be seen tolme the potential: for resolvipg the problems of
. - ......... ,

,
.

. .-

. the two major types of 'theory about-curriculum making described
.. ,

t

35
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-
earlier. Both groups of theOretical mWdels are attempts at

reconstructing the logic of curriculum making. HoWever, one group (the

empirically grounded models) lacks an adequate conception of curriculum

'.
because it embodies,neither'an idealization of practice nor norms for

. 1
., .

its criticaLassessment. The other group (the rational planning

J -
, . .

models) has such normative force that it ip easily misused W being

imposed as a recipe for professional practice. -A proper balance of the

two characteristics of a. reconstructed logi c-is thus of crucial

-importance in an adequate conceptualisation of the practice of

curriculum policy deliberation.
,01

Before proceeding, I would note, parenthetically; that the

term "logic" ill this context is used to Aenote,something distinct from

a branch of formal logic. One definition of the discipline of logic is

that it is the study, of'the "principles andlitethods of correct

reasoning" .(Kneller 1966, p. 1). Simple thoUgh this formulation

appears to be, its varied interpretation gives rise to a number of. ,

alternative conceptions-of the scope of logicaAl inquiry. -The one most
6,-

favoured by professional logicians (according to Kneller>.is the

"formalist" conception in which the discipline involves'the study of
'fa

formally valid arguments, the products 'of reasoning. ."An argument,

says the formalist is valid by virtue of its form.rather than 'its

subject matter" (Kneller, p. 57). This means that the arguments of .

interest to the formalist are those whoSe Conclusipns'are logically

contained in or implied.11-;their,premises. Toulmin (1918), calling

these arguments "amplyirc", points out that, in practice, we do not use

such 'arguments very often in the course of our daily 'lives. Rather, he .

36
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-suggests, our arguments epend for their validity not on formal

criteria but on norms and standards particular to the field in which

the arguments are used. He calls such arguments "substantial" to .%

tinguish them from the formal (analytic) arguments of concern to the

log cian (1958, pp. 123ff).' Kneller develops and illustrates Todlmints

poift, specifically regard to education 'arguments.

We generalize about the future on the-basis of bur experience

of the past, and we consider such generalizations justified,
althauglethere is not ones of them that it would be

self contradictory to deny. . . . We make moral and

aesthetic judgments, support 'scientific theories, and take up
political positions; yet. in each case our conclusion conveys
information that is not contained in the evidence. (p. 60)

Given this state of affairs, Kneller claims that "the proper business

of ldgicis to examine the arguments that are used in different fields

'and'to devise criteria for judging the arguments that are used in each

particular field" (p. 60). He goes on to criticize the formal

logicians who "deprecate arguments in science, ethics, law and

, education on th grounds that they are not analytic," claiming that

such arguments s ould be judged on their own merits.

Arguments about what to teach are clearly not analytic

arguments having formal validity but substantial ones in which

conclusions are drawn on the'basis of reasons acceptable to the
\s.

profession and its publics. it curriculum policy arguments may .

therefore hold, little of_ interest for the formal _logician, that does

,

not preclude the possibility of speaking of or studying a logic of

curriculum policy deliberation.

9-1
4.0
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The Problem of the Study Restated

This reflection on the theoretical formulations present in'the

literature of the curriculum fteld has resulted in the devtlopment'of

two concepts whose use appears to hold considerable promise. First,

the concept of a curriculum as a form of policy emphasises theineed to

conceptualise the process of making curricula in dynamic terms both as

the construction of a plan and as the development of a commitment to

A
action. Second, the, concept of a reconstructed logic as a lens with

which practice can (a) be observed and (b) be analysed .critically

.attends to the multiple, functions of adequate theory discussed

earlier.
1

The objective of the present study can therefore be restated

with greater precision .,than was possible earlier. It is .the.

development of a logic of_curriculum policy deliberation. Before

embarking on an account of this development, one further qualification

concerning the focus_ of the study is required-.

The making of a curriculum involves the use of reasoning in

many forms. At one level, every individual who is involved reasons in

his own mind about the curriculum being` -made, abotit the comments of

other 'participants, about what he might contribute to `the process,

about more personal matters, and about the interactions amongst all of

,these. At the other extreme; reasons are publicly given in support of

final decisions concerning the curriculum. These may or may not be

related to the reasons why one curriculum option was actually selected .

over another. Between these extremes, reasoning takes place in various

grotips having diverse responsibilities relating to the curriculum. .A

a
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y

study of the logic of curriculum policy making could, in principle,

take place at any of these levelse

This study is focussed quite specifically at a level roughly

midway between the extremes outlined: At the level of an individual'

reasoning, there are significant problems of evidence--can one know an

individual's reasons for saying what he says?, for example. At the

level of the final decision, anaNla,reasons provid4d in its defense,

the problem is different: to what extent do these reasons reflect thosk

that actually led to Ole particular dhoices involved? Here, the focus

is on the reasons used'in the discourse of deliberation, i.e. the

reasons used in the process of reaching a decision about the

curriculum. Thus, while the dynamic nature of the curriculum policy

making process is recognized,' the level of.detailat which this dynamic

is to be examined is restricted to thestalgments of the participants,

and to such meanings of those statements as nihht,reasonably be

/'
inferred from the context in which they - occur.

O
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Chapter 3

RESEARCH

The purposes of this study are, then, todevelop a:framework for

k-
enalyzingilogical features of curriculum policy'deliberation and to

assess its applicability. ',In what follows,, the research method by

which this objective is reached leyoUtlined and defended. The reatons

for using the particular method can best be appreciated by refer&nce to

the strengths and weaknesses of other traditions of research within the

science education enterprise. The chapter thus fallsinto three "
I '

settfOns: first, the traditions of science education research are

briefly reviewed; next, the method of this study is outlined in general

terms with an' argument fortheiappropriateness of its use in Elle

present study;and finally, a detailed retrospective account of the

-activities of ris reiveerEh study is set down. LT this way, the'reaAr

will be'enebled to'see both how the general methOd selected is an

appropriate response to the original problem and, how the actual events
.

' of the research experience maintained the"discipline and integrity off

that method.that. meth
fl

Resegrch Traditions J.n,Science Education

In one of the most recent published reviews of the state of research in

41.

science education, Colin Power (1976) identifies what he describes as

three competing paradigms each incorporating its own approach to

"research methoas, data interpretation, and acceptable standards of
=fr ;11.

solution and explanation" (1). 579). 'These he calls the 7agricultural

IA
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fat scientific" paradigm, the "anthropological" paradigm, and a group of

'philosophical" paradigms. His account of each is summarized briefly -

here.

The agricultural-scientific paradigm has, as Power points

' out, been the dominant one in science 'education research for many

years. Its name derives from the fact that its. assumptions and

techniqued have been adapted from those used with success in

agriculture and the natural sciences. Typically, in such research,

experiments are developed. in which hypotheses concerning the relations,

among known and'observable variable's can be tested. The rules and

criteria by which such research may be evaluated are well established

4
and his tradition has still d strong following. Power notes that,

.200 'papers presented' at 1974 meetings Of the Wational Association for

Research_in Science TeaChing and the Australian Science EduCation

'Research Association, about one-quarter "aspired to the experimental

approach." An even a cursory glance at recent volumes of the Journal

*

of.Research in Science Teachi-ng would confirm the continuing dominance

of-this tradition. The tradition's strengths are well d'ocumented: the
,

reftOducibtlity of experiments; the potential forpowerful.statistical

teChniques to-be applied in establishing relationship among variables;
J

the potential for systematic and empirically validated theory

construction.

In recent years, howevek, the traditiodhas also had its

share of critics... Among the.-Most prominent of theses claims Power (p.

582), are those who consider educational henomena from An

'anthropological rather than a ps ological perspective.. This

,
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tradition emphasises the uniqueness of persons and thus of educational
.

phenomena as distinct from their_ generalisability which is of interest

to the experimentalist.' For kheanthropologist the wholes,array of

observable differences among situations is of interest in

4

characterizing each; for the scientist, great care is taken to control

for or otherwise diminish all-those differences not already seleCted

for examination. The researcher from theanthropdlogical tradition

uses ethnographic techniques,-.which enable an indepth understanding of

many facets of a situation or group of individuals. These include such

techniques as longtetm observation, taperecording of'dialogue,,

interviews with participants, and background studies of context. In so

doing, this tradition exchanges reliable generalisability of its

findings for depth of insight into human interactions and the meanings

ascribed to events by the participants. However as Power acknowledges,

research in this tradition can'also be "an excuse for research without

id

-

eas, the'anecdotal model with its indiscriminate data collection and

'unsupported conjectures":(p. 583). \In comparing' these two traditions,

. it appears that there is a natural tension between disciplined

:.scholarship (exemplified by the experimental tradition) and imaginative

or ,creative scholarship ,(exemplified by the ethnographic one). A third

has demeloped hoWever, in. which Aoth discipline and

creativity ,are required In full measure; Power calls it the

philosophical paradigm.

<7.

This newer tradition of research in.science education rejects

the notion that to be unscientifieonNust be.undleoiOlined: Instead

it looks to the discipline of philosophy rathlrthan to that of natural
. P
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or.sociil science as the 'source for its,theoretioal insights and for

its criteria for quality. The approach entails the careful selection

of theoretical perspectives from which the events of science education

may be syStematically and rigorously analysed. Of'pacticular value in

this process is that area of philosophical scholarship known as

philosophical analysis, in ^ htheconcepts, terms, and ideas

employed in educatio 1 racticelat-ecarefully clarified. Kneller

(1966) Llls'such Sekv'ity "informal" analysis to distinguish it from

the work of formal logicians'and analytical philosophers whose work is

of less direct relev.Snce to the understanding of.praetice. The outputs

of this tradition of research are both of'general application--the

theoretical perspectives generated can be used in a variety of

contextsand insightful , since a well honed analytical distinction can

'clarify wfth great incisiveness. The method is desct:Ibed in more

detail law. First however; in order to explain the reasons for this

choice of research, the three traditions are compared in terms of the

problem of observation and of the role of theory in each tradition.

Thg,Applicatlon (If Philosophical AnAlysis in Educational Research

'All research in fields having an empirical basis embodies some concept

of observation, even if that 'concept is rarely articulated. The"

various ways in'which observation is.conceived can provide one of the

clearest backdroOS against which to perceive the particular approach to

research used iii this sZudy.

4
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Hanson (1971) describes two conceptions of observation is

extreme positiend, the "Scylla and Charybdis," eetween which the

responsible investigator must steer. The first is one that assumes

observation to_be merely the having of a window on the world through

,

Which one inspects reality. In such a conception, the observer calkin

principle be cleansed of all subjectivity and can, again in principle,

report what "is there." Such a Conception, sometimes also described as

"naive fails to provide an adequate explanation for the

coexistence of, different views of the same reality (other than to -"A A

assume that one is incorrect). The second view, described as

formalist, represents, the polar extreme in that observation'is here

regaided as being so laden with the subjective biases and prejudices of

the observer that it is reduced to an almost totally insignifidagit

role. Forthe formalist, tesearch becomes an exclusively intellectual

process' in which, "problems " are solved by the construction of

4
,

theoretical models whose empirical correspondence -is of less

consequence than their internal coherence: The weaknesses of both of

theseextreMes.are discussed in.detail by. Hanson and need not be

repeated here.' What is of more interest is how the three research

traditions described earlier have, in their more sophisticated
ti

versions, dealt with the need tolina a middle ground, in which the

reality of "theory laden" observation is acknowledged and in which what

is seen is, ielarge part,a function of how one looks.. lit

The scientific tradition, inasmuch. as the problem of

observation ts'recognized at all, rests its approach on the need

build new research on established theory. Thus, for example,
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psychometric tests are used to measure such constructs as skills,

attitudes, and aptitudes and each .test embodies a stipulated definition

of the skill, attitude,or aptitude under examination,'and both the

"test instrument and the results it purports to measure derive from this

stipulated definition. By rooting both the definition and the

A

technique in the established traditions of educational icholarship, the

investigator can ensure that the results of his work will be compatible

with those that have gone before. Furthermore, by laying out both

definitton and instrument for examination, he enables his work to ,be

checked or replicated. Research in this tradition is well linked to-

other work in the tradition and the body of theory gradually increases.

If there _is a weakness to such' research, it .comes not in its

theoretical rigour but in tts practical utility,

By contrast, the anthropological paradigm of educational

research places the practical needs of the educator ahead of the

.theoretical de ands of the discipline. Such a link with practice is,

in fact, used to defend the tradition (e:gs KilboUrn 1980). Its

primary strength is in the strong and varied connections betwel the

theoretical results of tesearch and the empirical events of educational

practice. Since a given researcher approaches,each new situation

afresh,-he deliberately attempts to shed the explanatory systems from

the discipline in order to respond in as open a way as possible to the

new events which he confronts. In particular he is concerned for any

effects yhtich his own intervention may have on that which he is

observing; such effects are themselves part of the datafor

consideration. -Ibus while the empirical connections of this paradigm

45
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Ore relatively strong, its connections with established knowledge are

at best unsystematic and at worst nonexistent.

These observations concerning the complementary strengths and

weaknesses of these two traditions lead naturally, to the conclusion
oi

that the No traditions can both be used to advantage in.advanting our

knowledge. As Power notes, "hore often than not, significant problems

demand the combined talents "of individuals with alternahve

perspectives and complementary skills" (p. 586). Such combining of

methodologies in a largescale research effort is illustrated by the

recent Status St4dies of Science Education in the U.S. (National'

Science Foundation 1978) and by the ongoing Study of Canadian Science

Education by the Science Council of Canada,(Orpwood 1980c). Another

way of dealing with the strengths and weaknesses of these two

traditions,. and one more suited to the smaller scale of many research

projects is through the use. of what Power describes as a "philosophical

paradigm" (pp. 583-85). .

In outlining. their defense of this methodology, Roberts and

Russell (1975) deliberately describe its potential for steering a

(.

middle Course between twgpOsitions--corresponding to-the two

traditions described here--one of which espouses the improvement of

theory as the goal of science education research, while the, other
P

has no particular' place for theory. The position they advocate is the,

systematic developmentof theoretical perspectives '(not theories.) from
- .

'

which educationilpractice may be systematically examined and analysed.
4,.

The approach draws its theoretical strengtlis froM analytical philosophy

' in which the uses of words and concepts relevalit tcation are

46
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analysed and clarified. The task of the researcher comprises the

process of "translating" this theoretictl perspective or insight into

the practical context of science education. Typically'this entails the

development of what Roberts and Ru 11 call a "clue structure" or

analytical scheme.. The research proces
V

Figure 1.

Important issues
associated with
everyday science
education practice

For example:
authority
knowledge
teaching
scientific theory
status of models

"Clue structure" '
specific to
science education

Philosophical
treatments
(especially

infoimal analysis)

is shown diagrammatically in

Systeinatic theoretical
perspectives for
understanding issues of
education and science

Translation to context
of science education

Applic,' don
(e.g., to lesson
transcriptions)

Refinement
(required to

enhance matching)

Systematically analyzed
science education
phenomtna

. Figure' 1; The' Roberts & Russell Repearch Process

O

This approach to science education research has now been in

use for over ten years in a variety 'of studies by several different

o 4 7.
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researchers. Roberts and Russell illustrate their discussion by

referenceto six studies all of which used this approach and recently a

collection of research'reports in this genre has. been published (Munby,

Orpwood., and Russell, 1980)."

In the present study, the task is to develop and test a

framework for analyzing logical features of curriculum policy

deliberation. To such a task, the "philosophical".approach just

described is partiCularly well suited. In the first place, an

analytical scheme must be capable of engaging with the real events oft

curriculum policy deliberation. A scheme whose categories are derived

solely froMidealistic considerations for how policy ought to be

developed fails to meet that criterion (as the earlier discussion of

the "rational' planning models"demonstrated); And in the second place,

r if the scheme is to have nonnative Tower; i.e. be usable in evaluating
.

or improving practice, its categories must be rooted in a fir5

conceptualisation of the policy process. IA that respect the relative

freedom from observatiial categories of the anthropAogical paradigm

s also inadequate (as,the earlier discussion of "empirically grourided

Models" indicated . The philosophical approach described by Roberts

Ind Russell has the potential for the development of analytical

Categories that areboth.theoretically significant and empirically

/

.4.

Retrospective Account of Research Method

1 In this section, the research of the present study is described in

i

/
terms of,the "4box" schematic representation of Roberts and Russell

r .
r ,

,

7
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(1975), shown in, Figure 1. This will serve both to illustrAe the

model" itself and al'so to provide the reader .with an apprepiation of the

steps entailed in develOping the thesis defended in this dissertation.

The first box represents the initial step of identifying one

oriore'"imPortont issues absociated with everyday science education

practice". 4Eariler.studies of this genre reported in Roberts and

Russell's article or the recent collection (Munby,'Orpwood, 6,Russell

,

1980) focussed on such issues as the teacher's use of.'authority, the

status and nature4Of knowledge being transmitted in science classrooms,

the provisions made for students to learn to think independently, how

cprriculUm materials are evaluated, amongst others. In the case of the

present study the "issue" is drawn from the area of curriculum rather

than instructional practice. Its general importance as an issue is

explained in Chapters 1 and 2 and need hot be elaborated here. Its

importance to me personall derived from my participation in a process

of':.turriculum policy deliberation at 'a schotl board in Ontario during

fa

the period' 1977-79. I was present in two capacities. First, it was

understood and agreed that I wanted to observe OW record) the

process. But second, the local participants, looking upon me as a

relatiVe expert, expected periodic advice and constructive comments

during their meetings. I have repoited:elsewhere on the tension

hetween these roles of participant and observer and the means by which

that tension was dealt with (Orpwood 1980b). What this experience

required, above all, was a means of "making sense of" rather than

merely reacting to the prbeess in which I was a participant.;, The lack
. -

Of an existing logic of curriculum pone); deliberation with which the

49
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. )

process could be analysed was thts of imMediate personal, and
,

practical importance: ( .

The second stike of this research is described by ,Roberts and

Russell as the development of "systematic theoretical perspectives for

understanding 'issues of education and science" (p. t6), sucH°

perspectives being developed, from the products of philosophical

. .

analysis. In this casee the detafis of this part

i

f the study are

lr
--%.

,

reported in chapter 4, but two sources of philoso caleanalysis were

found (after an extensive search, several trials, and frequent errors)

to be of most value. These,,are.Toulmin's (1958) analysis of the .

4, patterns of arguments that are used in substantive disciplines, and

,
Baie;'sK1958.1ssnlysis'of the stages of, deliberation. These taken in

combination provide the.key elements- of the theoretical perspective for

the study.

They next imove :in the research' process is the "translation" of

the theoretical' spectiveItself a set -of concepts or distinctions
A

necessarily in'gengral eerms--ta.the.more specific context of science

.14,

educationo The product of this mdirp is described by Roberts and

Russell as a "clue structure specific to science educatiOn". In the

present case the analytfcar.framework or clue structure, described-in

chapter 4, isin fact more general than that, inasmuch as it is

intended to,be of value in analysing curriculum policy delibemtion in
.

any school program area. In constructing the clue structve for the

present study, it was necessary to .combine selected .key elements, prom
A

Youlmin's "argument pattern" with selected key elements froOaier!S

analysis of the deliberation process in such a. way that the resulting

.,. framework attended to all the elements of significance in the material

450
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to be analysed. This meant thai the elements of the framework had to

be so defined,-in some cases redefined or renamed from, the original

author's work, thata clear correspondence could be seen between the
,

resulting categories and the varifous types of data. tanking tliese
-

adjustments, 'care had to be taken to ensure that the integrity of.. the

0 .

theoretical perspeU.ive that had teen argued for earlier was

maintained. - This ensured the firm rootin& in disciplined scholarship

which-is one aspect of the strength of this approach.

The other strength of this rrearch approach is the equally

'firm link with the phenomena of educational practice and the final two
,01*

steps of the process are desigged'to ensure that this link is well

established. First, the framework must be applied to instances of
o

;'data ". ih.earlier-studies,"transcriptionS,of teaching, text from

science-textbooks, and papers prescribing objectives have all been used

as data. In the present case, clearly, the 'study was focussed on'

curriculum policy deliberation and transcriptions.of samples of such

deliberation provide an obvious data base. As explained earlier, my

presence as a participantobserver at the meetings of a sctence,

curriculum committeeenabled.my collection of such data, which has

a

subsequently been edited to ensure the anonymity of all persons and .
,

4
'places involved or referred,to. A more detailed account of the Method ,.

of analysis is provided in chapters 5 and 6 after the framework itself

.

is set out. This step resulted in a systematic analysis of the

it

phenomena and confirmed for me that the framework s usable.

One further step was required however in order that'the study

be completed. It was importantto refine the analytical framework'at
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least to ensure the absence/ of redundant categories, the maximumdegree

of comprehensiveness of the analysis, and the usability of the

framework by other investigtor4. Three tests were therefore conducted'

. 10, enable evidence on each of these three matters to be reported (in

.chapter 7).

In research of this style, it is important to note what

precisely is claimed by way of the results or products of the research.

. .

The primary output°t$ the analytical framework itself. It is expected

that this framework can be used to further our understanding of

curriculum poli y deliberations and the4 reby assist other investigators

e

working,in differentAsituations. The instanca3,...of deliberation

actually analysed in the present study are of general of continuing

interest; theyare set down here merely instrumentally as,a means for

'demonstrating the use of the frame4ork. The study is thus intended to

have both theoretical and practical value.

4.
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Chapter 4

LOGIC OF DELIBERATION: A CONC1PTUAL INQUIRY

las

Background

In this chapter, the analysis of the logic of deliberatilqwbegun

the -fl-mtPtwo chapters, is continued and developed into the form of a

framework whereby instances of Curriculum policy deliberation may be

analysed-.

Aristotle on Deliberation

. Deliberation is originally an Aristotelian concept, whose purpose and

subject matter are described in the Nicomachean Ethics (III,ch. 3).

Thbre, Aristotle points out that we deliberate "only about things that

arft in our power and can be done" (1112a, 30).and not about theoretical

I

matters nor about the affairs,of others. Further, We deliberate not-.

about certaintips-i-it is' not an exercise in prediction--but about

things "in which the' event' is Obscure' and with things in Which it is

indeterminate"'(1112b, 9-10). Aristotle, however, confines his concept

of deliberation to considerations of meansfnot ends, using as examples _t

the cases of a doctor who does not deliberate over the end for his

conduct, healing, and of a statesman,regarding the end of "law and

order." In.regarclo edubationaI matters, this belief7in the fixed and

evident' nature of ends is illustrated at greater length in The Politics

where his Views about what is educationally desirable are set down

without equivocation.

No one will doUbt'that fhe legislator should direct his
attention aboye all to the education of youth; for the
neglect of education does harm to, the constitution. The

citizen should be moulded to suit the-form of government
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." ....
4,. . .

under which' he lives....And since the_whole city has,one-end, .

it is manifest that education shOuld be'oneand the seine for
1337a, 10-22),

.. .

H on to discuss the subject§ in the ideal scha 1 currlculumand

theplaCe of each in.a 'child's education.
.

Another difficulty in: applying Aristotle's count directly
,

to the.understandiniof curriculum poli&y deliberation is his aPparent'
.

z
- - , 4,1

lack of 2 clear distinction between "prac6ical reasoning" as, a type, of

. . --..

argument by which a final' decision is defended and '!deliberation "as
.

4.
.

. .

the process by Which such a decision is reached.,,. Gauthier (1963)

comments on Aristotle's treatment thus.

Arist e speaks as, if he were describing the
5
.process in

which meone engages when determining what to do. Indeed,

"ae/iberation7isthe appropriatename for this process: But

deliberation i not effected -by practical syllogisms, or by

any formal pattern of reasoning Whatffever% To speak of

deliberation as a type bf reasoning is to point 6 the fact
that, as a result of successful deliberation, one can produce

a piece of reasoning, an ordered argument, leading from a
starting point (which is, for Aristotle, the end) ,to a

conclusionan action to be done. It is this piece of

reasoning which is of philosophicarinterest. What onedoes
in order to be able to 'set it out is.quite irrelevant,
although doubtless of importance pl other.contextt.,
Aristotle has confused the psychological process by Which a
person comes to resolve a practical problem with the logical
argument 'in which the "steps leading' to the resolution are
formally set out. (1963, p. 26) .

,.

This distinction between proCess and product is, in my view, an

importance one, for a clear Understanding of .curriculum deliberation.*

Gauthier's apparent dismissal of deliberation as being of interest only

to the psychologist, and -not tothe philosopher, betrays his own

F.1

0,.

* It is also ,essential to an 'understanding of Gauthier's own argument,

a point aisparenily missed by Reid (1978) who simultaneously draws ..

extensively from Gauthiey and blurs this key distinctiolt.

54-
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position as a formal logician. However, his own analysis ofpractical

,reasoning is of relevance to the present study and is discussed in more

detail later in the chapter.

Schwab on Deliberation

Since Aristohe's original exposition of the topic, the topic of

deliberation and analyses of its components and methods have not

,'featured prominently in the writings of philosophers. There have been

empirically based accounts of educational deliberations from which

generaliied principles Or "tips for success" fiave been.tnductively

deriiied (e.g. Raup, Axtelle, Benne, and Smith 1950). And more recently

a collection of accounts of a variety of deliberative experiences has
4

appeared, (Reid and Walker 1975) but these accounts do not analyse the

concept ofootieliberation'in any depth. As Schwab comments in the

Foreword to Reid and Walker's book:

Where logic and strategy have'received large and successful'
study down the ages, 'yielding the most powerful canons and
instructions for their use, the more particular arts of
de, iberaEion and tactics have been given little more than ' '

hogoefor their function. From Aristotle to .Dewey. and
Pierce, they hive been recognised 'for what they do, honored
for their contribution to our lives, but given little or no
attention in their own right. (Schwab 1475, p. viii)

In Sc wib's own work however, we find two major moves beyond

the relatively technical concept that Aristotle sets down. First, a.

broad varietyof legitimate aims or ends for education are implicitly

recognized'. And second, the inserplay between the determination of

ends and means is identified as an important consideration, indeed one

that changes the process of deliberation from being merely technical to

one that is much more complex. Schwab writes in summary:
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The method of the practical:(called "deliberation" in the

loose way we call theoretic methods "fndUction") is, Chen,
not at all a linear affair proceeding-step7prst.ep, but
rather A complex, fluid, transactional discrplfne,aimed.at-
identification of the desirable and at either attainment of,
the desired' or at alteration of desires (1970, p. 5)

*
A

Schwab's purpose in writing about deliberation here is 1.qm

convince curriculum workers and theorists of the folly of pursuing

ods of inquiry more suited to theoretical problems. He therefore

-
e phasiles XhOse characteristics,of deliberatidn which proVide

substance and eage to this distinction. For tthis reason, his analysis

of the concept is not taken further than his purpose requires. As

noted earlier in this dissertation, Schwab does identify some of the

key elements th.t deliberation must identify: "the relevant facts in

the concrete case ... the desiderata in the case ... alternative

solutions ... the branching pathways which maY'flow from each

alternative, and affect desiderata ... costs and consequences (of

alternatives)" (1970, p. 36).
kt

Schw b'smajor work on deliberation is his paper entitled

"The Practical 3: Translation into Curriculum" (1973). In it he, sets

out an account Of the'ideal curriculum deliberation, designed -"to

.

to,

.

translate scholarly-material into curriculum" (p. 501). He argues that

such a task', if it is to be carried out competently, requires five

"bodies of experience" to be combined in an eclecLic fashion. -These

bodies ok.iexpertence are, ideally, represented by persons familiar,with

the fiveconsiderations: subject matter, learners, milieus, teachers,

curriculum- making. While the first four. of these are clear 'enough in

their specification, Schwab dwells at some length on the necessary

Nections and skills of the curriculum specialist From this account,

56
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a picture emerges of how deliber4ion might take place in the ideal

... situation. And herein lies the problem with attempting to use -this

account as a."reconstrudted logic" of curriculum policy deliberation.

As was explained. earlier, a reconstructed logic, if it is to be useful,

must be to a certain degree a representation of how practitioners

actually operate. If it is not, then it lends itself to being

disregarded pr misused. Some practitioners will simply ignore
--.4
a model

or ideal which does not:seem-to relate to their own experience;'others,
[

' by contrast, will forget their e,xperience and treat the model as a new

recipe for practice. This, Kaplan argues, As a subversion of the

autbnomy of professional practice.

In the case of Schwab's account of deliberatio,oin "The

Practical 3:, Translation into Curriculum," it appears that, there have

been few examples reported in the literature of its practical use. His

earlier paper, "Tlie Practical: A, I..anguage for Curriculum;" is

constantly-cited for its theoretical and analytical insight. There is

ohe Case, reported by"Fox (1972), in which Schwab's detailed account of

the ideal deliberation was clearly used prescriptively;' there is little

evidence, however, of its use as a means of improving ongoing practice,

orevem,-of its use' as a ;lens for examining examples of deiiberatiOn.

It should be noted that this commentary on Schwab's account in no way

implies, and weakness in his argument. Rather, it is intended to show

that, as a meaner for examining instances of existing pi-actice with a

view to their improvement, it is too idealized.

For a source of theoretical perspectives for understanding

and filiminating curriculum policy deliberation, it is necessary to
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move away from the literature of the curriculum'field per se and into

the literature of philosophy and particularly Chat of political

philosophy and ethics. There, one can find the subject of deliheratiori

over practical questions dealt with analytically at a conceptualiievel

removed from the discussion of the practical fields themselves. Armed

with the distinctions described in this literature one can ret rn to

the practical phenomena of curriculum deliberation with fresh insight.

Vickers on Deliberation

Tour authors have been of particular value in clarifying the nature of

policy deliberation for the purposes of this study, Vickers (1965),

Beier (1958), Gauthier (1963) and Toulmin (1958). And the analytic

framework to be described later is constructed largely on the basis of

distinctions developed by the latter three.

Vickers takes, as his 'conceptual model for the policy

process, the bioloWal and industrial process of system regulation, k

using the automatic steering of a ship at sea as an illustrative case.

Amhe explains,, such a system is regulated by means of three main

steps, the collection of 'relevant `information about the "state of the

system", the.evaluation of this information based on pre-set.norms or

standards, and the selection and initiation'of an appropriate response

,(p. 37). ,This'leads him to conceptualise two distinct but related

activities,in.relation to the policy process: an executive activity in

-which the regulative process operates with no change to. the standards

or norms governing the enterprise and -the policy making activity in

which theie stindardi or norms, and therefore the, judgements based upon
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them, are not assumed to bp constant but subject to deliberate changes.

Both activities depend however on the process of gathering and

representing of information about the overall system and on judgments

concerning that information. This process,Vickers terms "appreciation"

ftdlowing the usage of "appreciating a situation" (p. 39)..

Vickers's analysis continues with the identification of Cwo
lot

related components of appreciation, the making of factual judgments

about the state of the system--he-calls these "reality judgments"--and

the making of judgments about the significance of these facts--value

judgments. The operation of these two in harmony enables an individual

to appreciate the situation in which action takes place. The remaining

part of the regulative cycle i.nvjlves what Vickers calls "instrumental

judgments" in which alternative courses of action are proposed in the

light of the appreciation. Thus, the cycle of institutional regulation

continues,

an endless dialogue between appreciative and instrumental
judgment, in which appreciative judgment always has the last,
word, testing the solutions offered to it against judgments 4

pf Tact or of value and rejecting them (that would note .be
practical; that would not be fair) until an acceptable one is 4

found. (pp. 47-48).

Vickers's concept of appreciation is at once helpful and

4

limited in its application to the ,problem of the present study. ''First,

it is valuable in that it links the policy and executive processes in a

conceptualization oLLhe regulation of an ongoing enterprise. In this,

it is unlike the radical conception which ignores the continking nature

of institutions and instead considers policy problems as though

policies were developed from scratch. Vickers's conceptualization thus

appears to be the more realistic. Second (and related to the first),

59
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Vickers places g, reht stress on the function of information in the

policyprocess. Many of the discuSSions of socalled rational policy

making assume that policy disctissions are largely discussio ns ofgoals

an the values associated witti them. Yet, experience leads one to

.think that,.in reality, facts or ineormation rather than values and

objectiyes usually dominate policy discussions.

The lithitations of Vickers's analysis for the present study

are also two ford. It is not clear, first, what the logical elements,

as distinct from the processes, are yin the context of making

appreciative and instrumental judgments. Understanding such elements

. .

.is key to the sudcessful analysis of transcriptsof instances of -policy
, ,2- .

..*

deliberation.
I
Second,,,it is not clear from Vickers's account,how the

"dialogue" between instrumental an appreciative .judgments operates.

How, specifically is an action Or proposal for'action logically related

to the information colActed1) These considerations make it necessary

Vickers'sto go beiOnd Vickers's enalysis'wAile also taking its insights, into

account.

Two Dimensions of thelieriberative Proces&-

4

It was argued earlier, in the context of a critique of the rational
.2.

'

planning model, that curriculum policy has a dual nature, embodying

both "rational content and-political force. It can--and must,*if it is

to,be effective--both communicate information and guide practical

decision. A curriculum policy, for example., might communicate to

J
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teachers the Objectives and topics of a particular course of study. It

should also represent or stimulate a 'commitment on the part of the

C:s

teachers ,to teach the particular topics in accordance with thestated

objectives. It if fails to qommunicate,'its rational content needs
v

attention; if it fails to promote action, it lacks political force.

These two characteristics are so closely intertwined in practice that a

discussion that disregards either one is liable to mislead.

It follows that a process o.deliberation designed to yield a

curriculum policy as its principal product must also have a

corresponding duality. It must attend both to the development of a
,_... . . ,., .

z . ._

plan having def3nsitae content and to the matter of bringing about a
I

1

change in the practices of teachers or, at least, of stimulating a

. commitment to such a change Baier (1958), in an analysis of the

process of ethical reasoning (to which we shall return later),

expresses this dist.nction as follows.'`

When we deliberate, we are therefore attempting to accomplish
two quite different. tasks, a theoretical and a practical

task. The theoretioal'is:completed when we have answered the
theoretical question "Whichcourse of action is the best?".
The Tactical task is simply to act in accordance:with the
outcome of th al. (p. 142)

In the case of delf ration over policies to affect others,-

the first task is xactly the same ile the second is the same in 4
.

essence ough more complex in pr. tice.

. insean

-Furthermore, there is a complexity evident in actua

of deliberation which belies Baier's apparentl

straightfo and analisid% Part, of that complexity is derived from the

fact that while Baier's practical/theoretical distinction Is both

elegant and incisive, it remains a heuristic device. While it renders
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practice more. comprehensible to the observer, it makes deliberation no

41w
less easy. to carry out. Baier's "tasks" are so thoroughly integrated

in reality that participants cannot turn, as it were, first to One task

and then to the other. Both are achieved simultaneously.

The problem for_ the study is, however, the rendering .of

deliberation comprehensible rather than the conduct of it. And the

dual nature of the process suggests an analysis developed on the basis

of two separate perspectives. In that follows, the process of

developing sound reasons for acting in a particular way'is first

considered, adapting and combining work of Gauthier and of Toulmin;

that is the theoretical componera. The second pirspective is developed

from Baier's own work and adds the practical or dynamic componeilt of-

the analysis: Finally the'two perspectives are combined-into an

analytical framework in two dimensions.

Gauthier and the Practical Syllogism '0

The first perspective, from which policy deliberation can be analyzed,

sees it as a process of determining_a decision which is supported by

reasons. In this light, deliberation is considered as the prodess of
0

assembling the substance of a,practical argumebt.* An analysis of

practical reasoning therefore can be expected to shed light on at least

formal aspects.of the products of deliberation. If we understand

,clearly the nature of these end products-, then the process of their

* The word "practical" is used by Gauthier and also throughout this
4

dissertation in its Aristotelian sense' in which problems whose

solutions-have the.form of actions--rather than of knowledge- -are

called "practical". (Aristotle, lachomachean Ethics, VI, 5)
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c' 4
development or assembly-can also take on new meaning. In this respect,

Gauthier's (1963) account of practicalrreasoning is a ielpful

contribution to this understanding. Toulmin (1958) examines argument's

in a similar way but does so in the context of an extended inquiry into

the types of argument found in a variety of fields of discourse. In

this section, distinctions from both of these .author's are combined to

. .

yield one dimension of an analytical framework.

The core both of Gauthier's account Of practical reasoning
A

j

and of Toulmin's "argument patten", is°the Aristotelian syllogism:

major premise; minor premise(s); so, c
t nclusion (Gauthier, p. 27;

Toulmin, p.,96).2-But both Gauthier-and Toulmin have embellished this

stark core to make it more -useful as an analytical device. Let us

consider Gauthier's version first.

Gauthier's analysis is concerned specifically with arguments

in which reasons are being advanced for some action, i.e., practical

arguments as distinct from those designed to support a theoretical

conclusion. His embellished version of the Aristotelian syllogism
a

consists of three parts defined as follows.
P

Premisses with practical force--statements containing
desirability- characterizations of the objects 'of the agent,

wants...; other premissesstateinents conberning`the

situation in which the agent must actokhis,capacities, the

probable and possible effect of attempting the various
actions open to him In the situation; practical -

judgments -- statements derived from the premisses and

specifying the actions to be done. (pp. 43-44)

Clearly, curriculum policies, 'as practical judgments,'' are the sort of

statements to be supported by such reasoning. Thus, from this

perspective, curriculum\policy deliberation can be seen as the task of

the assembly, of these thee componentsinto acoherent policy

E
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rationale. 'Indeed, Gauthier's distinctUni have been uset (Orpwodd

1976-) as a means for analyzing curriculum policy statements in science

education.

Gauthier's account can thus lead to'the development of an

analytical framework whose application enables the criticism of

instances of'curriculum pOlicy deliberation and thus `facilitate

understanding of curriculum policymaking generally. But Toulmin goes a'

stage further because his'interest 4s in the comparison of arguments

from different fields. ConsequJntly, his version of'the syllogism is
I

developed to enable such compartsons to be made. And since. another

concern of this studyis the clarification, epiatemologically, ofthe

"curriculum field" in relation to other fields, it is helPful to

incorporate elements of Toulmin's account with those of Gauthier's

already described.

Toulmin's "Argument Pattern"

Stephen Toulmin's monograph, The Uses of Argument (1958), is an

elaborately argued attack on the use of formal logic as the analytical

ideal for evaluating arguments in subs ntive fields. In its place,

Toulmin suggests that many of the criteria for sound reasoning are

"field dependent" (p. 14)'and are therefore accessible to empirical'
0

rather than formal inquiry. He then proceeds to develop an analytical

framework which incorporates categories whose application can disclose

such fielddependent characteristics of arguments. It is thus possible

to criticise arguments from a variety of different fields, once the

criteria characteristic of each field are laid bare.

e4
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Curriculum argument, I have suggested earlier, has never been

subjected to the sort of empirical investigation that would enable such

criteria to be clarified. It is therefore not possible to demonstrate

empirically kinnhip between the curriculum field and any other fields

which employ practical reasoning. Does medicine or taw, politics or

the fine arts, provide the most appropriate model for curriculists in

their search for theoretical understanding of their enterprise? One

might argue a case for any.o4 these but Toulmin's argument pattern

provides the basis for an,empirical ingest-igation.

The complete pattern, shown here in Figure 2, consists of six

elements: Data, Conclusion, Warrant, Backing, Qualifier, and Conditions

of Rebuttal, all of which are worthy of consideration in the context of

this study.'

DATA (so,) QUALIFIER, CONCLUSION \

(si n

VAR R A N'f'

(on acco un I of)
BACKING

(tin ess)
CONDITIONS OF

R EBUTTAL

Figure 2. Toulmin's Argument Pattern

°Although the terms used'by Toulmin (Data, Conclusion, etc.)

are perhaps more suggestive of theoretical arguments than practical

ones, the pattern can be used, with. only. minor modification of

definitions, to apply to the analysis of policy deliberation.
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follows the six elements are discussed'as they. .

of the present study.

The core of the patterncomprises the three-elements, Data,

Warrant, and Conclusion, which correspond to the three componentYof

the Aristotelian syllogism. If one first redefines these three

*elements in terms of Gauthier's analysis of practical arguments and

then adapts the terminology to suit a discussion of curriculum policy

deliberation, ,the elements emerge essentially unchanged. Toulmin's

"Conclusion" specifies an "action to bedone" or a curriculum policy.

This is clearly the end product of curriculum policy deliberation.

Toulmin's "Data" corresponds to Gauthier's "situational-premisses" and

thus to the particular facts introduced as Reasons in'suppo*rt of the

chosen policy. "Warrays," Toulmin describes as statements of the

type, "Given Data D, one may take it that Conclusion C" (p. 98). They

thus provide the logical "glue" linking facts and decisions and

correspond to Gauthier's "normative premisses."e, The term warrant is .

retained here to identify this element.

_These first three eleinents area the logical..necessities for a

piece of reasoning as Gauthier demonstrates. Toulmin's major

contribuldOn concerns the nature of the warrants'thAare used by

arguments from different fieldgs. He illustrates these differenCes

first by means of examples, a selection of which are reproduced here.

The proofs in Euglid's Element's, for pxampfe, belong to one ;

field, the calculations performed in preparing an issue of
the Nautical Almanac belong to anethert.. the atgumenti "This
phenomenon cannot be wholly explained on my theor3 since the
deviations between your observations and my predictions are
statistically significant", belOngs to yet another; (1'958, p.

14)

C6
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:4. In each case, it ,is the warrant that charifterises the field of
;

argument and Toulmin goes on to discuss how warrants are prOpositions

of a general nature on which particular arguments implicitly rest.

This generality again distinguishes warrants from the specific facts
0

\/. produced as data in the particulai case. The legal parallel Is clear,

as Toulmin points out. "This diitinction, between tata,and warrants,.

is similar to the distinction drawn in the law-courts between' questions.

of fact and questions of law" (p. 100). While datafacts, dq not vary

in kind from one field of argument to another, warrants! are of a much

greater variety.

While data maybe validated in'a number of well established

and obvious ways, the validity of warrautErtti a particular field is

less obvious. As Toulmin notes, "In' addition to the question whether

or on what conditions a.warrent,iErapplicable in a particular case, we

"*may be asked ,why in general this'Oarrant should be apcepted as having.

.authoO.ty" (p. 103). It is.th clarify 'the basislof warrants in any

particular field that Toulmin includes the eleMent of "backing" in his
e 4

pattern. ,Inhis, legal-example., for instance,TtheThAciing ofthe

twirrentA is the laws themselves. The point is that, in making the

-

backing of a warrant explicit, one is clarifying the basis of the
# -

warrant's authority. IA the present context ; the relevance of the

"backing" "cone t clear. However, in order to discuss what Might

constitute backing lqr-warrantS in curriculum argument; it is' necessary
0 ,a.

.
.4 ,,. .

to have a large number of warrants derived from the analysis Of many
a

instances of curriculum policy deliberation. While the scheme ,

developed in thls study is designed to facilitate such a collection, a

a
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full discussion of backing'in curriculum argument is beyond the study's

.scOpe.,;However, in a later chapter; ,the ways in which backing

statementsmight be considered is projected on'the basis -of the

warrants foundin the samples of deliberation analysed.

.

'1 Finally, Toulmin includes two further elements, Qualiffe;

-and ,ConditiOnsof Rebuttal. These indite the degree of confidence

one may place in a conclusion and the circumstances under which a-

particular conclusion may be invalid. For two reasons, these elements

are not employed in the present study. First, the notion of a "valid"

conclufion,'While entirely appropriate in_Toulmin's account, Is

0

somewhat less clear in the context of Policy deliberation. A policy -

conclusion, .as has been pointed out earlier, must not only be valid

rationally it must be workable practically.' The'demands of one
. _

'sometimes require compromises in the other. The concepetof validity a \

of a conclusion is thus more ,secondin a polickfield, The
. 0 .

9

n 6 1. .:* .',
0

.

reason follows'frbm the fi(rst. In order to,accothodaxe'the ... :.-------y k.-z-

complexities of policy deli6eration,a framework in two dimension is

'being developed, combining the insights two. theoret

...,

perspectives. In developing'the second(dimeneid6 of this framework, -
. ./-

It _

,

,
.., ,1

-

the needs which give riaeftO TOulmIn's two elements, pualifiefs ame.----. ---.
- . .

'Conditions of Rebuttal, are tp'some extent, et least, attended to:
-' .. .1, . ,

.

4
.

2 '
Beier on the Deliberative Process

.

The elements of Toulminfs argument patterrican.be used ectly-for
2

0- 4 .

. ,

analyzing the oroducte,of. deliberation, In fact, an earlier study, .

(Orpwood 1976)' used Gaulhier's version of the
.

practical syllogism for
.
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precisely that purpose. However such an analysis, in Kaplan's words,

.

. .

"presents the denouement (of the drama), but we remain ignorant of the-
,

plot" (1964, p. 10). More seriously, it can suggest that an argument

presented as coaclusive--i.e. as supporting the policy finally selected

--is in fact, the only argument considered (cf. Barry 1965, thus

misrepresenting the complexity of the deliberative process entirely.

The gradual' development of an argument during the course of

deliberation is clarified by Baler (1958), who distinguishes between

two stages of activity in the deliberative process. He describes the'

differences betueetighese phases as follows.
. 77-

The first stage consitts of a surveyof the facts for the.
purpose of drawing up a list of those that'are relevant
considerations; the second, of the weighing of these
Considerations, of those pros and cons, with a view to

4 determining their relative "weighl" and so deciding the
`course of action supported by the weightiest reasons,,the
course that has the weight pf reasons behind it. (p. 93)

The'reader will note the close parallel between Baier's account and

Vickers's "appreciative judgment" described earlier.

Baler however suggests a sequential process in which the data

of the argument change in status and significance as the deliberation

moves along. Xnitially, all data are described as "facts", but

following thefirst stage, some of these are eliminated as irrelevant.

Those remaining are now_called "considerations"'and the second stage

involves the weighing of these and the determining of those that will

become "reasons" for acting.. This development of eats. in the course of

deliberation is represented by 'Figure 3. While this dimension of the:

framewotk is intended to be'a temporal ones showing he progress of

;69
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I. Surveying of Facts

FACTS

- CONSIDERATIONS

1
II. Weighing of Considerations- - - - - - - - -

REASONS ..

Figure
A
3. Stages of Deliberation

data.duringliberation, it is important to note that new facts can be

entered at any time. Thus, while several considerations may be in .the

. process of being weighed together (stage II), new facts may emerge that

change the balance entirely. Deliberation is not the linear process

that a Unidimen;I:Nframework, such as this one, suggests.

The principal task at the first stage of deliberation is the

selection of those facts that will become considerations subsequently.

Thus, for example, when I deliberate about whether or not to go skiing

next weekend, the fact,that there-is presently good snow on the slopes

is likely to be admitted as a consideration, while the equally true

fact that it is my father-in-law's birthday may not be. At stake here

is the relevance to the problem at hand of all the myriad- facts

available. And in admitting some facts as cowsiderations and excluding

others, one applies "rules of relevance" or, as Baier describes them,

"consideration- makinj beliefs" (p.,24).

70
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These rules, Baler points out, are not matters of taste or

opinibn "relative to particular situations or particular persons" (p.

96), but matters of fact "universally true (or false)" (p. 98).

Clearly the rules by which information is admitted or excluded to

debate are of great significance to the outcome and rules of relevance

therefore aeserve-further investigation in any %tudy -of curriculum

policy deliberation. 'Further discussion of the status of these rules

is deferred until examples are available from analysed instances of

deliberation.

At the second stage of deliberation, the task Ansists of

weighing those facts previously admitted as relevant considerations to

determine which are the most important and which, therefore, are to

constitute grounds or reasons for action. Al the second stage, any

consideration is a potential or "prima facie" reason for acting in some

way. .We say that we will do X "other things being equal," when we have

a prima facie reason for doing X. This does not mean that we will in

reality do X. It means thatwe are in possession of facts that, in the

absence of other considerations, would constitute adequate reasons for

et.

doing X. Whether we eventually do X depends on the results of our

weighiltg all considerations and developing "reasons on balance" for

doing X. This phase of deliberation involves the application of

further rules--Baier calls them "rules of-superiority" (p. 99)--to rank

different types of .consideration. As in the case of the rules of

relevance noted earlier, further discussion concerning such rules of
7"

superiority in curriculum argumentis deferred until analysis yields

some actual examples.
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Finally, then, deliberation Concludes with the development of

reasons, which have evolved from their original status as faCts through

becoming considerations (on-the grounds of relevant the problem);'

and finally becoming reasons by virtue of their outweighing other

considerations in importance. It will be noted that in the course' of

this development, other logical characteristics of these facts did not

change. They may be true or false, empirical or analytic, universal or /

specific.' As they start, so da they finih.

A decision is this supported by the weight of reason which

gives the argument force as well as its validity which was our concern

earlier. Analysis of deliberation by means, of the first dimension of

thr framework alone enables the determination of the validity or

defensibility of the conclusion but,not its force. Analysis based on

the second dimension alone is equally onesided. It enables one to

comprehend the prod of deliberation but allows one to ignore the

validity of the conclusion. Clearly, then, analysis in which both

dimensions are combined into oneliamework offers the promise of a more

complete scrutiny:

Toward Conclusion and Resolution: A Framework in Two Dimensions

When the two dimensions just outlined are combined, avcomposite

framework.is produced which is represented in Figure 4.

It will be noted that abbreviations for the individual elements have

.been adapted froM Toulmin's argument pattern in order to accommodate

the second dimension and to retain clarity.' Each of the two dimensions

of the scheme has already been discussed in detail. At this point.;

?2
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1

FACTS (F)

t

,

. .

Rules of Relevance

... 1
CONSIDERATIONS (C)---- POTENTIAL ------ POLICY

.

*.

fa

Rules of Superiority

WARRANT (W) PROPOSALS Kp)

i 1

3. REASONS (R) WARRANT (W) ------.) POLICY (P)

TOWARD CONCLUSION

Figure 4. -Framework in Two Dimensions
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therefore, only those new features resulting from the interaction of

the two dimensions require comment.

In the first phase of deliberation, the rules of relevance

are applied, strictly speaking, only to warrants or potential,arrants.'

The facts themselves are either unchanged at this stage (ifAonsidere4

relevant) or eliminated from deliberation (if irrelevant):/ Potential

warrants justify prima facie arguments (represented the-dotted

arrow) in support of policy prdposals.S,.For example, other things being

equal, consideration (C1) might support a policy proposal (p1) on the

basis of warrant (W1). Similarly in the second phase of deliberation,

it is the warrantsstrictly speaking, rather than Ihe Considerations

:

that are weighed. If a particular warrant is found to poetess

overriding weight, t n the considerations related to it become

reasons in support of a particular policy decision. .So, to extend the

previous examp if warrant (W1) is judged to outweigh all other

warrants, th n consideration (C1) supporting policy. proposal (p1)

becoges a .eason (R) for deciding in favour of policy (P). In this

way, both /the theoretical argument is concluded gnd the practical

prbblem resolved.
N.7
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Chapter 5

TRIAL APPLICATION OF THE FRAMEWORK

At:this point in the dissertation, it is helpful to reflect on tt*

purposes of the study, so that the trial application of the framework

can be considered in its proper context. The study as a whole is '

1

exploratdry in nature; its primary product is a'usable framework for

analysing deliberations. The purpose of this portion Of the study,

therefore, is limited tb illustrating and assessing the use of the

framework whose development has just been discussed. Specifically, it

is not intended to be an assessment or evaluation of particular

instances of deliberation, nor is it intended to develop

generalisations abOut curriculum policy deliberation as practised in

. Ontario or elsewhere. The selection of examples of deliberation for
4

analysis is therefore guided by their potential to yield information

about the framework and its applicability rather than by their

representativeness of curriculum policy deliberations more generally.

A more global assessment of the framework in terms of its use with many

types of deliberation is, beyond the scope of the present study.

It-is not therefore considered necessary to present more

details about the context from which the selected samples of
P.

deliberations are drawn than is required to render- the substance of the

ata comprehensible to, the-reader. ThilMonly claim that is made-

concerning the nature of 'the, samples of deliberation examined here is

that they, fall within the general definition of curriculum policy

deliberation stipulated at the outset. Nevertheless, in order that the

75
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reader can assess this ciafill and also fully understand the trial

application'of the framework, some background information'about the

material to be analysed is desirable.

Accordingly, in this chapter, the background to the

collection of data for this study, the pro"cess of data collection, and

the nature of the resulting data base are first described. Then, a

primary analysis or sorting process is outlined; this is designed to

render the data into a form which is analysable using the framework:

Net, the results of this primary analysis are described'in detail in

order Illat the selection of samples for secondary analysis can be

justified. Finally, the application of the analytical framework to the

.

analysis of two samples 13f data is described.

Data Collection

During the period 1'977 until 1980, the irkestigator was involved as

project officer and- coprincipal investigator of a research and

fik . development project concerned with the science curriculum for the

Intermediate division (grades 7-10) -in Ontario. In-1977, the

kovincial MiniStry of Education developed a new curriculum guideline

for this part of the school scie?Ice curriculum, which required that a

significant number-of new policy decisions be taken at school board

level.

At OISE, my supervisor and colleague in the project was

interested in exploring-the applicability to this implementation

process of the concept of "curriculum emphases" which he had outlined

in an article h the guideline document (Roberts 1978). The major
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0 thrust of this wok ierreported elsewhere (Roberts and Orpwood 1981).

Irfihe present context, one part of this project is of particular

importance.

4 a °

The project was sited in a large school board (23 secondary

schools) near Toronto and all the research was conducted in the context

of this board's efforts to implement the new science guideline.

Responsible for this policy process was the Board's Coordinator of

Science (hereafter 'the Coordinator ") who was expected within a .

reastnable length of time to recommend to his 'superior, the

Superintendent of Program, a science program for grades 7, 8, 9, and

10. Their recommendations could then form the basis of a formal policy

adoption by the Board of Education itself and thus become the required

A
curriculum for the schools in that jurisdiction. Complicating this

task was the fact that while the Ontario Intermediate DivisiOn (to

which this guideline was applicable) covers the range of grades 7-10,

the schools in this Board were in fact mostly divided between K-8

(elementary) and 9-13 (secondary) schools. The policy planning process

therefore affected nearly every school in the system.

To accommodate this complication and also to'maximise the

opportunity for teachers to contribute to the decision making process,

the Coordinator dreloped a structural plan, which he called his

"process model", tomprising a two-tier committee. At one level, a

small,coordinating committee of Six teachers--three from elementary

schools and three fro secondary schools--with himself as chairman,

drafted and discussed sgible policy options:jOnce consensus was

reached at this level, the draft recommendations were circulated to all

77.
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science teachers in the system, and the work of the. second committee

began. This committee comprised two representatives from each family

of schools- -one from every secondary school and one from every

corresponding group of "feeder" elementary schools. There was thus the

potential of 46 teachers participating at this level. Over a two year

period, the coordinating committee met five-times-and the larger

representative committee met twice. At the end of this process, the

Board approved the sets of recommendations which were developed by

these committees and the resulting program policies for Intermediate

science are now in place in that school system.

At do early stage in this process, Roberts and I discussed
O

with the Coordinator the possibility of devploping our plalis for

research within the context of the Board's own program development

process. His response to this idea was very positive and plans were

drawn up for our participation. The terms of our relationship and

understanding with the Board are complex since the study, involved many

areas ofactivity other than the policy process (e.g. we directed

curriculum materials writing workshops, condted inservice sessions

for groups of teachers, and observed lessons in plrogres ).' All of

these activities were regulated by cavefuily negotiated and clearly.

understood conditions, designed to protect both the Board's (school's,

teacher's) rights to'professional autonomy in choosing appropriate

actions and our own integrity as researche'rs.

One of the most interestinvand, in the present context, most

important parts of the overall research,conk sisted of our presence at-:
4

all meetings (except the first, which had already taken place when we
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began our work) of the policy committees. At these meetings, We had

the role of participantobservers and we were permitted to observe and

make notes concerning all that took place. The details of our

negotiated relationship in this context are described, illustrated, and

defended elsewhere (Orpwood 1980b), but two principles governed our

involvement. The researchers were present to "facilitate directions

chosen (in a deliberate and informed manner) by local curriculum

developers, not to persuade local developers to follow directions

chosen by the researchers" and to-"cont i to to the informed choice of

directions by suggesting a range of plausibl alternatives but leaving

the final selection to local practitiOners." (p. 114)

The meetings that' we attended thus contained relatively few

.

interventions by ourselves. The paper in which the principles were

enunciated also contains a detailed. analysis of all those interventions

to demonstrate that the principles were-in practice adhered to.

. As indicated earlier, the deliberations leading to the,

adoption of program policies for Intermediate Science consisted of a

* series of seven meetings, five of the small coordinating committee and

two of the larger committee of teacher representatives. Apart froethe
*,

4
% first meeting of the coordinating committee, which took place before

.

I

ur involvement with'the Board began, we attended. all of the meetings

both committees. (The first meeting, we learned hater, was devoted

exclusively to a discussion of the Coordlnator s "process model":)

Furthermore, and with the unanimous permission of those present. we

taperecorded all of the discussions at the meetings. These recordings
.
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subsequently transcribed in full, at which point all names were

removed to ensure the anonymity of participants. These six

transcriptions together with the documents used at the meetings thus

fotm the record of the complete deliberation process.

To give the reader some indication of the quantity of

material this represents,-Table 1 identifies the length of each meeting

(in minutes) and.of the resulting transcription (in pages). Meetings

Table 1

Lengths of Meetings and'Resulting Transcriptions

Meeting , Duration". ,Transcription

(minutes)

RatiO T/D

(pages) (minutes per page)

CC/01 90' 30

CC/02 Los .35:\''t

CC/03/ 135. . 40.

CC/04 . 120 33

'4

# Af

3.00

3.37

3.64

s .

TM /O1 -120 28 4.28

TM/02 90, s .21 4.09

Totals _6_60 188

80
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of the Coordinating COmmittee are designated CC/01, CC/02, etc., and

those of the teacher representatives as TM/01 and.IM/02. For a variety

of reasons, from the atMosphere'of the meeting,,to the audibility of

the recording, to the

tran%cription length a

in this chapter, these

the proportion of time

style of typing, the meeting time and

re not exactly' proportional (b each other.' ater

figures are used as the bais'for Calculating

spent in discussing substantive policy issues.

Primary Analysis of Data
I

The complete set of transcriptions (188 pages) is supported by

additional documentation -- Ministry of education policies, agenda for

meetings, copies of a survey_ instrument with results that was developed

and used by the Coordinating Committee,-and drafts of policy

statements. These form he complete record of deliberations Leading .to ',.

new curriculum policies for Intermediate science` in thisTs-c-hee-1--board'.

They are therefore the data base for the analysis contemplated4in this

study. First, howeVer, the material requires considerable sorting.

inspection, one finds not "a11 of the discussion recorded and

trans4ribed constitutes deliberation over polity issues. Some.of the

discussion concerns the procedures to be.employed by the Committee, for

example. Such disCussion, being of a tactical nature, can of" 'course'

have an Inflkien.-ie"on the final policy decision but such influenceis

- implicit or indirect since analysis of the text reveals po.expticit,

attention to a polity problem. Other discussions are of a trivial
F

nature, co ncerning personal matters among-committee members, the making

of coffee, and other matters irrelevant tp policy questions. Some

, 81
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can result in the isolation of

of which can then be submitted
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analysis of data is thus required, which

discrete policy., roblems or lues, each

to detailed, secondary analysis using

the scheme developed in the study. 4

After much examination of the data, a fourway categorization
6.

was fbund to be most useful for this primary analysis. The categories

are defined as follows.

Curriculum Issue (C) : Discussicm,directly concerned with a policy

about the content of the §cience program; e.g.

whether or not a-unit on "solutions" should.be

taught in grade 9.

Structural Issue (S) : Discugsion directly concerned with a policy

Process Issue (p)

about how the curriculum should be determined or

controlled, e.g. whether families of schools
*

should select units fof their areas.

: Discussion concerned with grnup procedure or

tactics; e.g. whether the secondary school heads.

Of science should be consulted at a particular

point in the policy process.
lh

AN
:Trivial

Issue (T) : Other dicussion'unrelated to the problems for

which the committee was1 set up.

Each of the six transcriptions were analysed using this sei of

categories with two results. First, the data base was rendered

suitable for subsequent analysis. 'This of course was the pur ose Of

111

ore

A

the primary 'analysis and the nature-of the resulting data is describ

later. But second, it is' possible to give a more.detailed account of

the six meetings than was previOusly possible.
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Table ;2

Distribution of Time Spent at Meetings

Time spent (in minutes) 'on each type of issue

Meeting S P T Total

CC/01 0

CC/02 0

7.3

0

81.3

105

1.2

0

89.8
a

105

CC/03 . 43.6 59:1 31.1 2.0 135.8

CC/04 54.4 19.9 41.8 4.0 120.1

TM/01 89.9 17.1 17.4 0 124.1

TM/02 . 60.3 20.0 8.8 0.8 90.1

Total 248.2' 123.6 285.1 '8.0 664.9_

(% of total time)(37.33) (18.59) (42.88) ,(1.20) (100.0)

Table 2 presents the results of the primary analysis in

4
quan(itativorm. The analysis itself of course dealt in pages'of

transcription. Thege numbers (of pages) can mean little by themselves

40'

to the reader, so equivalent timed have been calculated using the

ratios shown in Table 1. One can thus see, in Table 2, the way in

-which the total time spent at each meeting was distributed among the

four types of discussion just described. As might be expected, early ,

,meetings ed to focus on procedural matters'butthese became much.

A
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a

less important in the later meetings. Apart from this'obsery tion,

thid primary analysis is of less value for what it shows directly tha6

forr the sortingof the data it accomplishes. Eleven hours of meeting

time is reduced to just over six hours of deliberation over policy

matters, both curricular and structural. I pointed out earlier that

the process and trivia discussions, not being deliberation over policy,

do not lend themselves to secondary analysis using the framework

developed in this study./

On inspectigd of the transcriptions, the approximately 'six

hours (371.8 minutes) of policy'deliberation (C and S from Table 2)

cover six relatively distinct clusters of issues, as follows:

SI The use of objectives

S2 - The size and locus of control of the core curriculum

S3 Levels of difficulty among courses

CI - The identification and placement of core units in grades 7/8

C2 Courses 119., Physical and Biolo ice'. Science vs. Integrated

Science.

C3 - The identification and placement of core units in grades'9/10.

Table 3 shows "the length of time spent on each of these clusters of

issues at each.meeting, together with the length (of equivalent time)

of samples* of the issues isolated for possible further attention.

It was anticipated, early in the study, that idolation,of

discrete issues based on singe policy questions would :be a relatively

* The term "sample" is used here to refer to portions of t anscription
that have been isolated from the multi-issue clusters wh h cover
single issues only andswhich are therefore analyzable usi g the scheme
developed in this study. .

)..'`

4
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0 'Table 3 1

Distribution of Time Spent on Issue Clusters

Issue Time Distribution (in minutes)

CC/01 CC/02 CC/03 CC/04 TM/01 TM/02 Total Sample

Si 4,9 13.3 18.2 18.2 (A)

S2 , 49.2 6.3 8.6 17.9 63.3 49.4 (B)

S3 1.2 6.3 12.3 19.8 13.6 (C)

Cl 25.2 28.3 52.8 18.4 124.7 17.0 (D)

C2 12.2 10.0 25.7 10.0 57.9 37.9 (E)

C3 6.2 15.6' 11.4 31.9 65.1 37.0' (F)

Totals 4.9 , 0 94.0 73.5 98.5 78.2 349.1 173.1

(94%) (49.6%)

straightforwarcb task. This was not In fact case for, I believe,

two related-reasons;one directly related to the subject' matter under

40 discussion, the other of a more general nature. :The specific subject

matter occupying the bulk of the discussion of curriculum polities/
. ,

(especially cluster Cl) concerned which of the units (of science'

content) speci'fiel in the Ministry gdideline should be incorporated in

the boat4;s'program at grades 7, 8, 9, and 10, and which other unite,

if 'any, should be recommended as options. While discussion frequently

8 5.
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focussed for a time on the question of a specific unit as a possibility

for inclusion ata specific grade level, such a question was rarely

resolved independently of the consideration of questions concerning

other units at other gradeelevels. Deliberations tended therefore to
r.

be lengthy and issues interwoven. ..the second reason is simply that, by

exten it could be argued that all policy deliberatiOn is of such a

nature tjtat consideration of several issues proceeds simultaneously and

discussion'of one is inevitably tied in with discussion of another.. It

should be noted, however, that while this situation presents technical

problems of data presentation in the context of a dissertation, it does

not affect the applicability of the` analytical framework nor the main

420004-
,argument of the thesis.

Despite the difficulties- outlined here, reasonably complete

samples from each cluster of issues have nevertheless been isolated to

represent the substance of that cluster and teach is now described in

summary 'form.

Sample A .(Cluster Si)

The issue was an exception to the generalisation noted above, in that

it represents the complete discussion of a relatively diLrete policy

question which had relatively little interaction with"discussion of

other policy questions. The matter was raised in the,first meeting of

the coordinating committee, Whenone committee member asked "Will this

.group or some group eventually have to develop a set of objectives for

.each bit of the mandatory core areas?" This led 'imtrliately to an

'' answer from the chairman of tIle committee, (the science,coordinator for

the board) ,that, while objectives .should -"ideally" be developed, he

7
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doubted the value of "Mager-type objectives." He went on, "My

experience, in working with teachers, both as (secondary school),

. department ,bead and as coordinator is that if you begin to approach

that, to building a curriculum that way, it's a good way to get rid of

people in a hurry. I think we can come up with a better Way." Another

committee membe:s.aressed the importance of not producing "just

straight lists of content" and the matter was dropped.

The issue of objectives arose again in later meeting.of the

coordinating committee (CC/04,), though this time with a somewhat

different focus. The ministry guideline specifil 15 broad aims to be

attended to during the span of a student's program from grade 7 to 10.

This required therefore that boards determine how this should be done.

Should, for example, the aims be divided up by grade level (like the

units of science content) or should a balance of all 15 be maintained

within each year? In addition, the implications for evaluation of the

existence of several alternative aims within a program, especially' for

possible board-Wide evaluation, were of concern to the Committee. As

in the earlier discussion, no clear direction for action emerged ftom

these deliberations. The committee never did select objectives of any

kind. Some Units were developed with different objectives combined

with the same content and research related to this is reported

elsewhere (goberts b Orpwood 1981).

Sample B .(Cluster S2)

4 . to

se One of- the most important areas of policy relating' to Interted to

scie#ce progpams'that-were-.delegated by the Ministry guideline
. 4 ., ..... .): 1.4

. ...:

.0.... 0
. , . ... e P

o ....
e . . :' 'Ite

,
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local boards to

the locus of con

guideline, had

and 8 (and also

had, in an earl

common core (ac

10. This allow

basic 50% and/

80 4

aide concerned the size of the core curriculum and

rol of the curriculum. The Ministry,' through its

peckfied a core of 50% of the curriculum for grades 7

for grades 9 and 10). Furthermore, the school board

4
ier policy, directed that therdPbe a minimum of 50%

oss the..board's area) in each of grades 7, 8, 9, and

both for increasing the size of the core from the

r assigning control of some part of that curriculum to

each fatally of scho Is or to each school. The teachers had been asked

(in asurvey) for their opinion concerning which level (Board, Family

of ,Schools or School) should control how much of the curriculum for-
-.

each grade. The results of this survey formh the basis for discussion

which occupied nearly one, half of one of the meetinge of the

coprdinating.committee. Thesample.contains-all of that discussion but

.<

omits questions of clarification and other comments made"on,the topic

at other times, which forms the'halance.of the'cluSter)

0

These deliberations we1e sititeresting in that they provided a

11

good, ex'amp'le of 'the clear resolution of an issue th ough. the weighing

of a number.of alternative but unacceptable proposal leading to the

acceptance of a compromise. It also illustrate's well the style of

participation used by the researchers wtio, while attempting to be both

b

constructive and helpful, were also leaving matters ofochoice to the

local practitioners. By the end of the meeting.the size of the core '-
.

had.been agreed upon: 4.units out of 6 for each of grades 7 and 8, and

6 units out pf 8 for each of grades 9 and 10: These would be specified

centrallyobo,the Board, wjth the balance of the program being

'88 v
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determined at school level after consultation at the family of schools

level.'

Sample C (Cluster S3)
t

ca.

This' issue arose from the existence, in the board's secondary, schpols

of courses,' in the same subject area but at different levels of

difficulty, designed for students of differing ability levels. In some

schools, there are two--sometimes called advanced and general, or phase

5 and phase 4--but.. there may also be up to six. In the case'of

Intermediate science, the Ministry .indicated 'that the guidelinetwas to

f

apply to the highest three levels; for this board, the key question was

how to differentiate between phases (levels) 4 and 5. Apart from

agreeing that "we don't want 'level 4 courses to be watereddown level 5

courses," there appeared to be little agreement about what was either

realistic or desirable. ,The potential for different ':curriculum

emphases" to be used to distinguish different levels of difficulty was

also discussed.- The matter was not concluded concretely. The sample

contains the essenceoof this discussion which appeared at several

meetings.

Sample DLCIustlir C1) ' '

This cluster, more than any other, exemplifies the earlier point' that

separation of discrete issues is difficult when the issues, are all

interrelated. The group's task here involved deciding Which units,

'from the Ministry core for grades 7 and 8, should be4taught at grade 7

yo,4, which at 'grade 8, andlraitb which additlional units should be made

ti
89



mandatory for each grade within the board's program. A survey of

ewe

teachers' opinions had been taken, not concerning alternative proposals

for compleie prograda, but concerning each unit on the kinistry's list,

and in the ensuing deliberations the results- of this survey were Used

A
from time to time. The coordinating committee first approved a

proposal.at.its third meeting (CC/03) and then vigorous debate took

glace at the subsequent teachers"meeting- (TM/01). Despite the fact

.
< ,

that the grade 7/8 program was to have been finalized at that meeting,

further also took place at the next coordinating committee

meeting (CC/04rand at the second. teachers' meeting (TM/02). The

sample selected for analysis is typical of the discussion's that took

place over these issues. It concerns a unit entitled "Weather° which

was contained, in an early proposal, as a mandatory unit,in Grade 8.

(If was an optional unit in the Ministry guideline.) After

deliberation, during which it became evident that there were many more

arguments against its inclusion than for it, the unit was dropped

from the propoSal.

Sample E (Cluster C2)
41'

In.sorting units into courses, as described in the previous cluster of

O

issues, one way presented itself immediately, There are approximately
4

equal numbers of physical science and biological science units in the

Ministry' guideline; one possibility therefore is to use this as the

basis for developing separate courses in physical and biologicalV .

science,_both at grates 7 and 8, and at grades 9 and 10. The present

cluster of issues is concerned with the advantages and disadvsetegA of

96
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such a course of action. In the particular case at hand, this

possibility was rejected-in the case of grades 7 and 8 but adopted for

grades'9 and 10. Of course, discussion of these issues is related to
I

discusslond' relitingto the previous cluster, and the sample only.

contains Alr.tions of transcript where questions of a physical

science/biological science distinction were, theoprimary object of

deliberation.

44.

Sample F (Cluster C3)

The problems of selecting units as mandatory for grades 9 and 10 was

similar in principle to those concerned with grades 7 and' 8 (Cluster

-Cl). Again, anumber of interrelated issues were discussed

simultaneously,'which makes separation of discrete issues difficult.

Two factors, however, made deliberations shorter, in this case. First,

the decision to have one course biological and the othe'r physical ,(see

Cluster C2) reduced the number, of alternative courses of action

significantly. Second, a final decision on which additional un

.0

(from the list of Ministry options) should be made mandatory was

postponed until the folloWing year, to allow for various alternatives

to be tried out. One 'unit, "Wise Use of Energy", however, occupied a'

significant proportion of the time and the sample isolated contains

this discussion.r

Secondary Analysio-

The isolation of these six samples of deliberative discussion,

,

representative of the six clusters of issues, completes the primary .

. 1.

4
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analysis of the, data. It'was anticipated that ,the six samples ofdaLa

so isolated would be equally-suited to further, secondary, analysis

.7

using the ft-am:NT:developed earlier. Brief analyses of randomly

selected portions of each sample suggested that this.was in fact the

base. It f ther suggested that seconder? analysis in detail of all

4

six samples would net be required for the framework to be adequately

tested.

Accordingly, two samples were selected foF complete secondary

analysis. In order-to provide ap comprehensive a basis as possible for'l,

assessing the applicaEllity of the framework, two were selected so as

to represent several major differences among the samples. On this

basis, samples B and D (see Table '3) were selected. Sample B is a

lengthy discussion of structural issues, several of which were

interrelated, and which affected curricula at the complete range of .

grades (7 through 10). By contrast, sample D is a relatively compact

discussion'of a single, curriculum-,---issue concerning- the- las-fon-of

*articular unit in the'grade 7/8 program; the sample istake as,

representing the largest cluster of issue, deliberated.

e' These two samples'were then analysed using the framework

described in chapter A. The results of this analysis are contained In

the Appendix and are discussed in the chapter following.

V.
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Chapter 6-

DISCUSSION OF ANALYSIS RESULTS
I

Before disCussing the results of the analysis of theTtwo issues
.

s4lected, it is important' to recall the overall purposes of the study

and to see this ana± ysis in, relalion to these pUrpose9. The primary
,

e4ective of the research was the development of a scheme for Ire

analysis or logical aspects of curriculum policy deliberation. A-

_

second objective was the exploration of its-usefulness nr applicability

, ;
through the trial analysis of selected instances of deliberation.

Analysis of many instances of deliberation is therefore not necessary

to the achievement of these purposes. Nor is an exhauftive discussion

of the'results_of the too analyses that have been carried out, which

are nevertheless set. out in full in Appendices A and B. In5what-

- - .follows,. therefore, summaries of each analyiis together with

illustrative examples re presented. These summaries and examples-then-

provide the background against which,three.elements of the. analytical
Aft

scheme not previously discussed in detail can be examined. ,These are

rules'of rerevance, rules of superiority: and' the backing for warrants. a.

First, however,.a few points' to assist the reader in.orgalizing this

discussion.

Inevitably; the investigation of deliberation at only ode

siteNte0.4-70at generalisations about the wayg in whichpeople
A.

genettally deliberate over curriculum policies cannot be made. On ttie

,
. . .

. . / --Ss'

basis.ofonly two instances covering relatively short spans-of time,

one -cannot even genetalise about the styles of deliberation of the

dr .
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individuals involved at this site., However, the analysis does provoke .

.
.0

such empirical queStions and it will he argued later Him. is an

important feature in favour of the analytical) scheme. For the present,

though, .the purpose of the -analysis is to explore the use of the scheme

and its categories and to provide the basis for a reasonable assessment

of itsapPlicabifity:

The, primary purpose of a sche02/euch as the
t

ohe developed

t.. . .

here is not to stimulate further
.
empirical research, though it may in

fact do so. .The primary reason for its,development is set citif-Tris

chapters 1 and 2, namely the enrichment of our understanding of the

,nature of curriculum deliberAtion. In'this respect, we are less:,
c - 4'1

concerned fox what the specific,groU' of 'practitioneXs illustrated by

thiS single case do well or badly, bu for the value'of looking at

'

their deliberations in, this way at all.- If tl3e scheme appeats to be

engaging with and rendering more intelligible that Which ou' intuition

-tells us-is the essence of the 'deliberative process, then it has

achieved this purpose. It has contributed to oNcolleciive insight
. ,

And undeistanding of what curriculum deliberation is all.about. In

this, regard, Toulinin's Categdry Of. Backing and its applicatio'n here
.. 2 '

,

.e.'will enable some discussion of the epistemological relationship-of . .

,,-...4 . ..$1. ..
. . ..

. .

. .. - " . .

\ '--. curacdiUm,i!tiannfng,.with other ,fields of endeavour'.' '- %-., . ,,,,,

v.
.

,

l'Second purpsise:of the ..scheme, also describOl'earlier, is
A.

. .

I .
..... 0

. , 4 %

. the imiriOvemen.t-of"indiv-idual. mrfOx-mdifee. 'This purpos4"444c.Amplies a
. . .

criterion for bhe assessment of the analytical ,cheme. Russell (1980)
.

pointout that "every research paradigm contains a theory Of,change".

/ .

(p. 118) even if it is unarticulated and unrecognized as such. And the

f

fo

e
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philosophical paradigm'in which this study is set, involves, as Russell.

goes on to point out, the teacher's or curriculum worker's reflection

on his'oWnipractiCe. The paradigm "provides ana ysis of practices in a

manner Which points up.directly ways in which ch 'ages could be

atil.empted" (p. 123). In the discussion of the a alysis at hand, an

1

u.

effort will be made to show points at which qdesti s Might be raised

by one haVing d training function in theart of curriculum

deliberation. The streng'h of the use of this pproach to improving

practice is that a critique of present practj. rests not, on the

authority of the'observer,but on the evidence o the alialysissihich the

observer/analyst .can shareW1th the practitioner. More detailed

ti
discussion of how thislikind -of analysis might be used to imprdve the

practice of -curriculum policy deTiberation wkil be reviewed in the

context of an overall assess-eat of the scheme. They are recalled here

Co show why certain features the analysis rather than, others have-

been emphasised.

\ ,,.... .
,,' ...-1

.

... ; . .

4'''
Anal sis of Isgue

4 '..

(Siie and COntrol of"Core C rriculum)

The f-irst issue- to be :selected for detailed analysis, using'the scheme

y ',that his bedideveloped in the study, concerns the size of the core

.

&ittirculumand the mander_in which ;it 'should be deterMined. (i.e. who'
......_

,

. should decide,whichunits it will contain). A brief.SumMary of the

. .- °
.

4

issue was proVided in the
prev

ious chapter and Appendix A contains the

full. transcription of the diiission of. the issue. The Appendix is

*xi

organkzed",in colulfinar format in whch :the transcription is set out in

",1-1

4
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the lefthand column and the analysis .in the right,. Facts (F),

Considerations (C), Warrants'(W), and Policy proposals (p) are

L..

,. - identified with numbers and additional comments are added to facilitate

interpretation of the issue. It. is str4ngly recommended at this point

that .the' reader turn to Appendix A and read through both the

0

111

transcription and IheanakyOks. ,

' From the analysis, 19 distinct arg nt patterns have been

discerned incorporating 20 facts /considerations, 6 policy proposals,

and 16 Warrants. In addition, .5 other facts or considerations and 1

W
proposal unrelated to specific argumeht patterns were present. :Table

Atia

4

presents the argument patterns symbolically, while Tables 5,-6, and 7

list the facts/considerations, the policy proposals, and the warrants

tespectively. it will be noted that some facts (F4ind- F5, for

example)' fail to ` become considerations on ,the grounds of relevance. In

'1
,

the case of F4 and F5, no specific policy proposals are entail

However there are also c (F10 and F11, for instance), where facts /'

cleaily are Offered in support of a proposal and therefore form part Of
_,

an argument pattern, et here there is no evidencethit these facts,,,,

are ever regarded as considerations: This phenomenoh 'occurs
4

periodically and often*enough to suggest that the scheme, requires some

refinement to refact the fact that'facts that do not become

considerations can alsd support:policy prOosals. This point is taken- .

- - ,

up in the next ,chapter. .

11
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Table 4

.Argument Patterns: IsSue A

1

2

3

a

b.

c

Facts /Considerations Warrants

7

Proposals

F1 /C1 ra.

F2/C2

F3/C3-

'F6/C6.

.7/C7

-Wl.

'

WI

W2

W3

- pl

p2

p3,

p2

P5

4 F8, F9/C8, C9 W4,W5 p3

5 sF10' W2 P5

b. Fll WI PS

7 ')142/C12 W3, P3

8 F13/C13 W6

9 F14 7 P5

10 F15/C15 .1.18
t

p5

411 F16/616 .W9 P5

12 F17/G17 P3

13' FF./C18, Wil p6

,14 F21/q21- 1442 `. ,.. P7

15 F22/C2 W13 . P7

16 .F23/C23 -1111.4
, P7

4

17 F2/C24 W.15 P7

18 F9 /C9 W5 17

19 'F25/C25 W16' P3

`

.e97'
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Table 5

Facts and Considerations: Issue A I

Fl/C1 Consistently people are saying that the board should control

more than 50%.

F2 /C2 A majority of people wanted little or no control at the

familyofschools level.

F3/' A significant number of people wanted some control to be

exercised at the school level. .

F4 The majority of responses are from the 9/10 level.

F5 60% from 9/10 don't want anything done at the family -of
schools levels (1t looks as 'though the high school people

don't want the public school people coming interfering up

there).

F6/C6 It's simply my opinion that I think that it would be better

for the system if we Flad6 (mandatory unit's ) out,of 8 (at

grades 9 and 10): ,

F7/C7 Without 'having any familydecidedupon units, we're .losing

part of the main advantage of the new guideline where we have

more cooperation between the two panels, and thus lose an

4PPportunity to ensuie continuity in students' programs.

F8/C8 The data that came back is reinforcing very loud and. clear

F9/C9 what actually-is happening out there and what is likely to

happen.

F10 /C10 (Implementation Of a policy) depends on what your "'

,
superintendent, principal, department head, anfteachers are

like:\ .

F11/C11 It's just not bing to happeh; and_I don't think it would be

realistic.

F12/C12 The core units provide adequate continuity between grade

levels.

i13/C13 Getting'the family of schools together can facilitate takfhg

advantage of:local situations.

F14 Say I want -0 do machines .(in 9/10) it would'he nice if I knew

vhether thelfeede'r school was doing something with machines in

T or 8.
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enable 5 4 continued)

F15/C15 ( f we don't have family of schools planning) we are missing a

gtiod chance just to know who the people are.

,F16/C16 Otis possible conseqdence of not having planning at the family

Of,schools level is that students may enter secondary schools
'frm different elementary schools having had very diffeient

backgrounds. e .f

F17/C17 Family of schools, planning is impractical.

F18/C18 The teachers will choose to use units that are-the easliest to

teach.

'F19/C19 It is** 1 official policy of the board that families of sctiopls

should., consult together over curriculum natters.

. -

F20 there is nothing in'the Minilky policy documents to say that

planning should take place in families of schools.:
1

F21"/C21 While members of families Of schools have an interest in each
other's 61.irricula, they do not have an overriding interest.

F22/C22 Proposal 07 would preserve the aufonomy of each level of

school to make decisions concerning their own program.

F13/C23 Proposal 0 would enable disagreements to be tolerated if not

resolved.

24/C24 Proposal,p7 provides for flexible interpretation in

implementliion.
-

/q5 ''There probably will not be adequate time for proposal T7 to be

. implementied.

.4

0
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Table 6

Policy proposals: Issue iX 4

pl

of

At boa. grades 7 and 8, the core curriculum consist of 4 of
the total of 6 units which will comprise each course (67%).

At both siades 9 and la, the core Curriculum consist of,6 of
the total,of,8 units which will comprise each course (75%).

,The balance of each course (7-10) be optional and up to each

school- to decide (although ,consultation will be recommended).

One ,course for 7 and 8 be recommended at the familyof

schools level.

P5 Some form of ,family - of schools planning be required.

p6 The selectionof optional units be recommended centrally.

That individual schools drift their own options and, while

still in draft form, circulate them to other memberg"Of the
family of schools for comment.

o

6

Table 7

Warrants: Issue A

W 1 The extent and locus of control -of the curriculum should be

determined on the basis of teacher opinion: -.4-*

W2 iTh6 judgment of the science coordinator of the needs of the

system should be a-consideration indetermining-the extent and
4.o us of control.

W3 Continuity in students' programs is desirable.

W4 It is not worth''develoPing a policy that Is substantially

different from present practice or n
.

A

W5 that is unlikely_ to be 'Implemented.

5

0,0

1'

1.

54
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WO Communication among schools is desirable.

W10 ',, Policies should be feasible.
'\

W11 &is desirable to steer teachers' choices among units by

making some options easier to implement-
(

9,3'

(Table 7 coatinued)
4--

4 W6* it is desirable to take advantage of local situations when

..planning curricula.

W7 ' It is imp- tent foil secondary schools to know what is-being

taught in gt des 7 and 8.

. .

Personal can act among teachers at different schools 'lead'ing

to profe sional, interchange is desirable.

han others.

W12 It is important to give stakeholders in the curriculum a voice
in the decision-making proceiS while not allowing them to
override each other's prerogatives.

W13 .Schools should have, autonomy over their own programs.

:1414 Disagreewents, over curriculum matters should be tolerated if

not resolved.

W15 Flexibility in the implementation of a policy is desirable..

W16 It isimportant that there be adequate time resources for a

policy to be implemented.

A clean illustration of the development of an argument

'
pattern in the context of this deliberation 'and of the way in which the

sOeme reveals its components is provided by argument pattern ,3.

Di4ussion reievant to Lhis'begins on page A3, where speaker D,.who

`turns out to be the major protagonist for curriculum panning at the

family-of-schools level, raises apoinLconcerning the continuity of a

student's program througl4 grades 7 to lo. He states:

"Surely when the 7 and 8 core are set,urif and Olen the 9 and

,10, there's going to be continuity there add that's what
'we're after (Al Yeah) So we are going to ensure that the
units in 9 and 10 are a follow-up lo those that are in '7

and 8.

0
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desirability,, in principle, of there being continuity is not raised

,

here in connection with a specific proposal but as a point of

94

(

1.

clarification, reminding the rest of the committee of, what, they are

about. In retrospect, we can see that :this principle is a warrant (W3)

inthemaking
for an argument-which D develops a few minutes later. At

this paint, the tide of discussion led by A is running against the

notion of family of schools plapning. Proposal'p3 is on the table .

"recommending consultation" though few of the group seem to have many

illusions ag.to the likely consequences if it becomes policy. The

committee chairman (A} has stated (page A3):

1/

They (the teachers) are saying "No" and I think we'd be ill-

advised to try and dictate otherwise.

A compromise proposal p4. (on page A3) from C suggesting that one unit

at 7 and 8 be recommended has not been giVen much serious attention.

therefbre again raises his concern, for continuity, generally assented
. *

to earlier. This time he is talking not just at the general level

principle 'hut at tie specific level of the situation at hand. He

says: t

The only thing that bothers me, A, is that, without any

family decided*-upon-units, we're losing part of the main,
advantage of the new guideline where we have more cooperation
between-the two panels and we're simply then going to say
that we are going to follow. along with what's been
prescribed. Which gives us more continuity but I would still
like to sit down with the feeder schools and decide: Well,

OK; maybe not one unit; which am I doling and which are you?
t Maybe, we can discuss..;

Application of the scheme to this portion of the transcription enables

one to discern firstly the factual claim F7 that "without any faMily

decidedupon units, we'rg ::. (the opportunity for)... more

cooperation between the two pa ls." Without suchcooperatir, there

102
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can be no systematic attempts at ensuring the continuity of a student'S.

program, which recalls D's concern expressed earlier. While D does not

phrape a proposal in formal 'terms, his words "I would still like to sii

down,.." etc. suggest the proposal- ,(p5) that some form of familyof .

schools .planning should be required.: This speech by D is responded to

sympathetically by A ("D, I would have loved a nice cleat base froM the

. system..:") thus recognizing D's contribution as.a consideration. The

.argument pattern, then, rephrased for the sqfce of,succinctness can be

seen to flow as follows: r

F7/C7: Without family of schools

511

planning an opportu ity is lbst
for cooperation a ng schools

which can lead to enhancing
the 'continuity in student's

pKograms.

So,p5:-Some form of family
.ofkschools planning
should be required.

Skfice

W3: Continuity in student's programs
'is desirable

This argument then stood in Opposition to the original proposal (p3),

until,eVentuelll'a compromise proposal (p7) was accepted as policy.

Concerning the familyofschoolsePLanning issue, six

.r/
#

arguments (#1, 4, 6, 7, 12, and 194 conclude in support of p3 (the

proposal for no such planning to be mandated as policy) and six

arguments (#3, 5, 8, 9, 10, and 11) conclude in support of p5 (that

some form of family of-'schools planning be required). Two proposals

(p4 and p6) are presentedkas alternative attemptsSa't resolution-of the e

issue:* p4 (on page A3) is not argued for at all and is not therefore

represented in the table of argumeht patterns. p6 is argued for (pages

Al2 -1'3, argument pattern #13) but is not considered further. Finally,

p7 is introduced as yet another atCempt at compromise and develops
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enough support to become the agreed upon resolution. 1p this process,

five arguments (#14, 15, 16, 1.7, and 18) are offered in its support.

The other issues involved in this discussion, the size of the

core programs at grades 7 and 8 and at grades 9 and 10 are agreed with

minimal discussion. Only -two arguments (#1 and 2) are advanced fir

relation to these matters and no contrary peoposalv are presented.

Proposals pl and p2 become, policy with little ado.

At this point, it should be noted ~that the analytical scheme.

has successfully revealed all the.logical "moves" in the deliberations

over these issues. The illustrative example of one argumenLpattern

has shown the depth of detail to which the analysis is capable of

penetrating. Further consideration both of the substantive nature of

the warrants used to support proposals, and of the rules of relevance

and superiority seen to be applicable is deferred until the analysis of

.00

the second issue has been discussed.

Analysis of Issue B

(Weather)

Appendix B contail)s the transcription of deliberations centred on a

second issue which provoked discussion and argument.: The issue is

summarised inthe previous chapter, but it is recommended that the

reader examine the transcription and accompanying analysis in full

before proceeding. This issue contrasts with -issue A'since it deais

with a substantive curriculum problem, that of Whether or no,t to

include a unit on "Weatiher" in the grades -718 core-program, rather thaw

with a structural prOblem4 However, as becomes clear when the

104
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transcription is studied, discomfort over a substantive matter can lead

readily to questiods,of a structural or procedural nature (see, for

example, the discussion on page B4). Of course the procedural`

arguments do influence the course of the'"Weather" deliberations and,

for that, reason; they are. included in Appendix B, but they are,

.,

technically, arguments of a dYfferent order. Accordingly, in the
4 . ..--

analysis of the'"Weather" issue; tftese matters are simply labelled

"Process" and hot analysed further. Thus the fbtus of analysis is kept

. to the one substantive issue.

The analysis of the issue reveals 9 argument patterns (Table
S

8) supporting 5 proposals (Table 10) based on 11 Facts (Table ,9) and 6.

Warrants (Table 11). In addition 1 Fact and 2 Warrants are presented

outside of any specific4argument patterns. Arguments over this issue

were essentially very straightforward since they can be classified as

either being for (#1, 2, Sand 8) or against (#3,*4, 5, 6, 7, and 9), the

inclusion of.the unit "Weather" as a core unit in grades 7 and 8.

Proposal pl expresses the positive position while p2 is simply the

opposite one. Proposals p3, 4, and 5 provides More. explicit
, .

'alternatives to Weather addas such subiume the,. spirit of p2 within

nem; In the end, the issue did not appear to have been resolved by

the meeting. However; the next written version of the draft program to ,
A

appear incorporated p4 as the recommended policy. It can therefore be,

5
concluded that this was the resolution of the matter.
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Table 8

Argument Patterns: Issue B

I

0 Facts/Considerations Warrants .Proposals

1. '1 /C1 W1 PI .

2. F2/C2 'W2 PI

3. F4/C4 W3 p2

F5/C5, W4 p2

5. F6, F7/C6, C7 W7 p3 N

6. F8, F9 /C8,, C9 W2' p4,-

7.. FIG/CIO W8, p4
, r

8. il1 /C11 W8 PI

9. F12 W4.

% Fable 9,

Facts and Considerations: Issue B

F1/C1 Virtually all the opti*al units in 7and.8 contribute to'the
study, of Weather. i

. : :,-

,
i

F2/C2 Weather would appear to be a good place to pick up a -lot of

the tag ends:, that you're not going to deal. with as a
fullblown unit.

.F3 Weather belongs more in Geography than Science.

F4/C4 Weather is also a unit in the junior program (in grade 6).
,

F5 C5 .Weather is marked (in the'teaCher survey) as a low priority

option 'and then again by only 53%.

a
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(Tattle-9 continued)

Water and Solutions, being a more concrete to'ic is more

suited to grade 7 than Force and Energy.

F7/C7 There is a significant difthence in the maturity and

readiness of\the students betwedn grades 7 and 8.

,

F8/C8 From the ecological pdint of view, Stru

is very important.

ure and Life Cycles

F9/C9 Structure and Life Cycles ties pysibal and biological,
material together in an ecology unit.

.

F10/60 Structure and Life Cycles allows for a lot of'open-endedness3

field work and so on.

F11/C11

F12

There%is als

The teachers

taught as an
example).

o open-ended work that one can do with Weather.

at elementary level might prefer Weather to be

extension to4another unit (Forms of Energy, for

Table 10

Policy PrOposLs: Issue' B

p1

p2

P3

To include the unit, Weather, in the core prog9im for grade

7/8.

Not to include Weather in the core program for grade 7/8.

For one year, the 6 Ministry core units and Water and

Solutions be the core program.

p4 That Structure and Life Cycles replace Weather.

P5 That Weather be replaced by Forms of Energy.

- 107
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Table '11

Watradts: Issue B

.

WI It is desirable to use a unit that combines aspects of

several others together. r .
t'

W2 A unit is a good one if it picks up topics covered

inadequately elsewhere.

W3 It is undesirable for a unit to be repeated in consecutive

grades.

W4 The amount of teacher support for: a unit should be the basis

for a policy: decision.

W5 It is desirable when selecting content Co take into account a

student's background and personal goals.
,

W6 The satisfactipn,of teachers following, trial use of units is

a good way,to determine the selectiOn to be`contlined in the,

core.

W7

V8

More abstract units should:be placed.ih higher grades.

Good units provide opportunities for field work and other,

open-ended activities.

An illustrative ,argument pattern is represented in full

below.
7)

, .

. -

F4/b4: Weather is also a unit ) So, p2: Weather ought not to be

in the junior_ program included in the core

(grade 6). program' for grades 7/8.'

0
Since,

'413J /t is undesirable for,a unit to

be repeated in consecutive grades.

This aiument is presented (page B'2) by an elementary school teacher,
%yr\

whose school, contains both grade 6 and'grades 7 and 8: Its acceptance

1 by the 'chairman (A) shows that the Fact. raised (F4) is indeed a

consideration (04). While neitherhe warrant nor the propo61 In this

case is stated explicitly, b9th are readily,inferred from the context.- /
a.
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T(E): But'it's (Weather) also a unit in the junior, A; We just got
that implemented in the grade 6, now wq're doing it in 7.
You see, most senior publics are 6, 7, and 8, and we seem to I

be really overlapping the junior program.

A: Yeah, you're right.

T(E): So you should put a ,gAp in between maybe.

No, further discussion pn this,argument took place but the point had

been made.

In this issue, there are two instances (one on each of pages .

84 and 85) in which statements are made which have the form of general

principles or warrants (W5 and W6) but which, thrbUgh lack of specific

facts or proposals do not form pa'rt of any argument pattern. This

phenomenon is another instance of a case in which the original

analytical scheme (which presupposes warrants to be present only when

Facts have become established within accepted argument patterns)

requires efinement. The matter is reviewed in more detail in chapter

7. Apart from these instances, the analysis again revealed the logical

moves in the deliberation over this issue and also the depth of detail

of the penetration. The warrants from both this analysis and from the
,e

earlier one are ,next discussed in more detail.

Warrants and Their Backing

Warrants, being statements of principle, are of central importance to

arguments, and one of the byproducts of the use of the analytical

seleme developed in this study is that the particular warrants used in

curriculum deliberation are exposed, to view, as it were. As TOulmin

, (1958) points outs they can be the basis of challenges to arguments and

challenges, moreover, of two sorts.

. 109
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In addition to the question whether or on what conditions a
warrant is applicable in a. particular case, we may be asked

why in general this warrant should be accepted as having

authority. (p. 103)

Warrants have authority, as Toulmin goes on to shoW,'because they are

backed by assurances derived from the nature of the field

argument is taking palce% Thus, backings may be expected

substantially if they are drawn from such diverse fields as law,

science, and history. The exampl/p, Toulmin uses to clarify his point

illustrates :thesconcept well.\ The cbmplete argument pattern runs as

follows:

Larry was born

in Bermuda
(Data) /

o, presumably, Hatry is a
British subject
(Conclusion)

Since

r A man borne in

Bermuda will
generIl.ly be a.

Briefsh subjeCt.

(Warrant)

On account of

Unless

Both his parents were aliens

/ he has become a naturalised
American/ ....'
(Conditions of Rebuttal)

The following statutes and

other legal provisions:
(Backing) (based on Tbulmin 1958, p. 105)

As this illustration shows, Backing statements are responses to the

iquestlon "What is the baSis forbelieving this warrant?" .They are thus

.

0 epistemological in status; they show the'basis of knowing_or believing

in certain types of warrant.

Consideration of the warrants used in curricdlum arguments

can. lead us to ask, first, "What is 'the backing for alpse warrants?"
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and second "How do these backings serve to distinguish the field of

curriculum argument?" Of course,on the basis of a single study' of a

single set of°deliberations, one cannot move directly to moge%general

claims about the field but
k

an examination of the warrants revealed by

skis analysis can perhaps_ suggest directions such an inquiry might

take.

. EiThe case of Issue A, 16 different warrants were found to

have been employed (Tabe..7), However, -it should be noted that they

were not all of equal significance'. In particular, WI ("The extent and

locus on contral. of he curriculum should be determined on the basis of

teacher opinion') was the warran4 for the only argument in support of

proposalT pl and,p2 (which dealt with the extent of the core curriculum

in glades 7 -10). In the case of the discussion of curriculum planning

at .family .of schools level, there were many arguments on' both sides of

the debatd and the final compromise proposal (p7) was not one for which

anyone could claim either teacher'support or opposition.

.The warrants used in deliberating issue A can be divided into

two clusters. Some (WI, W2, W4, W5, W10, W11, W12, W13, W14, W15, W16)

would appear to be based ;in a view of the curriculum policy process,

that is essentially a realistic,.pragmatic, or,political one in which

the result is a tradeoff among considerations of "who wants what" and

"what is feasible." Others (W3, W6, W7, W8) seem to reflect a more

idealistic og rational view of the process. If one rereads the

transcription from this perspective, one can see that the "political",

view is dominant in the contributions oC some participants

(particularly A; the Coordinator of Science.fdr the school board) while

the "rational" view is dominant among others.

111
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While it is difficult to formulate precise backing statements

that would ground all of the warrants in each cluster, it is at the

level of backing that the two different views of the curriculum policy
4

process can be seen most clearly. I have elsewhere Cracell these two

\

views about curriculum to their philosophical roots by showing that

they are, .paralleled by similar schools of thought in the field of,

jurisprudence (OrpwoOd 1978). In that analysis, I argued that one-of

the characte'ristic tenets of the rationalist conception of curriculum

policymaking is that "the selection of objectives is improved, even

validated by using knowledge about learners and learning, about the

'social milieu, and about the nature of the subject matter of schooling"

(p. 23). By contrast, the political conception sees the school

curriculum as the product;..of tradeoffs among competing interests or

forces and the intervention of an authoritative decision maker or

decision making .group. Thesetmo'conceptions in'their wholeness can,

it would seem, function as backing for the warrants apparent in these

deliberations.

Issue B has fewer warrants (8) and the balance of these among

the two views described, earlier would appear at first sight to lean

more toward the :rational view (W1, W2, W3, W5, W7, W8) and amay from

therpolitical VI-2W (W4, W6). However, in this case, the tone of the

meeting conveyed most forcefully the political view. InIssue A, the

Coordinator propoied p3 on the basis of a warrant grounded in, the

political view. Contrary arguments (e.g. by D) tended to come from the

rational point 0 view. In Issue B, the-situation was reversed. Again'

the coordinator opened wit*a proposal (p1) but based, this time, on

112
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rational grounds. As t4 meeting p ceded and arguments against the
, 1-,
i

.
inclusion of 'Weather" based on a rational view seemed to make little

.,, °,

A , . ,
,

progress, the 15olitical view became more clearly expressed (e.g. at

the bottom of page B3).
... t

It omifit again be emphasised that this use of "the political-

',

rational conceptualisatidq to account for'differpnces among types of
.

.

il,

A
warrant,ik not presented here in order to make claims concerning the

i

nature of curriculum policy-deliberation An general. The very
.

. (
restricted data base of two samples of deliberation from one site area.

quite inadequate for such a broad statement. Rither, it is presented

as an illustration'of how warrants must. have backing and how such

backings reflect'beliefs or understanding about the nature of the

enterprise. As I have argued in another place; however, I believe that

the political-ratidhal conceptualisation has the power ccount for

ifferencesin views of the curriculum process but the d VA in this

,study is scarcely adequate to defend that claim Htre.

;

isl stLcourse, to the objectives of deepening our

understanding. of Ole curriculum enterprise and relating this enterprise
4

epistemologically.to others that this part of the analysis has the

potential to contribute. The individual curriculum policymaker is

'likely to be less interested in the backing of the warrants he is using

except insofar as it can illuminate fox him the basis of some of the

sharp disagreements that take place. When individuals do not recognize

Sr accept one:another's backing statements, they to not share a cr4lon

basis for arguing. And, lacking' a common basis fdr arguing,

disagreements cannot easily be resolved. .

.
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Rules of Relevance and Ryles of Superiority

Rides of Relevance

It is evtient from even a brisk reading of the transcriptions of each

issue thatsome claims are advancedthat seem to have little impact

on the flow of deliberation. They are'dismissed.) as it were, before

they are even.adinitted. In the course of developing the scheme it was

anticipated, on the basis of Baier's analysis of the concept of

deliberation, that tnis filteting would apply exclusively to facts.

Hence, the Facts,-7 Considerations Reasons sequence of elements was

incorpbrated into the analytical scheme. And indeed, there

instances of facts not becoming considerations (e.g., in issue A, F4,

F5, F19 an F20, and, in issue B, F3). And one can see that in each of

these instances, a (usually intuitive)Aildgment is being made
lb

concerning the relevance of the fact in question. Rules of relevance

of some kind are being appr,4ed, though in no case` in the course of .

these transcriptions was the application of such a rule made e xplicit.

The reader must thus infer from the absence of any response to an

intervention and the continuation.of
,

the discussion in'the direction it

had been moving, before the intervention that the:imbervention had been

ruled as no relevant. In one case (F5 on page A2), the fact was ruled

V
out because it was.a claim of doubtful validity and was therefore

inadmissible as a consideration.

the data base, from which to claim which rules of 4elevance
..

were in use4n these samples of transcription, is too limited for any /

useful conclusions to be. drawn concerning their substance. However,

there is evidencethat some Egrm ofpfiltering on the grounds )of.

a

t-

114
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relevance w taking place and thus, as an analytical category, "Funs

of. relevance" to be justified. Further investigation is "required

in order that e nature of these rules, as they are used in pract ice,

can be more ad uately conceptualised

141.1at s not originally envisioned in the analytical scheme

was that warren and proposals might also be submitted to a test of

ITC"relevance 'in, theame manner as factual contributions. Yet the

evidence seems co: uggest that this can also take place. ,In issue A,

for example, propOal p4' (on page A3) is not advanced beyond an initial

is
>./

--entry point.;- it fa is to becoAt a consideration. In issue B, two
kf,,

warrantsN5..,and,W6Islso fail to become parts of argument patterns,

owing'to lack of,fact* relevant'to the particular situation at hand.
Ek

There are'also cases of complete argument patterns which fail to become

consi'derati'ons (in issigi A, #5;6, 7, and, in is e B, #9). It would

k

appear therefore ;that th concept of rules of relevance must be .refined

to reflect the, evidence t:Hav"iff components including complete argument

patterns can drop out of consideration at an early stage.° This

refinement of the; scheme is 'discussed in the folidwing chapter.

Rules,of Superiority\:,

,.
As deliberatidn procee\dss towards its resolution, certain proposals

together with the ArguMee 'put 'forward in their support can usually be

seed' to outweigh others. ere is,. In effect, a cr4e and implicit

ran ing of arguments being dade, if only into the two categories for

nd again st a particular set of tp posals. , For -the purposes-of this

4

r nking, rules of superiority are... eing ap pli61.1 again usually

.

.;;
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intuitively, and the evidence of a final choice can be used tp infer

something of the rules being applied.

In the case of the deliberation over issue- A, proposals pl,

p2, and p7 became the final policies. In the case'of pl and p2, it was

,notedearlier that these proposals were unopposed and therefore not

debated. Proposal p7, by contrast, was approved following much
A.40.

discuss/0A over"Lhe rival proposals p3 and p5. Indeed, p7 was

developed as a. compromise proposal lo try to recognize the most

strongly argued political claims .behind p3 and also the rational

support for p5.. This compromise character was expressed first. in

political terms (argument pattern #14 using warrant W12). Additional

support was then provided to the proposal by arguments based on further

political considerations (e.g,, argument patterns #15, 16, 17 and 18).

From this evidence, it might be, concluded .that the political

considerations were seen as being of superior weight Co the rational

ones. Twpoualific2iions to this judginent should also be noted,

however. One concerns-the amount of evidence. The participants were

not asked explicitly to discuss their beliefs concerning their sense of

which.consideration ought to be, in general, of more iMporLance. The:

inferences being made here requireadditIonal confirmation, therefore,

before one's confidence.in them can be very strong: Secondly, the

influence of the rationally'based arguments in support, of proposal p5

cannot be underestimated. D, the principal advocate of familyof7..

schools planning could argue that ,p7 represented evidence oLLhe

superiority of his major arguments _concerning the ,importance or

Continuity in students programs. It ,could be that the outcome of the

116
4.
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deliberations and the rules of superiority particularly would be

described quite differently by such a participant than by anothei one.

Issue B similarly provides evidence whose interpretation is

open ,to alternative points of view. On the onehvd,-.rationally based

arguments' against the inclusion of Weather. (#6 and, 7),could be held to
a

outweigh other equally rational arguments Iri its support (#1 and 2).

However, as mentioned earlier, an observer at the meeting or a reader

of the transcript could also point out-that the much'larger number of

people who indicated their disapproval of "Weather" compared with thbse,

in favour of it (see the straw vote on pages B7 and B8) added a

nonverbal political pressure to the 'deliberation. A11 that was

required, at that stage was a plailsible Aternativesupported by

reasonable arguments for which mould allow the Coordinator -(who had

proposed` Weather it the first place) a graceful retreat. In this

situation, it is doubtful whether rules of superiority in the strict

sense:coul4lbe said to. be operating. Unless, that one were to ,

- .

,
count the straw vote as an "arguMent",in its own right in which ca;e-s, -

0 4

4

it could'be 'said: to-have outweighed all t other arguments.

0 Summarz.

This chapter haesought to present the evidence of the analysed

transciptioni and to. use this evidenCe to illustrate and discuss each

of the components of the analytical scherhe develop0 in the study. In

turn? arks discussion provides ,the evidential abase 0
a

nWhich the - e

1 r,
40,

Ir
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4

,following ehapter is developed. There, the scheme itself rather than

,

the analysis is the focus of: attention and questrions are. raised

concerning its adequacy and applicability.. Answers to these questions

can lead to Ihe*efinement of'the scheme itself.

p

ft



Chapter 7

V

ASSESSMENT OF APROLCABILITY,

I

The purpose of that pai-t of the research reported in ,this chapter is

1

two,fold. The 'theme is one of evaluation, but the alms are both

formativerefinement o ethe analytical scheme-7and summative'

demonstration that the original problem of the, study has been

adequately resolved. In the present/chapter, three tests are

described, used, and theif results discussed, each of wh1Ch contributes

to both of these. In the final chapter, the aims of the research are

.
revisited by way of drawIng the study to a conclusion..

The three tests to be applied to the trial uie of the

analytical framework were set out the proposal for the research in

the form of three questions:

(1) How comprehensive an analysis of issues does the framework permit?

(2) Is-there any evidence of redundancy among the categories of the

framework?

(3) How adequately can the framewotieb9_used 1:; one not party'to'the

. original deliberations?

The first two of these questions are concerned for a mAnimal level of

tecihnical adequacy of the scheme: Does it perform the task for which it

was designed? The third question moves beyond this minimum level of

.
- \

adequacy to the question of portability: Can it be Used by others aid

produce the same results? TtIse are the sort of questions that one

would need to ask following the design of any new tool and they

represent only an initial series of investigations 0 erning the
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usefulness and potential of the scheme. While attempts are made here

to"apply these tests relatively rigorous'y, the broader issues of
s.

applicability can only be apeculated upon for lack of evidence at this
.

stage._ The concluding chapter will address, this point further in the

context of a review of the original purposes of the research.

It was pointed out, earlier that the purpose of this

assessment is two fold, formative and summatiVe. Each of the Ghree

. .

questions has4theen phrased carefully so as to allow for answers to lead,

4
in both'tif these dir ections. For the present, it'la formative'

evaluation that is of greater importance. The scheme was applied -to

the transcribed issues in its original form as outlined in chapter 4 Of '

this dissertation. As this trial application was conducted,' there were

occasions wheedifficulties were encountered in the analysis which were

attributed to inflexibilities and other Problems of the scheme itself.

(These were,noted periodically in the account of the analysis set-down

in chapter 6.) Now, by means _of the three tests to be applied, the

opportunity is nre8enteoi for a systematic appraisal of the scheme, for

consideration,of the nature of any inflexibilities or problems, and for

the development of appropriate.modifications or refinemenes in the

light of this consideration.
#

Theunmative evaluation is necessarily more conclusive. -It

is ,designed to yield information on the ,basis of whihh a. Judgment can

.be made concerning the overall: pplicability of the conceptualisation

and of the resulting analytical framework. ,In either case, whether the

aim is formative or summative, the first requirement is for systematic

and objective assessment.
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Test #1: Comprehensiveness

If the analytical framework is to be judged' adequate or applicable, it

must clearly allow for all of the logical moves in deliberations to be

identified. There are twoproblems involved in trying to devise an

objective test, of.such comprehensiveness. First, there is 7 natural

tendency for "logical move" to be defined in terms of the products of

the analysis Pracess. The use to measure of logical moves based on

such a definftian to appraise the analytical scheme thus entails a \i

circular' argument. ,Second, the use of a'measure not based on any

notion,of ipgical move, such at fhe number of lines of transcription

(,a' originally Suggested in the research proposalC), fails to take

account of the fadt that the analytical framework was only designed to

identify logical movesand the number of lines in a piece of

_transcription may have little, or no relation to the number of logical

moves it contains.

In view of these difficulties, one is obliged to use a more

holistic or overall judgment of this.test, based onone's reading of

the transciption and of the,corresponding analys'is.
.

is. The investigator

has conducted Fuch a review and his comments on this matter, in

4
relation to each-of the two issues analysed,follow. The wder is

invited to make a similar assessment.

In issue A, the structural policy question of familyof ° .

\

schools Planning, the analysis would appear to have identified all of

the significant moves leadi ng to the final determination of the policy

in this area. It is.heipL1 to the analyst that the transcription

-

of'deliberation'concerning this itsuel there is relatively
. .

I2.
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unrelated or excraneous discussion which rrfuires accounting for.

,, C.:

There are gaps An the analysis for discussion of procedural matters

I ('
11.4

.(pages A16A17) and for some discussion of totally extraneous maters

(pages Alb A22), but for the most part all the discussion is to the

point and all at that is analyzable in terms of the elements, of the

framework. No arguments are !Wade that have not been noted. The

analysis is therefore judged to have been adequately comprehenOve.

Issue B (Weather), Was deliberately selected because IL was a

matter of curricular substance and here the balance between discussion

demoted to .the substantive question and that focussed on procedural

/
.

matters was significantly different from that encountered in Issue A.

question and

........,
.

If the balance in A between central policy qund process .

,,4, ,
.
.

discussion was 1:10; that in & was more Like 1:3. The focus of the

analysis was restricted to deliberations concerning the primary

question and thus there are more frequent gaps in the analysis as one

scans the transcription. However, if the balance factor -.is taken into .

account,.ihe analysis of this issue can be assessed as being equally

.. comprehensive asthaiNof isee7-A. .No substantive arguments have been

omitted. However, as was pointed out, in the discussion'of this issue

4P:lt *a v kr- .

. . .

in the previous chapter,
, there,were extensive nonverbal contributions

.
,

to the deliberations in this meeting, the Most observable of ,wiach was

the straw vote (pages B748). For the scheme tp be most useful in the

analysis of the complete deliberation, an Observer's notes of %tich non

3erbal contributions are cleariy important as a suppelement to the

transcription.

S
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From these appraisals; two important,conclusions may be

irst, the scheme's elements seem to be adequate for the

identification o logical components of the deliberation. New

elements or a radical recon ualization of the relationship among the 4

present ones, do not appear to be requ Second, the prtmalSrgoal of

this research, that of developing a schete capab of revealing the

logical features of curriculum deliberation uld appear have been

achieved, at least on the evidence of this test of applicability.

"This claim for relative success does not of course mean that

the scheme cannot be improved. The discussion of the analyses

contained in the previous chapter did reveal"certain inflexibilities of

the scheme whose elimination will enable theanalysis to proceed more

smoothly. These matters are addressed after the second test of

applicability has been discussed.

Test W2: Redundancy

While the focuS of the first test is on the deliberation, whose

'an4ysis the. scheme is designed to facilitate, the focus of the second

. is on the analytical scheme itself. Ravibg been satisfied that

essentially .all of :the significant moves in" the deliberations have been

a counted for, we must now ask whether the elements or categories of

/
. .

,

he scheme.Were all used or whether some were found to be redundant.

Also in-this test can be consideied the question of the relationship

among the elements: Were these relationships found to be as envisidhed

when the' scheme was developed)? As 4ras the case with the first test,.

the purpose of asking these questions is both formative and summative,
A

the refinement of the scheie-and the appraisal of the thesis.

123
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There are seven primary and two secondary elements shown in

the original scheme. These are as .follows: 4

Primary Facts

Elements Considerations Potential Warrants Policy Proposals

Reasons Warrants Policies

Secondary Rules of Relevance .

Elements Rules of Superiority

In regard td the primary elements (those identified directly thtough

the analysis of the transcription), all'of these were found to

use, though the final policy arguments with reasons and warrants were

not set out formally in the case of either issue A or issue B.

Similarly, it was concluded that both rules of relevance -and rules of,

superiority were being applied-in the deliberations that were

analyz

HoWever problem was encountered. in the analysis which can

be attributed to a weakness the design of the scheme itself. It was

found tat general statements of princ a (potenLial warrants) and

unargued proposals were put forward froM time to . The'se clearly

did not belong to a formal argument pattern nor'could it be id that

they were always accepted as matters for consideration by the

deliberating group. Yet the scheme, as it standslonly'sees warrants

and proposals being de;ieloped after a fact has become a consider:atio

and then in the context of an argument paltern. What seems to be

needed are two additional oategOries,corresponding to warrants and.

proposals but at the same tentative level as that of facts. These

additional categories would not necessarily be linked in an argument

pattern to each other, since at this stage they are. relatively isolated

fragments of arguments. Nor, therefore, would the teen "warrant" be
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necessarily appropriate since that Implies a functional role in an

argument. Chapter 8 contains a revised version of the scheme

incorporating these modifications. The changes will recognize the

truly dynamic character of deliberations in reality, where no rules

exist cancerning who may say what.,and at what stage. The evidence is

clear that any component-Of an argument may be 'entered at any time.

The analytical scheme, if it is to be most useful, will ehflect this

feature.

Having attended to this problem, it can be concluded by way

of an overall'judgment, on the scheme, that the analytical categories

'were indeed'adequate'for.the task for which they had been designed.

' The scheme not only-permits 'complete analysis .of the logical moves in .

deliberation, it does, so with no redundancy of its own categories.

Test 113: Portability

A third measure of the applicability of the analytical scheme developed

in this study is its portability: Whether, it can be used effectively

by someone who was neither a party to the deliberations nor an

originator of the scheme itseifr As the ipvestikator in the present

study, I clearly had the potential for using two sorts' of personal

knowledge in analysing the'.samples of deliberative transcript not

available to another individual. On the one hand, as the developer of

the heme, I understood what I meant by its categOries (as distinct
. -

perhaps from t.I wrote about them). I possessed therefore an

inevitably personal kno edge of the scheme itself. Secondly, I was a

participantobserver at the seen- if the deliberations. I knew the
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other participaat;',increasingly well during the period of obsdrvation.

T therefore, againoinevitably, possessed a mass of personal knowledge

about the context'ad background to the deliberations beyond that which

appears in the transcriptions or in the brief accounts provided in this

dissertation.

The quettiohk therefore, must be raised concerning the degree

to which these types of pertonal knowledge are essential to my

successful application of the scheme or whether, on the other hand, the

schemd can be uses adequately by another person having only limited

information about each of these ateas. To put this matter to a test,

another doctorate ptudent in science educatipn, who had had no previous

detailed knowledge either of the analytical framework or of. Che

deliberations, agreed ;(3 conduct an analysis of one of the same samples

of deliberation as was analysed by the investigator hithself (Issue B:

Weather).

The individual was provided with a copy of the thesis

proposal which included the scheme as outlined in Chapter 4. In

addition she, was provided with Issue A fully analysed and some general

baoskground on the:deliberations, comparable to that provided to,the

reader in chapter 5 of this document. After having read through this.

material and clarified matters of uncertainty, this student colleague

was provided with-an unanalysed version of Issue B and was asked to

conduct a, full analysis. After this work was completed, the

investigator had a further onehour,coriference with her, to clarify her

notes and to obtain orally her general assessment of the difficulties

she had experiencbd in attqmpting the analysis.
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As waaelhe case with the two tests described earlier, the

411'

investigator had two objectives in conducting' this test: to discover

ways in which the framework could be refined-or improved, and to

"Nia
13

determine whether or not it could be claimed to be applicable. As with0-,
the first two tests also, evidence from this third and .final test

proved to be constructive and positive on ,both counts. Ag will be

L-7
described, suggestions for,, improvement were forthcoming; yet the

overall judgment of,the scheme was, in the words of my colleague, that

it "worked very well."

The evidence from this test is of two sorts, that pined from,

the comparison of the investigator's analysis and frOm my, colleague's

analysis, and that acquired in subsequent discussioh withthis,second

,

analyst.

As was indicated earlier, the analysis of Issue B was

complicated by the frequent moves by the deliberdtors away from the

original question (concerning Weather) to matters of a'proceduiel or

strucatial nature. This oomplioatiOn leaves'any analyst with' a

4

dilemma: whether or not to regard deliberation over these 'prpocess

issues" as part'of the analysis of the original issue. One dan argue

1

. .

that since they are not strictly deliberations concerning thesame

issue they should not be includedi, the investigator, it will be

recalled, chose this alternatIve labelling these other deliberations as

"process" and passin over them in the analysis. My colleague, in her

Krwork, chose the of er option on the assumption that since the ortginal

.

issue gave rise to the procedural issues, the outcome of, the latter is

likely to be of significance to, the outcome of the former. She
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therefore included analysis of these deliberations in her own version.

While the plausibility of both of these two interpretations raises

important questions, it was necessary, in order To be able to conduct a

comparison, to stipulate one interpretation. The investigator's

priginal judIments therefore usedas the basis for comparison and

corresonding adjustments made in the second analysis.

Having made these 'corrections, correspondence was found to

exist between' the two analyses in the use of each of the major

categories of tne Scheme.. The three diagrams.in Figure 5 show the

Overlap for each category., bverall,'of the.25 logical elements

identified by the investigator and the 28 identified by his colleague,4

19 were in .common, which represents a significant degree of bverlap or

correspondence. Of more vaiue, however, than any numerical

/ represenlation of the correslondence'or lack of correspondence is the
.

evidence arising from subseqdent discussion concerning the substance of

any differences in analytical results ani. the possible teasons for

such differences. From this discussion, three types of problem for an

analyst, other than the investigator, emerged as most significant.

These can be'-described as "category problemg" relating to the adequacy.

of definition or design of the scheme itself, "focussing problems"

relating to the degree of detail an analyst cap expect the scheme to

clarify, and "interpretive problems' - relating to the nature of ?he

deliberations under analysis. Each of theseis next described

'I*

briefly.

Oer
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A. Facts /Considerations

Warrants

S

CO Proposals

Investigator's

Analysis alone

Colleague's

, Analysis alone

Analyses

in common

4

2

Figure 5. Correspondence Between Analydes

129
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The categori, problems encountered in this portability' test

gave rise directly to much of the lack of correspondence described

earlier* In the course of discussion, it was clear that the most

frequent of these problems arose from the lack,(in the original version

of the scheme) df ca epries at'the "level" of facts but corresponding

to warrants and proposals. That is, the original assumption that

argument patterns'always developed through,the initial presentation o

a fact followed by rits acceptance as a,cOnsideration gave rise to

periodic difficulties. For example, on occasion proposals or

statements of eneral, warrantlike, pridciptks are made which do not

4

belong' to an argument pattern. Inasthddh as these had dot beed

anticipated, they caused difficulty in analysis and sometimes a

.different analytical result. This problem is also related to the .less

than clear operational definition of 4 consideration and the

consequently difficult determination of when a fact becomes a

consideration, or whether'indeed considerations must even be derived

Corm 'ftcts at all. The detailed discussion of this point .(whictialso

arose in earlier tests) has leorto a significant modification of the

scheme which is described in the next chapter and which my colleague

41r, considered would make the analysis easier.

The second set of problems are of quite. a'different nature

since they reflect less on the scheme .itself and more on the type of

training an analyst requires. My colleague in this analysis had-

attempted to analyse dvd-ry statement made'in.the transcript, not merely

those having status as "logical moves" in the deliberative process.

'This placed a greater demand on the analytical task than the scheme was

,

'able to support and rendered the task very arduous. In discussion, we

130
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.agreed that the, analogy of the fixed'focus microkive or hand Lens -was

helpful in understanding her problem. If analysis'was attempted at too

great a level of detail or at too general a level, the scheme is less

adequate. in clarifying or resolving the logical 'components it was

designed to identify. As-the develOper of'the scheme, I had 4,

intuitively used it at the correct level of detail and had had

relatively little trouble. My colleague: in her enthusiasm to be

thorough, had attempted to analyse at a level of finer'detail and the

results had become confusing.

The third area of difficulty has already been discussed. It

concerns the problems associated -with the interpretation of

deliberations which "wander" from issue to issue. Since it-is intended

that the scheMe be used to identify and compare arguments about a given-
.

. issue; it would seem that one must only focus on a single issue evensif

the sample of transcript may contain discussion of other matters also.

However, having analysed the issue at 11/1 attention may also b

required to focug on other related issues, depending upon the analyst's

purpose. Both, this problem and eat raised as,a second area of

.

difficulty could be. resolved, it would_appear, by improving the

training provided to an intending user of the scheme%

Overall, this third .Lest his confirmed the evidence Of the

.firsttwo. The scheme requires some quite.specific refinements (which

are-described in the-next chapter). At the same time, it as been

shown that the scheme is applicable to the task for whic it was

designed ands that it is usable by an analyst who is neither its 1

,desigger,nor, a party to the deliberations to be analysed, provdded that

e
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appropriate training is provided. Evidence has therefore been provided

to permit both the refinement of the.scheme andlthe evaluation of the

thesis of this research.

, *

-I,
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS

Two tasks remain-befoxe this Study is complete. The analytical scheme

has been the central focus throughout. Earlier parts of this '

dissertation have described its background (ch. 1-3), its-development

(ch. 4),',its trial use,Xch. 5-0), and its appraisal (ch. 7); in 'this

chapter, its refinement in the light of this use and appraisal is

reported. The sedond task 'concerns the. objectives of the research;

these can now be reviewed-and-codclUsions diawn where these are

.

warranted. From this.review one can- project Oenues for further
.4

.

research and potential appiScation., As was.made ctear at the oasqL, '

this study is regarded as an exploratory one. As many questions are

ra4sed, it appears as 'are answered, and these new questions can form
.

the basis for further work in this area. Each of these tasks is next

attended to in turn.

the Analytical Scheme Revisited

.
The major conclusions of the-Appraisal of the analytical scheme

described 4n chapter 7 ye two that the major categories of the scheme

are adequate; but that'
,

additions are needed to permit the recognition

of both warrants and proposals which ape,nOt-ontributed as parts of

existing argument patterfis not Linked to specific facts.
.

Figure 6 presents a modifl.ed version of the andiYitical scnshle

in which these changes are incorporated; slight changes in terminology

4.

P
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Facts----' Principles --- Proposals

Rules of Relevance

2. CONSIDERATIONS
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Figure 6. Modiilediltnalytical Framework
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are also made with a'view to clarifying the nature and status of

"considerations ". The modified version retains Baier:s two stages of

deliberation but recognizes-that at stage 1, a broader variety of

.staterts are being assessed for their relevance than is envisioned

Baler's account. Statements relating to-the particulars of the

situation (Facts); statements expressing in general terms value

positions, what is desirable (Principles); and statements expressing

suggestions concerning what might be done in the,particular situation

0

(Proposals)- can all be encountered at stage 1. At this stage they may

or may not lie linked to each other in a complete argument pattern.

Sometimes two elements are linked to each other,.such as a proposal

with a fact or a general principle and a proposal. But there is no

requirement that there be any such links evident atthis Stage.

At Stage 2? however, the various factd, principles, and

proposals can be assembled into pStterns. If any of these are

considered--i.e. if they have become considerations - -it is because they .

are perceived as relevant. If they are perceiveCas relevant, it is

likely that they can be linked through argument patterns.

Coniid4ations, then, are. y Of the elements from stage I that,can,be

assemqed into elevant ar ument patterns. Correspondingly, they are

labelled differently to reflect their changed status: Facts become

potential reasons; principles are renamed jbtential warrants; and

proposals acquire the status 8f potential policies. All are,'at this

stage, considerations, this term being inappropriately reserved for

facts alone.

{
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Finally,* following stage 2, when,a decision is reached, each

Of the elements fulfills its potential and those that support a final .

11.

policy become reasons based on warrants. Ih other respect's the scheme

remains as it was defined in chapter 4.

These specific modifications were discussed with the

colleague. whose. application of the'scheme was described in 'chapter 7.
go, ,

She expressed the opinion that the suggested changes would indeed

reduce the difficulties encountered in the application of the framework

in its original form.. As was pointed out in the conclusion of chapter

the
*

problems of its application were of three sorts (category

pro lems, focussing problems, and interpretive problems) and the

modi cations described here can' tinly have an impact on the firs't of

.
Further trial application o the4s4leme, even in its'modifiedthese

fotm, ould require the Arevelopmeq of a "manual for its use and/or a

,, .

traini program for potential.users.to be devised. These are major

activities beyond the,scope df the present study.,e However, the
. . , ,,

modifications presented here clearly have the potential for rendering

the scheme more applicable to the task for which it was designed-.

Review of the Research Objectives

;0)

The aim, of thi,study has been to develop a fresh conceptualisation of

the prOCess'of curriculum deliberation. Three criteria were outline

in chapter 1 by which the adequacy Of such a conceptualisation can b

,.assessed and 'it is therefore appropriate that, in conclusion, the

product of the study should also 'be so appraised'. An adequate

theoretical formulation, it will pe recalled, posselsses empirical-f

A.
1'36
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correspondence to the field of practice, internal or theoretical.

coherence, and nn implicit ideal from which normative standards can be

derived. It is. the claim of this thesis that the conceptual framework

developed in this study meets each of these three criteria. In

supporting this ClalmI shall also take the opportunity of outlining

thepotential for further research and application that has developed

in the course of the, study.

Empirical Correspondence and the, Problem of Validity

The earlier version of the analytical scheme has received three tests

, of its mpirical correspondence or validity in the course of this

study. In the light, of these tests, it has been refined. At this

stage th he tests and particularly the portability test

require Ion and additional tests can be readily devised. In
. r

addition, -theme has only been tested with deliberations at school

board level over science curricula at grades 7-10 in Ontario. While

there is no reason to assume that its applicability is restricted in

these 'ways, there is no evidence to the contrary either. Further.

ap plication into other situations and byother persons will add

igriificantly to the evidence concerting the portability of the

scheme.

Overall, the empirical correspondence criterion for adequacy

would appear to have been net within the restricted scope afforded by

the present, study. Additional research is clearly required in this

area. And the conclusions of such a onal research will be

impoitant not-only asevidence concerning this criterion. A scheme

137
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whose categories are of value'in observing the phenomena of practice is

a prerequisite to the achievement of the further goals of research

implied 14 the other two criteria. For the analytical scheme to be a

significant contribution to our collective understanding of curriculum

deliberation, it gust not only potsess empirical validity .but also

internal coherence. Its conceptual elements must be systematically'

related in a coherent view of the curricultim field. 'And for the

scheme to be even of potential use -to the practitioner, its empirical

validity must be supplemeated,by implicit ideals from which-standards

or norms for the critical evaluationof practice can be derived.

o

Internal Coherence and the Enhancement ofUnderstandinsk

Here, the potential of this study for advancing our understanding of

the enterprise of curriculum deliberation is reviewed. The scheme

itself has been developed'on-the 'basis of freshly stated conceattl of

curriculum and of deliberation which have already been argued for at

lehgth in,chapters 2 and 4. The coherence of the scheme, then, rests

strictly on these arguments. However, at this stage it is useful to

enlarge the notion. or 'coherence somewhat. One may also ask, of a

theoretical formulation: Dnes,it have the potential to further'our-

.uhderstand'ing of the field of' knowledge? Doe it suggettrnew.and

theoretically significantduestions for research?* In respect of the
4,^

.

sdheme developed in this study, I believe that both of these' questions

can be answered positively.. Two examples'will serve to.support this

N
!:. i

x
. I,

.

* Cf. Margenau's c6ncepts of "logical fertility" 1 and "extensibility" as

"metaphysical requirements nf constructs" (targeSaaa 1950, pp. 81 ff.).

`
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claim. I have argued elsewhere in thie dissertation (chapter 2), that

much of the literature on curriculum making is either idealistically

prescriptive and having little relatiopphip to everyday practice or

narrowly focussed on empirical validity but posseSsing no means for

assessing or evaluating practice. The field stands in contrast
9

therefore with the professional fields of medicine and law where the

accumulated practical wisdom of the profession is expressed in cases

carefully documented and readily analysable. Curriculum policymaking

has had no language which can enable such case histories to_be

accumulated and thus there is little we can learn from the developing

.

quantity of "cases",that are now being recorded each ih its own terms.

The use of a common set of terms, general enough' to permit many

"different cases to be described but specific enough /that they can in

fact be seen to be applipable, would enable a, more systematic

comparison of cases to be ade. The_ profession potld then learn

.1

collectively frOrti theresultrng accumulation of experience (cf. Wise

1979, p. .25).

The, scheme that has been developed in research would

appear to'have that potential. in the study, only two instances of

deliberation were analysed in full bue 'even thislimited aialysis

permitted interestinvcomparative discussion to be made, fot example

concerning the types Of warrants employed in each case, and the
,

backings for these warrants.' And this point leads to the second

example of. theoretical potential possessed by the product of this

study.
el

In, looking for an answer to the question, "What is the field
,

of Curriculum like?",ithe concept of the,"syntax" (of a discipline)

13J
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. 47
suggests a direction in which to look. In clarifying the distinction'

betweed the "syntactical" and "substantive" structure of the

'disciplines, Schwab (1964) identified syntactical structure as being

concerned with the- kinds of evidence used by a discipline (p., 28). As

1,

he goes on to show, itis in matters ,of this sort that science, for,e

example, differs from dther disciplinfs, yet maintains itself constant

across'all.its )ranches. The question"what kinds of evidence are used

. ,
. .

,

in -curriculu argument?".is therefore a question whose answer is likely

,

',..5,,;*,o,

to contribute to ouvunderstanding of the syntax of the curriculum. ..''

field. And a comparison of this-Answer witA'answers to the same

question asked oftother practical fields can help in elucidating what

relatiOnship'curriculum as a field bears to these others. In such a

way, an,epiptemological map the territory can be constructed.

Toulkin. (1958) makes a similar case to Schwab, though,in more

specific terms, w1en he argues that the,"criteria" requi d for drawing

certain types of conclusion are "field-dependent" (p. 36) He 'points

out that the "canons for the criticism and assessment of arguments

are field-dependent" (p. 38). This beidg sa, the question of the

epistemolOgiCal lOcation of any particular field becomes a matter for

A

empirical investigation. The "logic",of'the field, once clearly

forhulated, can enable the mapping to take place.

The use_of Toulmin's argument pattern as. a central part of

the analytic framework allows the investigation of the nature of.

warranta used in curriculum argument and also of the backing/fdr these

-warrants. As Toulmin argues in detail, it is at the level of arrant

and backing that 'fields of discourse and inquiry differ, from one
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another. The fact therefore that the scheme allows explicit study of

these elements asthey are used in curriculum argument means that the

scheme can potentially contribute an empirical element to the

continuing debate concerning the-nature of the curriculum'field.

Implicit Ideals and the improvement of Practice

The 'phrases "learning from One's mistakes" and "refined through

-experience" capture well the common experience that people have

'concerning the ways in ,which their conduct of many a practical art or--

skill is learned and improved: Whether one is engaged in skating or

writing, car drividg or teaching, it is generally acknowledged that

'
there is a limit Co- what card be learned in advance or "from the book"

,\,

.
.

,

about these activities. The recognitiOn given to apprenticeships and
4

other forms of on-the-job training attests io the importance of the

trial-error-retr cycle in the improvement of most skilled trades and'

professions.

Essential to this, process is the existence of means by ,which

instances of practice may be critically evaluated, either by the

practitioner or by an observer. For evaluation to be based on more

than personal intuition, there must be standards or criteria by which

performanc'e can be'assessed and from which suggestions for improvement

cart be derived.

The trial-analysis of the issues desCribed in chapter 6

provides a demonstration that the analytical framework can permit the

.

identification of key logical features of deliberation, and to do so by

means of objective criterion judgment rather than on the basis of ''
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pertionar opinion. This is 'of keirimOortance in the use of such of an

analysis in the service of improving practice. Furthermore, since the

features identified'are logical features --that is,- theyete711 logical

relationship with one anothei--criteria exist whereby the features

identified may be assessed. gor example, the warrants that'are used in

a particular instance may be identified and guestio raised concerning

: their backing. Also, in applying rules of relevan e to include some

contributions and to exclude others, intuitive judgments are.made by

deliberators. The use of this analytical framework can enable these

implicit judgments to be blade expliAt and thus open to evaluative

discussion. What is relevant to a curriculum argUment is at lest in

.part a Matter of factrather than Opinion and-making explicit, such

matters can assist in determiAingtwhether.correct judgments fitTs'e been

made in a particular case.

A ready extrapolation from the concern of the individual

practitioner for the improvement of his own specific performance leads

to the concern that professionals 'in the curriculum field have, as a

group, for its general improvement though the documentation of its past .

,'"experience, its triumphs 'and failures. Ofrcourse, the primary and

direct weans of improving prActgice will likely always'be by, means of

work at the level of the individual practitioner in his specific and

unique situation. But that does not preclude the possibility that the

accumulated5radtical wisdom" of. experienced practitioners can also be

of value, particularly in thetraining of future practi5i;ners. It ie.'

after all, on the basis of this'principle that the legal and medical

professions make'such extensiam use of case historieenthe training

11
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of their practitioners (see, for example, Woodard.(1972) fpr a critical

assessment of this aspect of legal training.)

As-Wise (1979) suggests, it is rare that practitioners

involved in deliberation reflect active on the process itself. They

tend to be preoccupied with the content of deliberation, with "what the

curriculum should contain.", I would argue that one of the reasons for

the rarity of this "meta- le'Ael" thinking and discussion is the lack
of

a logic or language with which to conceptualize the deliberative

process and that the products of this research offer a cefitribution to

such a language. Again, further research would be required to

investigate the potential of this material for forming the substance of

a useful training program for deliberators. /

The task of .this study is thus complete. The analytical

scheme that has bees} developed has been assessed, on the bisis of its

correspondence to practice, its internal coherence and its implicit

ideals. And,' in conclusion, I have argued that the researchholds

promise both for increasing our undertitanding of the field of.

curriculum and for contributing to the improvement of its practice.

O
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APPENDIX A

ANALYSIS OF ISSUE A

'(Size and Control of Core Curriculum)

In the following transcription, the following_abbreviations and used to

refer to participants:

4

A: Coordliatorof Science for the 'Board and

Chairman of the meeting

B, C, F: Science teachers at grades 7 8 level

D, E, G: Science teachers at graedg 9 10 'lever].

X, 'I: -Researchers, Participant-k)bservers at meeting

.1\
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Transcriptgion-..

This issue was' one of the major areas
provided in:the Ministry Guideline for
board- ]evel'decision making and it oc-

cupied about half of one of the meet-
ings of the coordinating committee.
The Guideline stipulated a core of 50%
of the curriculum for grades 7 and 8'
(and also for grades 9 and 10). Fur-

ther the School Board had'directed
that there be a minimum of 50% comm
core for each of the gra e ,

10. This allowed both for increasing
the;size Of the core from the basic 50%
and7or for assigning control of some

part of that curriculum to each family
of -schools or to each school. The

teachers had been,asked in the'survey
for their opinion as tb which level
(Board, Family, or School) should con-
trol Hoy much of the curriculum fbr

each.gradp. The results of this survey
formed the- basis of this meeting of the
coordinating committee and discuSsion
of the issue took place as follows.

A: I wonder fir we could go back,to the
first question and deal with some Of
these things where vexhaps there isn't
the area which really needs considera-

tion. I would like to try ancip4et some
of the'se items out 'of the Way. For

example, the extent...how much is core

as far as the board Is-concerned? The

first question. And bye whom is 'it

controlled? My interpretation of What

is shown. there is that consistently
peopleare-sayfng that the ,board should
control more than 50%. And Something

... right across from 7 to 10.: You
sure have, got the bulkier... even
though the mode does sit in the 50%
range, that may have something to do
with the way 'thequeslionnaire was set
up, but the majofity of people are in-'

that they want to' see some-

thing more than half. Then the ques-
tion of control or making deptsions at

the family of schools level, and, as
you can see, in every one of the oases,
all the way across, it was bimodal.

Not surprising. If ybd averaged it,

it
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Analysts

\es

0

The first policy question or issue

laid out.

Fl (from survey data -- roughly46% of

respondents indicated that .they wanted

the Board to control 50%, 20% indicated
60%, 20% for 80%, and insignificant
numbers of respondents suggested 90% or

100%.)

The second and related policy
question.

F2 (also from survey data -- here,
"bimodal" meant that across all grade
levels, roughly 40% stated 0% control
should be exercised at Family of
Schools level, 10% entered 10%, and 25%
suggested 20%, thus producing two
"peaks" in the graphed results,.)



A2,

4.

in effect, is saving that maybe one
unit per course that should be worked
out at a family of schools level. Very,

definite in the school column there...
My recommendation 'to my,boss, before I

came to you with this paper... does
anyone need any additional copies- of
this, I do have some spares..:,was as
you see them. Even though the family

__one, you could work_ out an average, and.
argue 4ome case for mandating some kind
of... delegating some workto be done
at the family of schools level. I

don't think it would wash, and this is

why I haven't recommended it. How do

you people feel about it? You can see
that the mode in every case is zero.
They don't want it, and yet there is a
significantc number that are saying...
in fact, probably in some cases more,
except in grade 9 there, that do want
some. But then; undoubtedly, some of,
those are going to be people who-didn't

understand the quesstion.

C: There's another thing too, that we

have to remember. The majority, of the

responses are from the 9/10 level.

`13: I don't really think that.12% in the
family of schools area suggests that we
should set- up a thing for a family-wide

basis aeall.. It means that 7 out of 8
teachers don't want it;

C: And al-so too, it looks as though,

for 9 and 10, it looks as though the
_high school people #n't want the pub-
lic schohl people coming interfering up
there.

A: I don't know...

F3 .(also 6om-4,rey data a sharp

"peak" in the graph 'indicated that
roughly 40% of respondents wanted 207,,

to'be controlled at'sghoOl level.) c.

pl: .At both Grades

consist of_k_ot_the
which will comprise

p2: "At both Grades
consist of 6 of the

which, will comprise

ua
7 and 8, the core

t_o_tal_af___6_units_

each course 67%)"

9 and 10, the core,
total of 8 units

each' course (75%).

p3: "The balanCe of each tourse (7-10)
be optional and up, to each school to
decide (although consultation willbe
recommended)."

All of these proposals use the general
warrant Wl: that teacher opinion should

.be the major factor in determining
, extent and locus of control. Fl, 12,

F3 are clearly considerations..

F4 which does not appear to become a
consideration.

Endorsement of proposals, based on F2.

An inference based on

C: What's It? Just about 60%both-ways , F5 (from survey data)

for 9 and 1'O 'where you don't want any-

thing donjat the family of schoOls...

A: You've got to bear in mind, C2 that
h fair number the onesthat show up
on that zero column which is a mode in
every case are goiAg to be people who

A show up in the 50%-column in the

r.

is shown to go beyond the data and .

doesn't become a consideration.
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40

schools. They are the ones who want a
50/50Asplitk Board and... Not having

seen the responses; that's not some
thing that shows up on my Interpreter:

tion of the, results here.

D: That grade 9 /PO thing, the school is

the family isn't it? ,

D: You can't really compare that to the

upper part at

A: How do you feel about that idea

though? That they are saying "No"..and

I think that we'd be illadvised to try

and dictate otherwise.

C: HoyaboUt a suggestion in there that
optional 1 unit for 7 and 8 be
recommended at the family of schools?

B: I don't seethe point in it.

C: That could decided in the family -

on their own anyway.,

F: Optional.
I. 1

E: Right..

14)We ware going to make, when
surely when the 7 and 8 core are set

.up, and then the and 10, there's go=

ing to be continuity there and thaOs
what uie're after. (A: Yeah) So we are
going to ensure that the units in 9 and

10 are a followupto the units that,
are, in 7 and 8.

X:- And that wPuld be done in the fella
,

,ly?
4

: That could be done by the committee,

isn't it? The Board wide committee.

E: Have we decided that that is what we

are going to do?

A: This is my, recommendation. That we

notdelegate responsibility... on the

pages of recommendations that I gave

153

+M.

.p is suggeiting that the question of

'family of schools' control may-not-
mean 'the same thing to a grade 9/10

teacher as it does to a gradd7/8

teaches.

-Again, the warrant RI i eVident.

A compromise proposal, p4, presumably

based on the same considerations, is

not argued for.

This/statement functions later as a

warrant ,(143) that continuity of units
for through grades 7-10 is desirable.
Here it is raisbd as a point of
clarification not leading io-any

specific proposal.



you... that, recommendation no. 1 on

the extent of control, that the board

core ehould consist of 4 of the 6

units.

E: Fdr 7 and for 8?

A: Yeah. And at both Grades 9 and 10,

6 of the 8.' Thid wotld(be the county-
wide core, reflecting that pattern

there. And no. 3, that the balance of 4"

7 though 10 be optional and up to each
school to decide, although consulta-
tion, and I meant there within a family

of schools, will be recommended. But .

in talking it, over with my boss, I

couldn't recommend on the basis of the

apparent feeling out there' that,we.nian-

date it in the core, make 1.-obligatory
that they must get together within a
feeder system and set these things up.
I don't think it would be...

.G: Ate all the grades-7s and 8s on

rotary?

A: Virtually.

G: The reason I ask that question is

that I think your first recommendation
is good and consistent with the data.

I have a question about the recommenda-
tion about the grade 9 and 10 physical
sciekce_and biological science. And I

think Efiere are several reasons for the

question. The first is that:you say
right here that there will be a problem
with the interfa0, if we decide to make
grade 9 physical and gra/de 10 biologi-

cal. Looking at what the public
schools' response is, I think that

there would be.the'problem you men-
tioned earlier with interface. The

other.thing is,that I think the reason
tbe,secondary panel go; back to you and
said that the grade 9 should be physi-

cal science and grade 10 biological

science is that that's the way they've',

..done'it: Most of-the grade 9s are' phy-

sicarscience: In other words, they ,

are just continuing on the sway they

perceive it. I think all' of

154.
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pl repeated.

p2 -repeated.

p3 repeated and its int t clarified.,

Again, the same warrant (W1) is used to

\justify the exclusion o4any'explicit
reference to family,ofechools,

var.

Endorsement of pl.

This refers to a later recommendation

in the discussion. The points'reised,

here do not make the connection with
.the issue under discussion explicit.

'o
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us could give numerous resons why it
should be the reveve. I wouldn't want.
to get into argumerik like that. But I

want you to thinkof the following. Is

'there any reasons why all the grade 7s

throughout the county has to be biolo-
gical science and all the grade 8s have
to 4e physical? Is it necessary that

we have to differentiate between grade
7 and grade 8? The same thing applies,

to the high schools. Do 'we necessarily

have to differentiate between grade 9
and grade 10 science?

.s

-

A: Legitimate questions but I think...

Could we stick with simplythe question
of how many. units are going to be man-

dated by the ...,on a county-wide ba-
sis. In other words, let's try and get
that out of our hair first.

C: The tr1 t composition....

E: One'question then for you, A. The 9

and 10,' why have you'picked 6 out of 8,

for 75%. Just looking at ther4ata, it

looks like 65 or 66% is the median.
That would be more like .,5 out of 8

courses, at the secondary, if I read

the data right. In both grade 9 and

10, county-wide: Median 65%, grade 9

and 64% grade 10.

A: You mean,!7Why not move from the mean

as Shown there...

No. Why not, rather... You haven't
gone with the median in 9 and 10.

A: They are.means,-and why not move to

the 5 which is closer to the mean in

both cases than 6? For two reasons.

It's going to be One or. the other.
They are both the numbers' on either

side of the mean (E: Righi7) It's

my... It's simply my opinion that I
think that- it would be better for the ,

system if we had 6 out of 8. It's as

simple as that. It's.a recommendation

that's all. Plus there were a few
people that chcse to'ignore the res-

.
trictions ofithe increments of 10 and

wrote An the 75s: I saw that

155.

ft

These "facts" are not considerations at

this p9int.

./

I

p2 questioned in that fl, 2, and 3 have

been inaccurately "applied" in develop-
ing the proposal; The criticism ap

pears to be a technical one, until the
response to it introduces a,.new Consi-

deration.

F6 uses the warrant W2: that the
coordinator's judgement of the needs of

the system should be a consideration in
determining the extent and locus of

control.



often enough. 'I guess that they must'
have impressed me. But that's all.

Ii's just simply my own feeling.

E: Fair' enough!

D: The only thing that bothers me,
is that, without having any family
decided upon units, we're losing part
of the main advantage f the new
guideline where we have more coopera
tion between the two panels and we'fe
simply then going to say that we are
going to follow along with what's been

prescribed. Which gives uS more
continuity but I would still like to
sit down with the feeder schools ands ,

decide: Well OK, maybe not 1 unit;
which am I doing and which are you?
Maybe we. can discuss."

F6 is accepted as C6.

F7 which, using warrant W3 established
by D earlier, 4s used to oppose p3.

p5 is implied here: that some form

. family of schools planning be re

quired.

C: Without it coring to )(our two 94

tional ones:

D: Yeah. That's what I waesaying.

4

A: D, I would have ioved,for a4 nice
clear base from the system, to back up
mandating in the _serriculdm and )getting

it all the way through the people that

make it official, that this is the
case, because then there wguldriore some '

'chance of it actually happening. But I

nk that this is rein
to that ca reinfo n very

loud and clear what actua y isclhappen

ing out there and wh t f likely to

happen.' It would be. ik trying to le

gislate love. No matter how ideal,

its just not going to "coh-Wf. 'I,
think we are wasting' our ti

that perhaps we should employ some kind
of strategy to try and get at it. I

don't think we can legislate it.

B. It depends what you. superintendent

is like.

A: Yeah., Right on. And your principal

and so on. It depends on the individu
al department head and the teachers in

the schools: I Would love

Ok'

7

F7 is accepted as C7 but p3 is still
supported on the basis of F1, 2, 5 and

3. .

44

A new twist here:-.F8 and 179 (itself, a

prediction) are used to support p3 with
,the,implied warrants that "it is not
worth developing a policy that is
either substantially different from
present, practice (W4) or unlikely to be

implemented (W5):".

This point confirms F8 and F9 as'consi
derations C8 and C9.

FIO here would appear to support

*156
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to have seen this data come back. I

very much personally faviour this kind

of thing, but when the Ablity of the
situationis that it isn't happening,
doesn't halipenj'14hen it does happen oc-

caVionally, it peters out. right after
no time at all, a year or so. If would

be even Polo than a seat-belt law.
'You know, it's good Dior us, but it's

just not going to happen, and I don't

think,it would be realistic. It would

raise a lot of hackles, Ithink.

Bi Betters..

A': That's my opinion that's all. It

bothers me thatlit came out that way.

I am very disappointed.

-14 On the other hand, A, if you look-at

the FaMily data again, 'the total number

of responses who argued for 'some family

discussion (A: Oh yes, I know.) was

1 more than the total that put zero, in

most instances.. Which suggests that at

: least 50% of the people.who responded

to this'questionnaire who are out there

are at least themselves committed to

the idea that ... if not committed to
it, prepared to face the idea that some

negotiations on a family basis be en-

tered into. It seems to .the that though

you may be right'in the sense that-this

is not the place to require them to

comp to decisions, that's enou h of a

platform, it would seem me, if yo

wanted to'push for famI meetings, yo
could do so on the bas s of that. Jus

because.the modeS' wer for zero. I

don't think You just got to.
(A: Oh, no.)

X: The me doesn't mean anything ei-

ther. Mode and the mean are mean-

ingless -re.
.

Y: But the t

ing for some

al number of,people argu-
nd of family of schools

decision is g'eat'er than the total num-

ber of people arguing against that, anti

I think that that's another way of
looking.at the 'same data, which...

1,

p5 using the warrant W2 that,was
associated with F6. However, again a

rule of superiOrity appears to be

operating.

C9 again.

%

F11., the strongest point yet in favour

of p3. The warrant here is the same as

with F1; 2.and 3 (W1).

F10 reiterated.

The interpretation given to F2 is

questioned here. The suggested inter-
pretatiOn implies a support for a com-
premise, while accepting the original-

warrant.A1)..
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A8

I.,'
A: Well, that would encourage me to go
after encouraging this and plOoMpting

it, by some other means than legisla-
tive policy document. This is.my feel-

ing.

D: Do you think that some peoplewheh
they answened> that justl'answered auto-

matically, and just said_50% controlled
by the board, that leaves,50%;,or did
they mix that up?.

A: Who knows?

A hint of possible compromise.

The alternative interpretations of'F2

are raised again.
/ .

D: And so they said: Well we're gbing

to have 50% automatically dictated by

the Ministry; so we'll just di fide the

- others up. Isn't that just the way you

Were supposed to do this? Whed I

looked at this I ;though: Hey, 20%,

that's pretty-good, that's a lot.

(SOme conversatipn,on'this, several
speakidg at once.)

A: OK.

C: There's another one just to put in

there, to look back, what would be...

OK. What 4s the purpose of getting the

family of schools together ?. My feeling

of.the,purpose is to get the continua-
tion from 7 to 8.to... in 'the program.

Npw you are automatically going to get

.
that since there's gointo be 10 of

the,units are going to be prescribed,

20-aCtually. $

-Dt-Ille-ki4d-of-thing-that-can-hai'ven-at--
th6 family with one unit per grade, lot.:
instance, would be that you could take

advantage of looal situations a lot
better as 4. way 'of having a purpose for

getting the family together.

C: I see the point but you'know, if you

are saying you want to have the conti-

nuation of education, you are already
going to have that if the board states
what you are going to be doing.

. .

D: Yeah, but say I want" to dp machines:

It would be nice if I could, if I knew
whether the feeder school was doing

Accepting the warrant (W concerning

"continuity" this speaker eems to

support .0, 2, and 3 on the g ounds.eof

112, tht the core units provide for
adequate continuity between grades.

--f13-s-u4ed to supper--t-p5, --the _warrant

bei4$ that it is desirable to take ad- r' r-

vantage of local situations in planning_
curricula (W6).

F13 becomes C13

but F12 is reiterated.

F12 accepted as C12.
FI4, supporting p5, rests on the war-
rant that it is'desirable for secondary
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A9

something with machines in 7 or 8.

That's the type of thing that I'm

after.

C: Is there anything stopping you if 'we

leave it like this?
A

D: No, but all I'm saying is' that we're

missing a ,good chance not only for con-
tinuity but just to -know who the people

are, if you want to come and get,equip-

ment from me, this type of-thing.
Really Ali it entails is probably4iwo"
meetings minimum, one where we would '

decide what units, and maybe a follow--

up after the end of that year to see

how we were going. That's not asking a

great deal.

A: rt's-obvious that those kinds.of
things, getting together for those
kinds of reasons are probably very

'good. There's just no question about
it, and certainly the curriculum should

do everything it car, to encourage it.

It was the opinion of... Itwas my
opinion, based on what I saw, and also,

without prompting, it was the opinion

of a numbar of the superintendents and

principals that'I talked to, that you

couldn't legislate something like that.

I'm not trying to thrust
try

your

tthroat. If you want to and,take

this to the next group that .we're going

to have to call into plenary session,

'one representative pr two representa-
tivep of each family of schools to look

-at-some- of these-results and-your-re--

cOmmendation you want to try and

sell, that idea, of legislating that
they must get: together. Now,- bear in -

mind what fdr: to'construct a common

unit in 9, in 7 and in 8, 9.and in 10,

that they sit'down:in committee and de-

cide the nature-of... On the -other

h'and, the- curriculum document could be
constructed in such a wag, the 'county

core, and I'll show you a'way in a few

minutes where you !Ian do that, because

if we decide plug in, I'm getting ahead

of myself but, you can be plugging in

the ministry units and taking a few

liberties with them, the

schools to ;know what is being taught in

grades 7 and 8 (W7). 1

The relevance of F14 questiofied, while C,C'

the warrant W7 appears to be-accepted.

In further support of p5; F1,5 asserts

the potential for personal contacts
through family of schools planning.

The warrant here Is Olat personalcon-

act among teache1s at different

s hools Leading to professional inter-

tha ge is desirable (W8).

F15 accepted as C15, and the warrant, is

also endorsed.

p3 reiterated, again on the basie of F8

and F9, but this time the approval of

others in the system is being claimed.

4

A procedural way out for the p3/p5

issue.

p5 is here being given specific, sub.-

stance and, at.this point resembles p4.

A proposal for achieving family of

schools planning without actually
mandating it as policy. The proposal

is not argued for here but reappears as

, p6 somewhat later.

L

1.)

'4
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, Ministry mandatcry units, and then vir
'tually going with locally designed
units to make up the balance of the
country core, make it''almost absolutely
necessary that they' consult: Otherwise

their programs Ore full of holes. Now,

I'm not recommending that, but.," I was
surprised to hear some of our senior
administration say: You'll never pull

it .off. I. think it was realism. It

surprised me, but, they all 'said: Get at

wit some other way, but you can't use a

curriculum document to... What do you

think X? Do you think you can legis
late that kind of behavior... wit a

curriculum document? ... What does the

research say about it? What -does our

experience...

X: There isn't any research on a ques,

s tion like thati at this point. I-thinic

that because of the way you have the
process set up for the county with
people from both the secondary and the
element*ry all involved, you've got, in
plenary-group, you've got represena=
tivet from every school that you can

take the question to. One of the con
sequences of going ahead without any
consideration-of family planning...

,

pardon the pun ... is: Is it possible
that for a.given secondary. school, one

feeder school, going to recommendation .

1 for a moment, one feeder school might
'put in a couple of options that are

'yery different.from, the program of ano
ther feeder school, say in grade 8? So

that the same kids coming into grade 9

course in a given secondary anOof,
would have had fully a thirdof the
program of grade 8 and-equally a third
f the program of grade ,7 that would, be

)
a odds. So that the planning in grade

9 ould become,more difficult, particu .,

'1 ly with the lack of communications
at D was referring to. In other

ords, it is not Illy between the fee
,

der elementary sc ols and the seconda
ry-school that the e would'nt be any

communication. There wouldn't neces-

sarily be any communication between the
feeder schools themselves. That would

be one of the consequenceg

Back to C8 and CI in support p3.

Looking to an outside.consultant for
advice regarding C8 and C9.

The Procedural route to resolution
appears to be j, lied here.

.r)

fl

A lengthy point establishing F16 ass a

possible consideration. Howevel. no

warrant is implied and no proposal

specifically,supported.

160,
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A.

All

of going with,the kind of lack of re
quirement for family of schools,plan
hina. I don't know whether.that
maybe it's something that you would
want to kick around a little bit.

A: OK; take it one step further, X.
Because you have touched on the weak -

point in this argument that I am pre
senting here. But consider Ehis: Your

argument is very valid, particularly in'
some of the order areas of the region.
We have precisely that kind of situa
tion, where there are more than one
feeder school laading into a secondary
school. -It's not typical of the newer
areas where they built senior publics,

senior elementary schools. But we!'ve

got enough of it, it is a real problem,

but on top or that, just like a time,
table,'we have some crosslinks which
will necssitate not only families get
ting together but a number of families

of Schools getting together. Right
down around-here is a good example.
Say school P,feeds into Secondary

schools Q and R as well. JThat means

the whole unit gets together, and, if
LIT not mistaken, there is some cros
sing from one multiple unit consisting
of two families, to one of the other
multeiple units. You know, where do you

Stop?
7,

11B: I am sure that if you-started that,

it would become almost county wide.

A: Well, it isn't. It's characteristic

of the older areas.

Ours is 60/40 to two schools.

e
A: Yeahohwell there It is.

B. We're about 95/5.

4

A: You see, 60/40 is... significant.

D: You would have to agree with 2 high

schools.

E: The unfortunate part is that I'm

with one high.sthool and the other high

A takes F16 as C16 and perceives. it as

support for p5', the warrant (W9) being
that communication among schools ,ts.

desirable. The point is developed and

illustrated.

This goes on to suggest F17, that fa
mily of schools planning is impract
ical. This would support p3 on the
grounds that policies should be

feasible (WI0).

F17 becomes C17 and the feasibility

-issue is discussed a bit more. t
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school doesn't, have anything to do with.

we'don't have anything to do

with them.

.
X: You see, it could really get messy,

if-the 7 and 8 went with a physical

science /biological science split, no

matter which one comes first, and the 9

and 10 went with that same kind of

split. There would be an expectation
'of grade 9 kids that they had had a
reasonable amount of physical science
and maybe a reasonable amount could in

clude one more unit beyondthe county

core. So that if there isn't any fami
ly of schools discussion about that,
and negotiation about it, what you

could have is a situation where kids

are coming from one elementary school

much more preparers the physical,

sciences than fraiii the other one say.

A situation of this kind can develop:

A: OK. Well, my recommendation to

solve this problem is that we, wher0e-'
proceed, whether it be... I don't think

the 4 of 6 at the 7/8 level is.some
thing that is negotiable. It's' clear4.

Whether, at the secondary level, whether

it's 5 or 6 is a debatable point.
Quite frankly, I'd like to argue'in fa

vour of 6, but put that aside for a mo

ment, we have got this problem that X

has put'his flinger onand this is com.4

pounded by these'Cross7linksi- and my

recommendAtion that wasn't contained in

'this, at the time I was trying to get

the raw data out io.You,as fast, as pos

sible, but,', working.with it since then,

IA that we make very strong re;ommenda

tion as to what the optional units

should be. In fact, that we develop

them to such an extent that it's going

to be very difficult for the teachers

to argue against them. Aside' from

pointing out, 'and doing a little bit 'of

artwisting, but that the optional
portion of'the program be fleshed out

to 2uch an extent that, and specified

in such a way that the easy thing, the .

path o f least resistance is to fall

right into it, and I think that

162
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,

C16 is further exemplified as a consi

deration.

t-

p1. reaffirmed.

p2 with some possible variation..

p6 is spelled out in response to the
various concerns with p3 and as, an al
ternativ to p5. -p6 7 that the
selection of "optional" unit's be reco11

mended centrally is based on the

prediction (C18) thAt'teachers will

accept the easiest optiOn open to them.

p6 would-be justified in terms of the

considerations outlined earlie.in op
position to p3. The warrant in this

case is, that it is desirable to steer

the teachers' choices by making some

options easy to implement (Wit).

r. ...
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Al

that will solve antawfullot ofour
problems without ruffling feathers t at
way. 'Because this was the information
that I was getting fror's the senior ad
ministration and principals: that as a

policy it won't wash. You can't force
that kind of thing. You'l.fe got to go

at it from some other way.

E: So what you're saying is: You` don't Clarification of p6.

have to do it but 'we'd- like it if you

did do it.

A: Yes, you can, say thatsort of thing,
and you can also, by the development of
your'optional material, rather than
just leaving it wide open,to the Minis
try document, actually develop optional
material, suggested optional material
Of such a nature that it fits with the

:county core so.nicely that people will
just fall right into it, the vast ma
jority because it is the path ofeast

resistence.

?

Presumably p5 is here being referred to.',

again.

G: Are you sure? I'm thinking of the,

secondary School people... they'would.
get theft- 6 and-I know what 2 optional
un?.ts I'd like- to see the:re. Are you

.going to suggest. to .
D: I think.he's thinking more-f the

primary...

C: Well I think this could I know

myself, if ,I don't like thos%,2, I'll
make .my own 2 up.. But those'people who

C18 queried with respect to gecon ary

teachers.

s'

1

.,

doet°,have the experience would'probab. The issue is still unrdsolied.

fall into what was laidPout.
0

Fora few minutest' discussion moved'on
o other matters'moh.as the particular
textbook being sekdctea by several -
schools for use in grades 9 and 10. A

little later inthe meeting, however,
the control "issue returned. s'

There were just two matters that
mayb4 are a footnote to the family of
schOols question, because, frankly, I

. think that the data are equivocal. I The usefulness-of Cl, t2, C3 is

....hink you could make the policy either queried.

way you .wanted to, and you could still

16,3
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A further consideration ZC19) would

exist if there was aesuperordinate
policyin this area.

be consistent with the data. I think.

the guestiari, that I would ,raise is: Is

there any curriculum policy in the
county that-indicates that it is desir-
able for families of schools to consid-

er curriculum together.

A: Yes. t
X: Well, if that it the policy, then A
what'is it that your superintendents
and others think they can't legislate?

)It's already legislated.

A: You are using the word "desirable".'

That's the operative word.

X: So there is no policy that s s it

$, °`a .must ha en. So'when people don't do
it they s mply say it's not desirable

.here, or s thing, then is it a

lively topic of conversation at all
around the region?

.A:
t

No, no.

X: The other question, I guess,'as a
matter of fact, is: as far as 1 know,

there is ,nothing in the Ministry docu- F20.

ment that planning shall be in families
of schools, in` the policy section.

A:,Np, it simply Points out that."...

e-

Thove is.

A'challenge to
'presented by

In C19.

-,

the convenflonal gisdom
C8 and C9. 4

Clarifitation of meaning of C19.
05,

X: It's an option (A: Right.)

A: It encourages it, the same way as

our policy does,

p

: 1 .

The' Ministry document dots n Odd an

additional- consideration therefore. -5
,1

. , X: I guess my last questibn would be: Anolhdr attempt to flysh out, possible_
-,
W are there any other desirable features '- consideratiOns. .

, . .,z,. ,,,

65 family interaction about the science , -i- .

curriculum other than the planning of. .

. .

units for satisfying of policy require-

meLts-of the board? That is, it may be
easier to have topics for secondary set
by the secondary, school, and for,the % e

elementary set by the elementary school .

and no interaction, the committee could
go either Tray, in terms of the data,

but I was wondering if there were any

other reasons that

164
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you'd be prepared if there were any
values to be gotten as a result of
plannfng, 6 started talking about a
couple: just sort of familiarity with
wh'at equipment is available or there

may be other kinds of concerns that ...

where some positive interaction could
come out of families of schools plan-

ning and those would go down the'drain
if one didn't try to encourage it in

some way.

A: I don't think you'll get any argu-

ment with anyone, anywhere, .well, I can

think of one or two mavericks, but on

tivt point.

E: A, we don't have nec arily to

decide this, if we decide on hOw much

is going to be core. I think the sug:S

gestion was made that. we go back to the
larger committee and ask them, where

each one has a representative, about

the family question. PA hate to see

it die here.

Y: There's also a compromis.e, it would

seem that, although it could be left,

the responsibility for determining the

curriculum is at the school level, that

that doegn't shut .phe door to families

discussion. (A: Oh, po.) As you said

earlier, having families of schools'
decisions is only one way of ensuring

families of schools' disCussions. May

be this is not the place to make
You could, for example, have a situa-'

tion whereby every school had to draft

its own options and while they were

still in draft form, before they were
finally decided upon, there had to be

some sort of families of schools' in-

terchange of paper,
..,

so that. at least

everybody in the family of schools knew
what eierybne else in ,the family.yas.

thinking about. Before every schoOl

made its final decisions, so that any-

body at that stage'; could at feast

scream if there were some grounds for

doing so. It would be a sort of half-

way step, if ycu said:* Before you make

up your mind,you have to trade pieces

of paper. That doesn't say that the

A procedural suggestion for resolution

of the issue.

A complex compromise prbposal, p7,

again based on the considerations
raised to this point. '

p7 is based on the principle (F21) that
while metbers of families of schools
have an interest in each other's
curricula, they don't have an.

overrtding interest. The warrant
involved here (W12) is that it is

important to give stakeholders (a voice
while not allowing them to override

others." prerOgatives.
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the family can say which units, but it
does say that before the schools final
ly decide, let them at least know that
everyone else is happy with their deci
sion; or their draft decision. Some
thing like that might be worked out,
which 'firings erfamily together, if not
pHySically, then at least .in some sort

. of a way, at the same time does not
lock up units as having to be determin
ed at that level.

A: What Y is suggesting has a,lot of

ft

F21 is accepted as .C21.
''merit. These ar.esome of he other
kind of strategies that'I t k we are, o

a little bit later on, that I ink we
want\to consider. To legislate that
every4amily of schools must get toge
ther and. decide upon and design a fam
ily core `From 7 through 10 was the

thing that\I was told was unrealistic.
`It just.wouldn't come off. You should
use some other kinds of strategies, and p7 accepted as possible compromise

......

Y ijas touched on some of them here, but between p3 and p5.
howfdo you feel a gut going to this 4

larger group? We're,probably go'ing to Process discus ion.

be able to pull them together once, by
the looks of it. Thereqss not Many
weeks left in the schoo1\7ear. Would

you rather go to them with\a recommen
dation that =we could speak iti as a

'group, even with a minority report if
that were the case, or would you rather
go to them with: Hey guys, we don't
know what to do. .What do you think?

C: I'd prefer to go with adYecommenda--'

tion. You'll get more valid criticism
of it. Because if they don't care,
they'll go along with the recommenda
tion.

A: I'd' certainly prefer going with a
recommendation. At least you've got
something to talk about then. How do
you feel about specifically the kind
of thing that, perhaps not precisely
the detail, that Y suggegEs. This
would be brand new for thli county.
411ak,1ng this sort of thing policy. One

of the .problems when, you try to make

something, policy, which it is'in.a core

166
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Curriculum is Whether..'. just how ef
fectively that policy is implemented.
You've got to look At who is implemInt

ing it. Well, you've got 11 different
"boards of education" that are operat

ing here. Populated by people who, have
responsibility for implementation
called principals, who in the secondary

schools delegate it to the three of you
as heads, and so on. Policy decisions,
in the kind of structure we have here,
you've got toUkind of careful. ,But
something a little more palatable 'such
as the kind of mechanisms that Y has
suggested here,, making it policyythat
they must share, I think there is a
better chance that some kind of compro

mise like that would fly. I'd much

\ rather see this group take something
like that to that next level for their

approval.

C: So what you're saying is that you
recommend that the schools or the fami
lies of schools get together and must
share what they're going to be doing.

A: ?Yeah. Make that policy.

C: Make that policy. .Because my feel,
ing was that if you made it mandatory,
that the schools get together, there

could be an underlying feeling that
really the high schools are dictating
to the public schools what they are go
ing to do, or the public schools may be
dictating to the high schools what they
are going to do. And there could be

that undercurrent. And if you've got

that undercurrent there ...

F: Yes, who's going to make the deci
sion, or which side is going to have
more power as to which core topic, is
-the one to go With, there's going to be

a Tot of friction.

D: Are we discussing core topics here?

F: No, no. Optional, I meant.

167
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Clarification of p7. What follows is a

sharing of predictions concerning the
consequence of implementing p7.

The more these appear to be favourable,
the stronger the support for p7. The

remainder of the meeting was spent in
projecting consequences ih this way, to
see if any wene undesirable. None ap
peared to be so. These projected con.
sequenCes however are consi1erations
also.
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G: I think that you've got to make it
very clear to them that they have their
optionality at their level. What we're

trying to do is to ensure how we're go
ing to deal with that optionality be
tween the two levels. I don't think

that either level should dictate to...

Y: No. My idea was that where an ele

mentary school might want, might be in-

1

dined togo f r one optional unit, but
if its particu ar secondary school rai
sps some serio s objections, to that .

unit, then that school might be happy
to reconsider. I'm not saying that the

secondary school could overrule 'the
'decision ...

A: It could be curriculum policy that
this kind of process must.take place.

C: But going back.to your idea, maybe I
set up a unit because I am close to ...
and I want to use that as much as pos
sible. 1 If the secondary sohool said: I
don't particularly want you doing

Y: That's the whole point. The secon
dary school shouldn't be saying that

sort of thing. The secondary school
might raise why it is going 'to be dif
ficult for them if you do do that unit, -

but the judgement is still yours to -

make.

C: I could say: That's your problem,
ybu solve it.

Y: You could indeed, but...

A: eine of the outcomes of the consulta

tive process that could pe luislated
could be the agreement: to disagree.

F: So what you are 'saying -is that

the... In 7 and 8, 'they would have, the

final decision on what optional topic.
-should.io in and the 9and 10 should
have the...

A: At a 'particular school.

F22/C22: p7 would preserve the autonomy
of each level of school to make
decisions concerning, their own

prograth. The warrant is W13: schools
should have autonomy over their

programs.

el

.

A

look

F23/C23: p7 would enable disagreements
to be tolerated if not resolved.
Warrant W14 is that disagreements
should be tolerated if not resolved.

188
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F: It would be input... from both
sides.

G: Hopefully if theY do sit down they
'could come to an agreement.

.Y: In the ideal situation they might
agree, but they might not.

F: Just declare what you want,to do
and... work it from there. .

Y: At least the 9 and 10 people' would
know what was coming in 7 and 8,swhiCh,

from wbat,I--g t r, would be an im-

provement on o of the situations".

Wllt aminute, A. You say: At a
particular school. We are ,talking

about a family now. If you've got say

three elementary schools in a family, I
would assume that they would have to
agree on the optional...

A: No. I think the policy would have
to read that,. let's take a hypothetical
situation where you've got_3 schools,
say 2 of them are K.- 8 schools, Ones
a.senior public, 7 and 8,-and they all

feed students to a particdlar secondary

school. And rather a few students go-
ing out of that particular group to

maybe another secondary school. That

wherever there is a significant number
of students being fed across those

boundaries, that group, it is policy
that they must share and discuss dif-
ferences in the optional portion of the

program. They must share this informa-

tion prior to implementation, maybe not
that but something along that line...

D: What you are doing then is forcing,
not forcing but highly recommending
that they.get together...

A: No. It's policy that.they must

share.

169

Question'of how p7 might be

implemented.
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Y: A minimum coule, 'be sticking some-

thing through the mail.

F: That's right. There's no teeth in

it if they don't ...

A: Then it would be our responsibility,
and in particular mine, and any re-

' source people that I would have (next

year, it is the intention of the system
to have two people working in science
at the intermediate level) to go around
and work With people like supervisory
officers, principals and superinten-
dents, who have the responsibiility for
policy including curriculum policy, al-
though the fact of the matter is that
the principals, the majority of them,
ddn't See'themselves as curriculum
leaders. Would something like that, as
a policy statement, would you be happy
to defend that to this next level?
(Several: Yes.)

Y: You would not be saying that they
have to agree on certain units.

A:No. Butthey haves-got to talk about
it if there are some differences. It

would not only be sharing ,but a discus-

sion of differences. Would that world?

B: It might.

Fd, It can't fail to work. So they get

toethr and have a heck of a good at-
gUment about it, so at least_they4 know
what they Are doing and that's the Pri-
mary 'function of it.

B: The thing that I; I don't kgpw, may-

be this is right out in left field, the
thing that I worry about is the fact
that you are trying .to come with some

sort of policy: This is what you
should do, now go ahead and do it. But

there prpbably won't be any time for

it. Sort of after school,whenever you
get together. So.T don't think as
going tohappen. You know, great, it's

policy: you must do it, but after 4

o'clock please. Whenelse can you sit.

170

F24/C24: p7 provides for flexible
interpretation In implementation. The

corresponding warrant (W15) is that

flexibility in implementation is
'desirable.

C9 again feasibility is the issue
(W5/W10).

F25/C25: Is time going to be available
for p7 to be implemented? Here p7 is

being questio.ned on the basis of F25.
The warrant at issue is that it is

important to have adequate timg
resources for a prpposal to be

implemented (W16).
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down and talk about it? I may have 2

spares in a row, but this guy and this

guy won't have the same spares at the
same time, and that's the nitty-gritty
of it: too,

A: For what it's worth, the program de- Discussion of other matters not related

partment, through our superintendent to this issue.

has made a very strong plea to the man-
agement council that... the school year
has not been determined yet, the Board
has flubbed this one, they don't have a
school year for next year. (laughter
and derisive comments) Really that
is what happened and I think they are
late getting the school year into the
Ministry, they spent virtually one

entire board meeting talking about the
school year and didn't arrive at a
decision, but a very strong recommenda-
tion has been put forward by Mr.
though Management Council and it's been
supported by Management Council, that
the regional P.A. Days for the schools
are across the interface, between the
intermediate division, for precisely
these kinds of purposes,_ although what
you are talking about, B, is very
real.

B: You know, the thing is, let's say

they schedUle one for April. So, big

deal, I hang around for this day in
April so that we can talk about what
has happened, .on conversely if it hap-

pens in September, how do I know exact-
ly what I want to be doing maybe in May
or June of next year?

C: But the other point is: At leaSt

even the minimum would be to send a

piece of paper through the courier.
(B Sure.) Speaking personally, if we
ca do that, I have no idea what is
going on in my other secondary school.
I've got one school's curriculum, but I
don't know what's going on in the
'other. And vice-versa, they don'tk
even know what's going on with me. At

least we'll have that exchange of
papef.
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A: B, the problems ydu raise are,very
real and there's not too much we can do

about it except...

B:'I know, except this whole undercur-

rent of talk has been going on and
dealing with getting together, meeting
and talking, and agreeing to disagree.
Now, a piece of paper, if that's what
it's down to, a piece of paper coming
in: 'Oh yes, here's what thiiire doing.

Great.

D: Yes, but if I get one back from you

and one of my units depends on a unit
which I assumed you were doing* Hope -

fully, /l would then get back to you,

there's soemthing...

C: The secondary will get back to the

public more than the public back to the

secondary maybe.

A: I think we've got to try

B: I am just trying to play deviJrs ad-

vocate, I guess. Just trying to think

of some of he...

F: If that sort of thing happens id

September or October particularly,
whether you decitie to begin your op-

tional topic at a particular time,
that's not so important as the fact
that at some time, during the year, you

are 'going to do thiS.

B: That may be the case in a larger\
school like yours but in mine it

doesn't matter.

F: You are going to go in therewith
something.to start off the first couple

of months with anyway* It's not going

to tuddently throw off ybur stare, any-

way.

A: OK. Could we move on,'time is. I

thinkve.have got enough to go with to
the next round which is obviously" going

to be in May, before we can get these

people pulled together.

172
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G: Excuse me, A, your' decision on this

is thft"we would...

A: Well, I, sense that there. was enough p7 agreed to (P7).

agreement that we'll recommend, I'll be
recommending to Mr. and back up the
pipeline that way and we as a committee'
will be recommending to the plenary \''s\

session of representatives for this
consideration that-on the optional
material, and we haven't decided exact
ly how much that is yet, on the option

_

al material, that between panels there
must be a sharing and &discussion of
the differences. Is there any problem
with recommending to these people 4 out pl agreed to (Pi).

of 6 county wide core at 7 and 8?

G: Actually, I think 1-iese.percentages,

67 and 75, Are pretty good. .,And for

those in the secondary panel who think
that that is a little too much, you
still have,, assuzipg the different
phases have diZferent courses, you've
still got control there is each unit
'for, optionality. I sde nothing.at'all

wrong with the 75% and the 67%. I

think that those are good percentages. Implicitly, p2 agreed to also (P2),

B:kve got no qualms about that.

I

4' a

.

E: I... I wasn't questioning the 75 at A reference back to an earlier query

I wag just wondering in terms of with respect to this matter.

the data on the other sheet, how you
could justify it.

A: I don't think we have to, E.

E: I agree with the- 75 myself.

A: OK then. cf
0,

-Again, discussion moved on to other
matters. It appeared that this time

,....thowever the issue was resolved. That

'This was so was confirmed- by the recom
mendations that went out in thename of
this committee to the laTger meeting of
teachers which convened a ffew weeks

rater. These recommendations were
agreed to without further debate and
subsequently became Board policy.

1 3
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ANALYSIS_ OF 'MOP. R

(Weather)

In the following transcription,' the Mllowing abbreviations are' used to

'refer to participants:

A: Coordinator of Science for the board and
chgrman of the meeting

T(S):

T(E):

T( ):

X, Y:

- A teacher from a secondary school.

A teacher from an elementary school.

Other teachers whose "school is unknown

Researchers, participantobservers at the

meeting

As.

In addition, units of courses are referred to as 'Er, "E2", "E20", and

so on. These designations are derived from the Ministry of Education'

%Intermediate Science Curriculum Guideline.
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Transcription

A unit entitled "Weather" islisted .

_in the Ministry Guideline as an option
at grades 7 and 8. In drafting a pro-

posal for a countywide core program
fOr those grades; the Coordinator had
included this unit in Grade 8. 'The
proposal, in the form of a flow-chart
showing a possible 'organization of
units for both giades 7 and 8,4Apd
been presented to, the coordinating

committee where the inclusion of
Weather attracted little comment. The

Coordinator's rationale for its inclu-

sion was outlineat the subsequent-
meeting of teachers where the proposed
core program was debated7et some

length. Excerpts from that discussion
relating to,the unit are reproduced

here. The transcription beginstoward
the end of a long presentation by the
Coordinator in which he explained the
reason for his ptoposals for the core
program at grades 7 and 8.

A: My rationale for E20 (Weather)

appearing as a core unit in this re-
,.
commendation to you is that it turns

out, /if you Look at this, when I

Looked at it, it could be organized as
the other units:all the optional u-
nits in 7 and 8, or virtually all of

° them, contribute to the study of Wee-

the?. All the physical science ones,
in particular, al;, have something to
contribute to it, and because we can't
deal with all these, there just isn't

e, Weather would appear to be a
d place to pick up in that unit a
of, the tag ends that you won't see
part .of your 7 and 8 program that

you're of going to deal with in a .

full-bl fashion, as a full-blown

Ur.

T(S): A; can you give me an idea.of

what sort of things you're talking

about? When I see Weather, I think of
A a geography course. I'm not really

familiar with the elementary course.

At.

It

Analysis

Policy Proposal'pl: To include
the unit', Weather, in the core
program for grade 8.

Fact Fl, which is accepted
immediately as a consideration CI,
because it forMs the basis of the
prdposal 01, using the warrant that
it is Aesirableo,to use a unit that

combines aspects of several others
together (WI).

Fact F2, which -is accepted
immediately as a consideration C2,
because it also forms the basis of

the pro osal p1, using the warrant
that a nit is a good one if it picks

up topics inadequately, covered

elsewhere (W2).

Fact F3, more implied than explicit,
suggests that Weather belongs more in .

geography than in science.
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2

' A: You're thinking of climate. I

think Weather belongs in'science and

climate erhaps in geography.

T(E): But it's also a unit in the

junior. We just got that implemented
in the grade 6, now we're doing it'in
7. You see, most senior publics are 6,

7, and 8, and we seem to be really
overlapping the junior program.

A:-Yeah, you're right. This....

T(E): So you should put a gap in
between, maybe.,

A: Can somebody, could you give

me a hand with this thing here (the
overhead projector).

T(E): You're after soMe-specific
comments on this from a school

basis... ,

A: Yeah, okay.

4
T(E): At our school-, the four science
teachers got together and we had three

recommendations for a change. We

recommen#edthat Clasgification of -.._
Organisms follow directly.
Characteristics of Organfsmi in gtad
7, and that'Force and Energy, and Water
and Solutions be :interchanged.
completely because of'.the alistrac
nature of Force and Energy, the

abstract nature versus the more

concrete nature of say Water, if you
like, to give them an extra year and
give it to them at grade 8. But the

second part of the question would be
that if the line between grade-7 and
8, if that patched line (on the fldw
chart) were nopexistent-7do you
understand what I'm saying?--if that
line were nonexistent; then none Of
these concerns would materialize
from oustandOint. In other words,

if yie're allowed to do this--to
interchange--but then I guess we get
back to the one of the biology and
physics ... in high school. Well,

-1';6

4.

F3, however, is dismissed and never
becomes a consideration.

F4 raises a point that would lead to

a conclusion exactly opposite to pl:

That Weather should not be included

in the core program (p2). The,

warrant here would be that it is
'undesirable for a unit to be repeated

in consecutive grades (W3).

F4 becomes C4.

Proposal p2 is made explicit.

Trivia, not related to issue.

Process comment, not specific to
issue. ,'

Af

glis intervention, while not relating
to the issue of Weather Concerns

related matters. The speaker also
raises theseproposals again later.
(a proposal cOncerningother units in
the core)
(another proposal) ,

. (feet supporting second proposal)

e

..(a third propopal, apparently an
alternative to t t first two)
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the first question was: Is that

patChed line meant to be a'definite

position? If so, our recommendation
was to make those Change's.

(inaudible question)

A: ThAks. Can I come back to that in --77-

just a minute? To answer that
question, this was the way in which...
This is the way I look at it. tPlacing
in place all the optional units that

- are listed in the Ministry as well as

the.core units and--this is siMply%my
thinking--that, for example, .
Properties of Matter--well, I'd want
to deal with Water after I'd dealt
with Propenekes of Matter and I
certainly wanted to deal with
solutions after I dealt with the more

common 'Solvents. I'd want to deal

with Force and Energy. I-could deal

with these if I had untimfted time and
access 'to the students- -work for a
long period of time. Certainly topics

like this. After that, Simple
Machines reduce with this one as well,
but notice that with every one of them
you're dealing with Weather, you are
dealing with Solutions; you are-
dealing with Temperature, you're

k, dealing with Light. .But a lot of them

key into this, and obviously YOu.can't
deal properly -with all of them, and so

I'm suggesting that Weather is.one
wali, and that's all it is, just an

idea. That's one reason why we're

together here today--to pick up some
of the ideaS, move some of them out,
move some of them here. Not try -and

deal with everything- -you can't.

(referring to the results of
tWe teacher survey) A, .it's marked

as a loW priority option,; and then
again by only 53 %.

1

, 'A: True... (inaudible)

): Statistics are selectively
meaningless if it's'being laid on.

Process.

Elaboration of Cl. (pi)

A

1

pl repeated..

Process comment.

F5, in support of p2, using.warrane -

(W4) that degree of teacher support
in survey data should provide basis
for policy.

F5 becomes 65 (supporting.p2).

. Proces.

! V
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A: There's nothing being laid on.

This is a recommendation, and it's one,
that ',suspect there's a good chance
we may not resolve. today.

T(E): Would there be more opportunity
to decide than at this meeting? You

said this was the last meeting this
yeatvand.that this thing, this doc-
ument will be-submitted, possibly dur-
ing the summer, be pidked.up during
the.Aummer. Would the validation
period al -low flexibility of changet?

ThiS obvi6usly highly squeezed level
between- junior and secondary. You

know, either we're teaching for high
school, or, you know, we're teaching
for their program, or we're teaching
what-we.are because the K-6.has done-
something that's been decided. It's

the old squeeze Play, I feel. ,

A: Yeah, don't mistake my meaning

there. I said we have- to be aware at
rand 8 where these kids come from and
where they're going. Tha's'about
all.' The program can stand on its own
feet, and we Shouldebe able to justify
it to kids at that age.

T(E):Will'there be a Chance to answer
that type of question? Perhaps will
the flexibility during the validation
period allow for that kind of justili-
cation for the early adolescent? You

knowthe way L see it is just kind
°0f1--here',s the data. It's not signif-

icant, so here it is. I would like to

see the flexibility to answer your
point, which I think is a very,good

point.

T( ): Is it significant that it's made
a county core?

A: Yeah. One of the tasks that we had
is to identi,fy, a total of 4 units at

the gradd$7 level and 4 units at the
grade 8 level as county core. Nowyou
muse includethe Ministry Core units.
Now had raised what'I thing is a
very,valid point, that during the val-
idation period, .or the trial

3

a.

Process'

Process.

O

_ro

Implied warrant W5 for argument (that

it is desirable in selecting content
to take into' account a student's.
background'and personal goals) not

related (here)' to any specific
proposal, because no relevant facts
(i.e. concerning badkgrounds or
personal goals of students) are
prefented.

Process.

4
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implementation - -one of the reasons why

it's designated as that is to allow
for this kind of thing. Quite frank
ly, I hadn't thought of that kind of
possibility, but ',think you raised.a
very interesting point.t If you look
at the-yellow sheet ...-

T(E): A, basically can't we'say this
that 'why don' 14e just leave it as.

you put in the eight optional units,

and for,the validation period and the
implementation period when we're
trying- it out, then take a survey
after each and elfery school-- like,
mean, some of us this year have tried
it, and others haven't. Why not put
the eight units out,.like sort of make
it aware that, what ,the eight units

that the Board would like covered in
the 7 and 8 group. Then let the
schools try it out and see which ones
they'd like to try at 7 and which ones
they'd like to try at 8, and then do a
survey, and a darn sincere survey,
M.th just the senior publics who have
tried thiS. bike, I mean, Othow our
school has tried'the implementation
this year of the suggested core units
in 7 and 8, and the optional ones, and
some schools haven't,done that. They

haven't, yyu know, it wasn't laid on
that this should have been tried for
implementation, so they come out and
,say "OK, here's eight coreunits'
thae`ye want to try at the 7 and 8
level,' and theAV simply deal in a

-."1.urvey with those senior publics who

have tried'ifibse, and'say, okay, how
do you find this one in 7 as compared
to this ;one in 8? And maybe his

.schoolktried .it in 7, where I've tried
it'n'8, and have a little
pedback, anci,,we can compare, whereas
now, you know,, saying that this is
going to be in 7 and this is going to
be in 8 when some haven't even tried
it. Why notoas you say, take it into
t1 implementption in the one year and
throw out 8 ilits instead of the 6
that we had deal with.

rf

Process comment implying the
potential warrant W6 that the
satisfaction of teachers, following
trial use of units, is a good way to
determine the, selection to be
contained in the core. fAccep.once of
such a proposition would require that
the final detision be postponed until
the facts (concerning teachers' likes
and dislikes of units, following
trial use) were available. See

later, where this idea reappears.

1 9
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T(E): I'm still concerned with why

Weather is a core unit. I thought,

and I still think, .0K, the statistic
probably don't mean that much, but

they do indicate something. And look

at Forest Resources. 70% thought it
should be taught in one or other

- grades.
.

T(E): I assume that it's going to be

in 6. Why put it in as a core unit in
7 and 8?

A: I don't think I'm going 6, try and

persuade...

T(E): I can see your rationale, but I

don't agree with it.

Back to the issue of weather.

Repeat C5 (supporting p2).
The same warrant that linked F5 to p2

(W4) could be the basis of a quite

different proposal based on other
Facts.

C4 again (supporting p2).

Process.

Rules of superiority at stake here

(se later.discussion).

A: What I seem to sense is that you're Process.

suggesting that perhaps what we should

do is

T(E): Don't draw the line..

A: No, those lines don't the arrows

don't mean anything.-

T(E): Not those lines the4difference

between 7 and 8 for another year, and

let the 7 and 8 teachers decide which
is more appropriate, like the 9's and"--
10's here have'already stated, yot
know. They've obviously tried it out.
for the past few years, but all of a
sudden; you2know, some schools haven't

been--aware-4re- of any particular core

units, and some have tried it. Se why

net, you know I- the Board will say,
Okay, here's 8 units we want you to
try for this year, and we want you to

`decide where they're going to be.
That way, th1Qoard's happy and so are

the 7 and 8 teachers, really, because
they'll have a say, in it.

T(E): I chink it matters whether we're

in fart given an optional-category
there e.. break up that solid circle
(on the diagram), but, then you have 'to

pick up another one.

T(E); You.had to have eight.

1:8 O ,

Again, the warrant W6 plated to the
teachers opinions following trial use

is implied.

.>.
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You have to pick up another one. Process discussion, not leading in
any clear direction.

A: Yeah, we've already decided that
there will be eight. Four core in
each year.

T(E): Is it a strong feeling on the

committee for 8?

A: No. Maybe I should let some of the
people that are on the committee there

speak to this.

T(S): Some of them are dictated by the

Ministry already.

T(E): Yes. Okay, those I understand.

Fine.

T(S): And the other ones are the way
they came out in light of the survey.
But as A said, there wasn't a strong
preference by year. .Weather is the
.questionable one.

T(E): Yeah, I sort of -see a circle

there with a question mark or some
thing, some little fetdbaclebecause if

it's going to be mandatory, we're go
ing to have to do it. .

.

.

...,

T(E): Obviously, A, on the survey the question here of the reliability of

keenest have answered the survey and all Facts derived from the survey.
the other ones haven't.' So'it's .

almost--you know-- -

A: Yeah, there's a lot of truth in
that. One of the hazards of this by

hitting in the direction of what you
suggest eight now. But I think that

40 there's some merit in making a
recommendation that we do evaluate the
placement of'these things for at least
a one-year period.

(End of tape, break in recording)
-

A: How many of you who Are teaching at
the '7 and'8,1evel would rather see
something other than*Weather? I don't

have real strong feelings about it. I

gave-you my rationale. (A number of

hands go up.)

The issue is put to a trote, a process
which implies a potential warrant,
though.at.this point there is no
indication of the purpose of the vote
nor the intended use of the result.
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T(E): Could we have the other side of

the Vote, please?

A: How many people would like to see

Weather? We have a couple. f think

what we'd better do, since it seems to
be somewhat controversial can't
be guided by just simply a e -7 it

is recommend , for the year, that the

units, the istry core units, and
designated 'Water and Solutions" be
developed. !Now, for- that trial peri

od, you'Were.suggesting that
you'd rather see Water and Solutions

in grade 7. Is that right?

T(E): Well, from the point of view 9f
the teachers at our school, the argu
ment was that if Force and Eneigy are
to be developed on a more'highly ab
stract basis -- some of the arguments
fQr the grade 9 physics vs. grade 10

biology ... bdt that's another argue
ment if .that's the case, if it is

to be more highly abstract, then, say,
working with Water and Solutions,' then

why'not put these more highly abstract
materials in the grade 8 because
that's ona.more year, and maturation
wise, 'there seems to be, I would think
generally maybe perhaps .more of a dif

ference in maturation and readiness
between 7 and 8 than 8 anA 9. There

seems to be quite e.'change there. I'd

like to see more of the abstract mate

' rial with grade 8, and perhaps more of
the concrete material -- it's a little

4 easier to work With handso, if you

like in grade 7. And the other
point about the "Weather", we had some

° .argument at our school'as to why that
circle -- Structure and Life, Cycles
which we .felt was intensely important
ecologically, why itwas given an op

. tional strength versus the weather be
ing, you know, We felt perhaps that of

the weather was defeted,or.became op-
1ional, then it would trade with the
ecological unit. It seems to really

'tie everything together, physical and
biological material together into an-

.

ecolOgy unit if you like.

r.
Process (and implied warrant)
questioned.
New proposal (p3): That for one year
the 6 Ministry core units and one _

other, (Water and Solutions) be the

core prOgram. Weather is'omitted,

therefore.

F6 in support of p3, the warrant
beingagAiletmore abstract units should

be placed in higher grades (W7) (See

also F7 below for additional support

for this argument.)

(

F7 (relates to F6 nd in support of

p3), also u sing w rant Wg

To another pe osal.now'

F8, a value assertion.

which, when taken with

79, supports the new proposal', p4:
that Structure and Life Cycles '

teplace weather.. The warrant "here

W2, the same as that used.to link F2 4

with pl.

1B2
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T(E): I agree with that.

A: Yeah. One opthe reasons that I
put that in as a suggested unit --
I should explain that to you is my

suggestion hete is that that be devel
Oped as two optional units that people
could pick up, because there was that

strong preference fox life cycles. It

didn't seem to go anywhere, an awful
lot of people are doing it, and this
is why. I'm suggesting that it be done
as #22 and 23, where the Ministry said
"you can design something locally': and
not deal with them as the MinisTriy has
in the optional. units, but rather have

4 a look at the possibility of the
structure of plants and animals, or
the structure and life cycles of
plants, and then the second unit, the
structure and life cycles of animals.
These aY4 all possibilities that,kind
of way -- possibilities to look at

in our i itial trial. How does that

idea str e you?

T(E): W 1, we felt quite strongly

about t segregating animals and

plant as such until perhaps a little

.late in high' school where you've got
your more highly developed biology
treatment of zoology vs. botany, but
we felt strongly that the Whole
logical ap roach be stressed at` this

level. It ens a lot of -- ft allows

for a lot of o eneridedness'as far as
field work and followup, whereas
Weather, you knos, Okay, there's some
-good work there that could be done as
well.,, but it seems to be less openend

ed perhips than the plant animal in
terrelatkonship, chich of course you'd

. have to bring in earth science for

that anyway. If you talk about an
ecosystem, "ybu'can't ignore it, so I
felt ,that was a. very important all--

iendompassing topic Wat perhaps we
should gp ad. far as Jae: felt anyway.

It should
.

D.thitA;:l"vg gotthe ,sense of- What

prier:14.6itIg.sat. ,The.re is4me
"

This appears to be supportive of the
inclusion of-this unit, though the
specific matter of its being optional
or mandatory, which was at stake in
p4, is not raised.

An alternative to this idea.

9

.(F)

This returns to the point raised
before (F8) with the added reference
to "level"
F10, in support of p4, using warrant
that.good units provide opportunities,
for field work and other openended.

- activities (W8).

483

Interestingly, P1-1 makes the same

point for weather, but less

strongly.'

p4 xestated.- .

.

F6 are accepted as Cgiisiderations

C6-11).
4



question, then, abo

Weather. The poin

, been making about
and animals here,-
this particular i
is going to happe
we're' dealing wit

you at the 7 and
comfortable with t
developing Propert
Measurement, and f
not specify precis
things would be t

there be develope ,
Force and(Emergy,,E2
E19 and 18 there. Wat

BlO

t the value of

that has-
ife cycles, plants
e've got to resolve

sue here as to what

this summer when
this. How many of

level -would feel

'e writing team
es of Matter and
r next' year, we do

ly where these
ught, but E6, ES

itten,E1,-E3
lassification,
r and Solu-

tions, E4 Interdependence of Organ-
isms; and, if they can, some kind of
unit based around that structure and
'life cycle of plants and animals that
can be worked on, on an, optional basis-
next year, and that we not make the
strohg recommendation to the senior
admikiisfration other than we want one

more year in the field to decide where,

thse things are going to be placed.

/174'
T(E): That way at -,-. oar as

their -- you know, you're satisfying
them is saying you're having 8.

A: It's not them, it's us.

T(E): Okay, well, still.you keep talk-

ing about taking the dOcument in, so

T( )r What we're concerned about is
the separation of El, E2, and E4 when
thy're so sequedtial in their nature

and buildson one another. One unit in

grade 7 ... carry over into grade 8
(inaudible) put them together either

.in 7 ir 8.

A: I think what we're going to find
happening next, year if we go for one

year basis where thereis in the
schools thedecnits that are developed,

,by the writing team during the summer
--snit there, is a plan, kind of like
a registered plan, that will hp

t

The following set of process
proposals implies a compromise among

several substantive proposals
develqped earlier.

Implies p3 (and p2).

.e

Implies p4.

Final decision to be delayed.

A somewhat different issue here: the

sequence of core.units. The

compromise proposalinc, orpsrating a
elay hag reopened other matters that

might have bei regarded as closed.

Disoussion.of,compromise proposals:

184 -
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examined and reported on. Eachone of

you, Working with these things, will

probably `stave some different kind of
organization and you'll say "this ,

seemed to work better in,grade 7 or t
'grade 9 for these reasons" and so on.
For that triat period of at least one

year, and it may be longer, if it is -

necessary. That some of these possi-
bilities of moving E2 back into grade

7 will occur, and we'll gdt inforMtion

on this. What I'm suggesting then, is

that we modify that recommendation so
that it in effect leads Yes, is

there a question back here?

ti

T(S):' You remember A, that when I
?

started this year this thih, the '

----- ---,---f-trat'concern I had was that there was

no grade 8 topics that would be , ..
i

-overlapping.' Thiswas the one thing Another pSint previously thought to

that we were in agreement on: that 'we be closed'buto under the new

do specify what gradeolevel they ought compromise, reopened.

to be taught at. If,you're going to

change that proviso, I'll have to'take

4

t)

ti

that back to my people, because it's a .

complete turnaround from where we

were.

-A: Well, what I'm sensing here is that

there is a request'for a year to have

a look at this. That we develop these

units. I don't think we're going to

deal. with, deciding tonight.

For a few minutes, the diRcussion 0

moves on to other matters and'the '-
meeting comes toward its end. Howev-

er, one more --intervention about
"weather" is occurs as the meeting

concludes.

1

Process.

Q.

r

T(S): ... I just want to get one thins Weather again. .,

1

in before we -- I'm still concerned
.

-about the weather issue. 'Maybe we

4' S could try to resolve it if I could p5: That Weather be replaced by Forms

suggest that we replace the Weather of Energy.
-.?

unit by the one you've got as an ex-
taoebn of E3, the little bqx Mwn at

.

. the left-hand lower corner. (Forms Little argument in support of this

of Eneigy) Could we ndt.,szake that
N , a

proposal.

. //-7:
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make that a unit, and Weather be sort.

of an extension of that-as a unifying F12 is introduced which uses the same

theme? I just feel that might go 'bet warrant -as F5 (W4).

ter with the elementary people.

T(S): Just one recommendation for the '

future.- If we're going -t get ,into

hassling between what's going'on at an

elementary; level. and so one, could we

not have separate meetings? A lot of

the elementary discussions I find very

interesting but I'm afraid to put
"input" in and I don't want to over

ride them. But I don't really... I

have n. .in1/on? I've never taught
4)e taught grade 8 for one

years and I don't want to go

it (laughter):

grade
or t
back

.(inaudible)

A: Well, I'm not asking you to. 17

thank you very much for listening to

some of their doncerns.

T(S): Oh, I think it's very interest

ing. But I think it wastes a lot of

time on our part, and'it wastes their

time 'too 'because we sit here, and I

don't' think we should interject ... It
would make,it a little easier if both

of use ave a meeting at each level,

and th n.

rocess proposal.'.:

ss

.

A: Okay. I'm goingoto put together Plank-announced consistent with_

' what I see inr:%the results of this compro mise prop66als. .

thing and give it to all the people on

the list, all the%representatives, and

we'll go to -work .;on it this. summer.- I

don't think we're going to have to

,pull this entire group together. The

coordinating committee is obviously
going to have do Meet toL-considet*this

thing again, but., tf, any of you on any

of these issues have large concerns
Would ybu now write to me, please, -and

tbink you vexy much for4boming.
o

At this point, the meeting ends and,

there is do more general discussion'.

about "Weather". However when the .

cpr4 program for grades 7 and 8 is

ti

I

1 Se
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next discussed (at a committee meet-
ing, nine months later) the proposals
have been reorganized and the unit on
Weather dropped entirely. The

"ecological" units, Structure and Life

Cycles of Plants and Ani9als, are
instead incialed.. No further mention
is made of Weather.

1S7

r.

p4 becomes the Final Policy (P4).

YI


